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A space for Papua Niuginian creativity

The printed issue of Sumatin Magazine is funded by a creative grant
from the Commonwealth Foundation

The Commonwealth Foundation is an intergovernmental organisation established by Heads of
Government in support of the belief that the Commonwealth is as much an association of peoples as
it is of governments.
It is the Commonwealth agency for civil society; a unique, stand-alone organisation established by,
funded by, and reporting to governments.
The Foundation is dedicated to strengthening people’s participation in all aspects of public dialogue,
to act together and learn from each other to build democratic societies.
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Produced by Ples Singsing Papua Niuginian Writer’s Blog

Welcome dear readers
A space for Papua Niuginian creativity

IN THIS SECOND ISSUE we look back at the start of Papua Niugini’s literary history,
with retrospective articles from academic scholars and old students of the ‘father of
PNG literature’, Ulrich Horst Beier. We do this in order to ‘give back to PNG what we
already have’ – a rich heritage of literary work emerging during colonial, pre- and postindependence periods. We then showcase five recent books by PNG authors.

Ples Singsing Writers & Associates
(PSWA) is the registered business name for
the Ples Singsing Masterminds Group
(PSM) and Ples Singsing – A PNG writer’s
blog.

Sumatin Magazine also pays tribute to the passing away of four national leaders, three
knights and a deputy prime minister, as our still young nation moves towards 50 years
of independence, and the formation of our tenth national parliament this year.

PSWA serves as a not-for-profit
organisation with the objective of
supporting and promoting PNG creativity
in literature and the arts.

Today there are many writers using blog platforms, wondering where PNG is heading
and when the vicious cycles of political corruption, poor economic development and
social decay will end. One young writer poses that PNG is “a nation in denial”.

PSWA activities, such as the production of
Sumatin Magazine and the TIngting Bilong
Mi Essay Competition, are arranged on a
project basis, where all funds accrued are
expended, and products delivered on a cost
recovery basis.

We at Ples Singsing believe that it is by thinking and writing, reading and reviewing our
literary, lifestyle and legislative processes, that people can be brought into a better
understanding of what we value, who we are, and what we may achieve together.

PSWA has three levels of interaction
Our writer-colleagues who may be
nominated as associate members are
referred to as Wanwoks of Ples Singsing.
Our friends in PNG and overseas, who
provide advice, assistance and advocacy,
are reffered to as Wantoks of Ples Singsing.
All PNG writers are welcome to participate
as colleagues without formal associate
status.

Sumatin Magazine is published by Ples Singsing Writers &
Associates.
Editororial committee: Michael Dom, Caroline Evari, Betty Wakia,
Gregory Bablis
Editor-in-chief: Michael Dom

One aspiration is to have written and translated works in our three national languages,
English, Tok Pisin and Motu. While English may be the language of education, and not
disregarding our own local languages, it is very apparent that Tok Pisin and Motu are
the most commonly used means of everyday communication. We believe that using
our two native oriented languages, and presenting translated works, is a practical and
strategic way to open up our national conversations, by including the true diversity of
Papua Niugini and allowing this to shine through. There is originality and an intrinsic
value for creative works using our own idioms. We should celebrate this uniqueness.
This year author Baka Bina has led the way, being shortlisted in the Commonwealth
Short Story competition for a story originally written in Tok Pisin and translated into
English. Meanwhile, poetess Fiada Kede won our mini-poetry contest for a dual English
and Tok Pisin poem and Michael Dom’s essay, written in Tok Pisin, asks why our
languages were banned in school. Also, Caroline Evari reflects on ‘kastom wok’, a
culture which all of us share, while Gregory Bablis notes that “history is not a fairy tale”.

Sumatin is a downloadable e-magazine in PDF format.
This issue is provided free to our mailing list and on-demand.
Future editions will be available by mail order subscription made to
our account Ples Singsing 7021847228, Bank of South Pacific,
Waigani Branch.
For advertising interests or further information contact us by email to
plessingsing@gmail.com

We have much more in store for our literary growth and towards revealing who we
really are, as a creative people, to the rest of the world.

We wish you pleasant reading!
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H

ow PNG’s first literary
blossoming arrived (Part 1)
Original essay: Learning to be a writer in Papua New Guinea Reference: http://www.ucalgary.ca/hic ISSN 1492-7810.
2008/09 • Vol. 8, No. 1. Read full article at https://journalhosting.ucalgary.ca/index.php/hic/article/view/68963.

EVELYN ELLERMAN | Keith Jackson & Friends: PNG Attitude Blog
In this extract from ‘Learning to Be a
Writer in Papua New Guinea’, Evelyn
Ellerman writes of the establishment of the
Literature Department at the University of
Papua New Guinea in 1967, which led
directly to the development of the first
shoots of a home-grown Papua New
Guinean literature. Her important paper
was written as part of the University of
Calgary’s ‘History of Intellectual Culture’
series. KJ
CALGARY
–
Since
so
few
Melanesians could read and write, the
first admission to UPNG was
relatively small: in 1966 only 55 students registered.

Ulli Beier – “Drawing upon nearly 15-years of pioneering work in Nigeria, he had some notion of what
he wanted to accomplish in PNG”

Many of these students were required to
take a bridging year in order to improve
their grasp of English. A handful
registered for the literature classes and
began to write.

Read literature and secure as complete as
possible a response to it, at the same time
developing a critical literary appetite
and taste which would generate a
desire for further reading of literature;

This was quite literally the beginning of
what is now considered to be the PNG
national literature.

2) Study literature as a creative art form
and thus develop an appreciation of, and
a response to, creativity in all
communication arts leading ultimately
to self-creativity;

The Literature Department into which
these students came was comprised
mostly of Australians and New
Zealanders, some of whom, like the
department’s first Chair, Frank Johnson,
had already been in the colony for a \few
years.
Like many of his colleagues, Johnson
was young and enthusiastic about the
opportunity to create something new.
The
Currie
Commission
had
recommended that the university
recognize and encourage oral culture;
accordingly, Johnson adopted learning
objectives for his students:

language proficiency required by the
university.
In addition, he offered courses in
Melanesian languages and made
Linguistics a required course so that
students could study language as a
phenomenon.

3) Discover, maintain, propagate and
develop the traditions of oral literature
of Papua New Guinea.

According to one of his staff members,
Mike Greicus, Johnson thought that a
traditional literature curriculum was
bound to produce what VS Naipaul
had called ‚mimic men‛: unsuccessful
imitators of all things European.

He had begun by calling the department
‘Language and Literature’ rather than
‘English’, offering courses focused on
the oral traditions, linguistics, and
modern literatures either written in, or
translated into, English.

By 1972, Greicus observed that the
open curriculum initiated by Johnson
was already addressing questions of
cultural identity and seemed to be
encouraging the formation of a new
literature.

Johnson designed the bridging year that
would address the gap between English
language proficiency levels among the
colony’s high school graduates and the

Frank Johnson cast a wide net when
searching for his staff. Prithvindra
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Chakravarti, one of Johnson’s first hires,
recalls that he was conducting
fieldwork in Australia in 1966 when
he saw an advertisement for someone
with an interest in linguistics,
literature and, in particular, oral
traditions.
Chakravarti wrote a simple one-page
letter outlining his background and was
promptly hired. He recalls that he was
attracted by Johnson’s decision to avoid
the standard English curriculum of
British and American literature.
Chakravarti’s actual teaching would not
begin until 1967, since the first cohort of
indigenous students was taking the
bridging courses in order to develop
their English skills.
When he did begin to teach, he found
that the students were all mature
adults between the ages of 25 and 40;
most were successful school teachers
with many years experience, but with
only some primary schooling or
perhaps the first two years of high
school themselves.
The course Chakravarti was asked to
teach was ‘Introductory Linguistics and
Oral Traditions’. This two-part course
was meant to address the concerns of
the Currie Commission and became, in
effect, the first course in the Literature
program.
Before Chakravarti arrived in PNG, he
and Frank Johnson had discussed what
should be in the course.
Even so, on his arrival, Chakravarti
was still required to explain to the
Faculty Board why the Literature
Department was not following the
established ‘Beowulf
to
Virginia
Woolf‛ curriculum then offered by
metropolitan universities.
Chakravarti remembers that very few
expatriate students registered for the
language and literature program.
As a consequence, when he walked
into his first Oral Traditions classroom,
he discovered that his 27 students used a
total of 26 languages, only one of which
was spoken by two students.

“As agents of literary change, Beier and
Chakravarti would develop a literature
curriculum over the next five years that would
serve as a model at the UPNG for the next four
decades; and they would mentor most of the
writers now recognized as the first novelists
and playwrights in PNG.”
As an Indian with a degree from an
American
university,
and
with
experience
teaching
Aboriginal
students in Australia, Chakravarti was
sensitive to issues of culture and
language.
He decided that he would first assess
what the students were capable of and
what interested them. He asked them to
collect stories for analysis by going
home in semester breaks and recording
stories from their villages; he also asked
them to write stories.
This first course in the oral traditions
offered
UPNG
students
the
opportunity to experiment with creative
writing:
“In the first and second weeks I asked
them to write whatever they knew
about: let us say, a verse.
I read them a poem in very simple
English. I did not ask them to write in
English. I said. ‘You may have this
sort of thing in your own language, so
try to write something like it.’
Most of them actually wrote in their own
language and some in English: a poem
or a small two-liner, or a three-line
verse. Some had difficulty, of course,
because poetry is difficult to write and
very difficult to translate.
And verse taken from the oral
tradition is especially difficult, even if
you have a good command of English,
which was not the case with these
students.”
Chakravarti organized the writing
component of the oral traditions class
so that students had their first lecture
on Monday or Wednesday and

brought him their full story of four
pages on Thursday or Friday.
Then he would discuss the story with
each of them. He notes that this method
produced a great deal of marking
compressed into a short span of time,
since he was marking stories from 27
students.
As few courses of this type were being
taught anywhere in the world, finding
a
textbook
was
a
challenge.
Chakravarti
used
an
American
introduction to folklore, but only to the
extent that it assisted students in
understanding what defined a story, a
legend, or a myth.
He felt that using the entire textbook
would have
been pedantic
and
culturally inappropriate, since its content
focussed on the European tradition of
folklore studies and used predominantly
American examples.
Chakravarti recalls that, in the first
year of its operation, the Literature
Department had nine or ten teachers
with one or two lecturers. Frank Johnson
was also looking for someone to teach a
course called ‘New English Literature
from Developing Countries’.
Fortunately for him and for other
department heads
at
the
new
university, there existed in the mid
1960s a small cadre of people with
teaching experience in former African
colonies.
His advertisement was answered in
London by Ulli Beier, who had been
promoting African literatures in
Nigerian universities since 1950.
When Johnson hired Beier, he gave
him the same freedom to develop the
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literature course as he had
Chakravarti a few months earlier.

to

Before Beier’s arrival, Johnson put his
two newest hires in contact; between
them, they decided to add a course in
‘African Literatures’ that would
complement the course in ‘Oral
Traditions’.
The title of the new course was quickly
changed to ‘Emergent Literatures’ so
that Chakravarti and Beier could add
examples from Indian, West Indian,
and Afro-American literatures in
subsequent years.
This was the beginning of a
partnership that would last until 1971,
when Beier left the colony.
As agents of literary change, Beier and
Chakravarti would develop a literature
curriculum over the next five years that
would serve as a model at the UPNG for
the next four decades; and they would
mentor most of the writers now
recognized as the first novelists and
playwrights in PNG.
At the outset, Beier and Chakravarti
found
it was difficult to locate
appropriate texts for ‘Emergent
Literatures’ as it had been for ‘Oral
Traditions’. In the mid 1960s, finding
affordable textbooks that would be
meaningful to Melanesian students, with
negligible exposure to literature, was a
daunting task. The two lecturers fell back
on what they knew:
For the 1967 course, we chose Chinua
Achebe’s new book and one book of
Indian fiction. I chose some short
stories, not a full novel: short stories
in English translation and some in
Indian English. There was a cheap
American paperback called something
like ‚Modern Asian Short Stories.‛ And I
remember a very good short story by
Khushwant Singh and one or two
Tagore short stories in English.
Like Chakravarti, Beier was excited
about the opportunity to forge a new
curriculum. Drawing upon nearly 15
years of pioneering work in Nigeria,
he had some notion of what he
wanted to accomplish in PNG.

“Beier was not alone in adopting a ‘native‛
mask in order to persuade student writers and
others that the ‘native’ could write”
He had already encountered what he
considered to be culturally irrelevant
literature classes in Nigeria. Beier
describes meeting an instructor who had
brought daffodils from England in order
to help her classes understand a poem by
Wordsworth.
In the early 1950s, Beier began to alter
the content in his own classes to reflect
what he saw to be the cultural reality of
his Nigerian students, eventually
claiming to have taught one of the
world’s first classes in the emerging
literatures.
In Nigeria, Beier had not limited his
decolonizing activities to teaching. He
assisted his students in forming writers
groups and finding a means of
publication. He formed the Mbari
Writers Club, which he used to promote
artistic and literary experimentation, and
cultural regeneration.
Enthused by the success of
the
francophone
journal,
Présence
Africaine (established in 1947), he
established the journal Black Orpheus
in 1957, training his student writers
to edit and critique the work of their
colleagues.
He encouraged his Nigerian students to
base their texts on their own cultural
traditions, publishing several collections
of folklore himself in order to provide
models. His wife Georgina, a graphic
artist, illustrated the publications with
Nigerian themes and motifs, and they
both worked with African artists to
promote a Nigerian look for the
publications.
At the outset, the audience for these
writerly texts was largely academic and
predominantly foreign, but the hope was
that this work would provide the
foundation for an indigenous literary
canon that would be read in Africa.

All of this university-based activity
was a conscious attempt to help create
a new literature.
As his students were producing texts,
Beier was editing and publishing
them, and then turning them into
curriculum. He has written several times
about this process, but he is less
transparent about other aspects of his
role in creating the new literatures.
As a teacher-mentor, Beier engaged in
a wide range of mediation practices.
Not only did he encourage, teach, and
enable the new writers, he modelled the
roles they might assume.
In order to better demonstrate the
literary functions of author, editor, and
critic, for example, he adopted a series of
Nigerian-sounding pseudonyms for
himself as he wrote, edited, and then
criticized his own ‘Nigerian’ texts.
This was a practice he carried to
PNG, where he not only taught writers
and established the English-language
literary journal Kovave (1969), but he
also masked his own identity to write,
under the pseudonym ‘Lovori’, the kind
of folklore-based plays he hoped his
students would eventually produce.
‘Modelling’ is a common teaching
practice, but ‘Masking’ is less common,
for the obvious reason that it borders on
appropriation and inauthenticity.
Nevertheless, the practice sometimes
occurs during decolonization, when
European mentors try to transfer the
institutions and values of western
literature to colonized peoples who
have no previous literary tradition.
Beier was not alone in adopting a
‘native‛ mask in order to persuade
student writers and others that the
‘native’ could write.
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riting in PNG: Kovave
& beyond (Part 2)
Original essay: Learning to be a writer in Papua New Guinea Reference: http://www.ucalgary.ca/hic
ISSN 1492-7810. 2008/09 • Vol. 8, No. 1. Read full article
at https://journalhosting.ucalgary.ca/index.php/hic/article/view/68963.

EVELYN ELLERMAN | Keith Jackson & Friends: PNG Attitude Blog
In this second extract from ‘Learning to Be a Writer in Papua New Guinea’, Evelyn Ellerman writes of the emergence of student
writers at the University of Papua New Guinea from 1967, which led to the development of a home-grown Papua New Guinean
literature. Her paper was part of the University of Calgary’s ‘History of Intellectual Culture’ series. KJ
CALGARY – In the late 1960s, three
principal publishing vehicles were
associated with the University of
Papua New Guinea’s Literature
Department.
Kovave, an in-house literary journal;
Papua Pocket Poets, an in-house poetry
series; and a number of externally
published collections whose content was
gleaned from the journal and the series.
In 1969, Ulli Beier started the literary
journal Kovave for his student writers,
which he edited until 1971 when he
passed editorial control over to John
Kasaipwalova, who edited one issue
and in 1972 turned the journal over to
Apisai Enos.
The editorship remained with Enos until
the journal’s demise in 1975. Not only
did Beier install his writers as editors of
Kovave, he added them to the Editorial
Committee from the beginning.
For the pilot issue, Beier chose three
writers for the Committee —Vincent Eri,
Rabbie Namaliu and Leo Hannet —
along with staff members, Elton Brash
and Jo Gray.
By 1971, all five Committee members
were writers: Russell Soaba, Arthur
Jawodimbari, Dus Mapun, John
Saunana, and Apisai Enos.
With the
Krauth, an
Committee
Indigenised
inception.

sole exception of Nigel
Australian who joined the
in 1975, the journal was
within two years of its

“In 1969, Ulli Beier started the literary
journal Kovave for his student writers, which
he edited until 1971 when he passed
editorial control over to John Kasaipwalova”
Kovave was an ambitious journal.
Each issue of approximately 60 pages
including 10-12 examples of poetry, four
to five items of prose, two to three items
of folklore, and a play.
In most issues there is one entry under
the heading of ‘Art’, one or two reviews,
and perhaps a piece of criticism.
Kovave published UPNG student
writers almost exclusively, with the
occasional exception of staff and
students from Goroka Teachers
College, which was affiliated with the
university.
The journal’s modest audience included
the staff and students of PNG’s tertiary
institutions and those expatriates and
foreign-academics interested in new
literatures.
The genres of choice in Kovave were the
autobiographical sketch and drama;
Beier felt students used the first to
affirm village values and the second
to assert their militancy. What is
increasingly obvious over time is a
lack of interest in the prose forms of
folklore.

While traditional verse does appear
once for every three or four modern
poems, Enos began to replace prose
forms with critical essays as soon as
Issue 4.1 (1972), and by Issue 5.1 (1975)
Kovave offered only two pages of
folklore. Chief among the Literature
Department’s
publishing
accomplishments during Beier and
Chakravarti’s tenure was the ‘Papua
Pocket Poets’ series, which Beier began
in order to have oral materials for his
literature classes.
Each volume was small, cheaply
produced and inexpensive. With the
exception of the first volume, Beier
published the series in Port Moresby.
Papua Pocket Poets supplied a
publishing outlet for the creative
writing classes and for the poets from
Kovave: Apisai Enos, Kumalau
Tawali, JohnKasaipwalova, Arthur
Jawodimbari, Gapi Iamo, Dus Mapun,
Jerry Kavop, Peter Kama Kerpi, and
their
professor,
Prithvindra
Chakravarti.
Its 46 volumes reflect the interests of
its editors, Ulli Beier (vols. 1-25) and
Prithvindra Chakravarti (vols. 26-46).
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Both men worked together from the
beginning in the department to
encourage PNG poets and to broaden
their knowledge of other oral traditions.
The first three volumes, for example,
concentrate on Maori, Malay, and
Yoruba oral traditions, respectively.

Although Beier had originally used
Papua Pocket Poets as a teaching
resource, the anthologies that began in
1971 with ‘Five New Guinea Plays’
were meant to create a certain style
for PNG writing and to develop for it
an immediate foreign readership.

Beier followed these with Indonesian,
Ibo, Bengali, and Biafran collections.
From the fifth volume to the twentyfifth, the series focuses almost
exclusively on PNG poetry, whether
modern or traditional.

The student-generated plays have as
their subject either culture clash, anticolonialism, or generational disputes.
In this, they fairly reflect the generally
polemical nature of the early plays
from UPNG.

The main difference between the
editorships is that Chakravarti published
mostly modern poetry (14 of the 17 PNG
volumes), while Beier published mostly
traditional poetry (9 of the 12 PNG
volumes). This disparity is likely due to
the passage of time.

The following year, Jacaranda Press
published the first collection of short
stories from Beier’s writers. Of the 13
short stories in ‘The Night Warrior and
other Stories’, eight were taken from
Kovave, and one was reprinted from the
Australian journal Overland.

By 1973, Chakravarti could concentrate
on modern poetry because enough of it
had been written by that time.
However, given the waning traditional
content of Kovave by 1973, writers
may simply have had other interests.

In 1973 Beier published another PNG
collection, ‘Black Writing from New
Guinea’, this time with the ‘Asian and
Pacific Writing’ series of the University
of Queensland Press.

Under Beier, the only modern poets
represented are Enos, and Tawali.
Two of the volumes under Beier are
collections of original Pidgin poems;
only one under Chakravarti is in
Pidgin.
Chakravarti’s editorship featured two
collections of modern poetry and one
collection of traditional. Of these two,
‘Modern Poetry from Papua New
Guinea’, edited by Brash and Krauth,
consists of reprints from Kovave. The
rest of the volumes are specific to
individual ethnic groups.
None of the collections of modern poetry
is by a woman. As a whole the Papua
Pocket Poets series remains the singlemost comprehensive source of printed
verse from PNG.

Of the 29 selections by 18 authors, only
one autobiographical sketch, two
poems, one story, and one play had
not previously appeared in Kovave or
Night Warrior.
During his second stay in PNG (19741978) as Director of the newly-formed
Institute of Papua New Guinea
Studies, Beier published ‘Niugini
Lives’ in the ‘Pacific Writers’ series. By
now a pattern to these anthologies was
clearly visible.
Of the 15 submissions by 14 authors, six
had been previously published in
Kovave. Two had originally appeared in
the ‘Journal of Papua New Guinea
Studies’ and one in ‘New Guinea’. One
was
an
extract
from
Kiki’s
autobiography, ‘Ten Thousand Years in

a Lifetime’. Two were older pieces
collected by missionaries.
The last Beier anthology, ‘Voices of
Independence’
(University
of
Queensland Press, 1980), followed the
same pattern as the others in that it
chose work from mostly the same
group of writers, each of whom had
up to four pieces included.
‘Voices
of
Independence’ also
introduces newer writers and enlarges
the scope of the previous collections. In
addition, the collection is prefaced by a
well-balanced Beier essay on the
previous 10 years of PNG literature,
which is the first attempt at outlining a
literary history for PNG.
The first 10 years of PNG literary
production were clearly dominated by
the programs and practices of UPNG.
While the university was not the only
site of literary activity, it was the
institution most connected with creative
writing and best linked to global cultural
networks.
During its first decade, the Literature
Department
invited
writers
and
teachers from other colonies to give
talks and to teach in the department.
It hosted conferences and festivals.
Some of its students visited African
universities and took the opportunity to
study abroad before returning to teach at
UPNG.
As an indicator of rapid change during
decolonisation, the literature curriculum
devised by colonial universities like
UPNG can be considered an important
factor in the intellectual, social, and
cultural formation
of
the
first
generations of independence era
leadership.

“The literature curriculum can be used to study leadership, yet is
also central to understanding the formation of cultural systems during
the transition from colony to nation, especially when considered in the
context of the colonial literature department itself”
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Graduates of literature programs were
highly literate and therefore frequently
drafted into public service. As a
consequence,
their university-based
intellectual and cultural formation is
historically relevant.
The literature curriculum can be used
to study leadership, yet is also central
to understanding the formation of
cultural systems during the transition
from colony to nation, especially when
considered in the context of the
colonial literature department itself.
In attempting to model and encourage
the four roles of a Western-style
literary
system,
academic
staff
members of these colonial universities
were engaged in the unique process of
training other people to take their jobs
once the system had been Indigenised.
Clearly, analysis of the colonial
university literature curriculum can
inform the study of literary influence
within, and amongst, colonies and the
metropolis,
connections
between
intellectual and cultural movements, and
the evolution of individual writers
during the colonial era.
It can also provide a historical
foundation for the study of independence
era literary systems. Forty years after the
inception of the Literature Department
at UPNG, the original curriculum
strengths, though packaged somewhat
differently, still existed.
In 2009, the department offered two
paired strands in ‘Linguistics and

Modern Languages’ and ‘Literature and
English Communication’‛ Students who
chose the Literature strand received the
following explanation for its teaching
focus in the university course handbook:
“Most courses in Literature are
designed with three broad interests in
mind. The first emphasis is on
postcolonial literary studies, theory, and
criticism. Here also the emphasis is on
literature of PNG and the Pacific.
“Second, the program emphasises
creative writing, literary techniques
and methods and studies in various
genres of literature.
“The third focus is on cultural studies,
literature and society,
traditional
knowledge systems, folklore and oral
traditions. Various issues and studies
in culture, literature, folklore and
society are given significance.
“A major in literature will cover all the
three areas. Students can take up literary
studies on its own or as an elective
with other courses. In essence, literary
studies allow flexibility and an
interdisciplinary focus.”
In 2009, the three areas in which the
literature curriculum placed emphasis
were outgrowths of its decolonising
curriculum of the 1960s and 70s, and the
creative writing classes first offered by
Ulli Beier.
The ‘New Literatures’ category now
incorporated theory, criticism and all the
literature courses. The emphasis was still

heavily on the new literatures and world
literature since Modernism, constituting
about 35% of the curriculum.
The second group of courses, which
accounted for 24% of the curriculum,
focused on writing, editing and
publishing. ‘Oral Traditions’ had been
subsumed under a broader category of
‘Cultural Studies’ and made up 41% of
the curriculum.
Of the first generation student-writers
from UPNG, only Russell Soaba
remains on staff at the Literature
Department today. Many of his
colleagues are members of the second
generation of PNG writers, who
attended UPNG in the 1980s when
Prithvindra Chakravarti was still in the
department.
After more than 40 years, the resonance
between the late colonial and the
contemporary
department
was
significant in its implications for
curriculum and teaching, but the effect
of this tradition on the history of PNG
literature remained to be seen.
Dr. Evelyn Ellerman
Retired Professor of Communication
Studies (University of Alberta, Canada)
Her research interests are in Colonial
Book Cultures, in particular the ways in
which book cultures were purposely
developed in late colonial situations. Dr.
Ellerman is also interested in developing
theoretical models that can describe and
explain the processes of literary
decolonization.

Interested readers may find
downloadable PDF copies of
historical
documents.
magazines and journals of
PNG’s literature online in the
Virtual Library of Canada’s
Athabasca University
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f Ulli Beier, Obotunde
Ijimere & M. Lovori
MAEBH LONG | Keith Jackson & Friends: PNG Attitude

This article presents edited extracts from ‘Being Obotunde Ijimere and M. Lovori: Mapping Ulli Beier’s intercultural hoaxes from Nigeria to Papua New Guinea’

HAMILTON, NZ - Ulli Beier was a
hugely influential figure in Nigerian
and Papua New Guinean literature
from the 1950s to the 1970s.
He founded and edited numerous literary
magazines, including Black Orpheus and
Kovave, fostered unappreciated talent,
and provided publication opportunities
when few were available.
The story of his dedication to nascent
literary scenes in Africa and the Pacific
is, however, marred by appropriation, as
Beier wrote fraud into the literature of
both countries.
Writing under various Nigerian and
Niuginian names, Beier conducted a
series of literary hoaxes whose racial and
cultural deceptions smuggle a white
author into Indigenous literary histories
and exemplify the permissibility that
even anticolonial white men granted
themselves.
In the article from which these extracts
are drawn, I explore Beier’s main racial
alter egos – Obotunde Ijimere and M.
Lovori – with an emphasis on his position
as a lecturer and magazine editor at the
University of Papua New Guinea
UPNG).
*******
As a teacher, editor, reviewer and
publisher, Beier is a hugely important
figure in the literary histories of Papua
New Guinea and Nigeria.
He recognised talent where it had been
ignored and provided publication
opportunities when few were available.

“He recognised talent where it had been
ignored and provided publication opportunities
when few were available”
How can we respond to Beier’s
introduction of counterfeit texts into the
literatures he was nurturing?
There are hints that Beier saw his aliases
as impishly transgressive of Western
categories of identity and authorship, as
‘Obotunde’ translates as ‘monkey has
returned’, and ‘Ijimere’ is the name of a
specific type of monkey.
There are also intimations that he excused
these false identities as swelling the body
of work arising from local communities.
It is difficult, however, and particularly in
light of growing research on cultural
appropriation and racial hoaxes, not to
see Beier’s pseudonymous excursions as
predicated on the arrogant adoption of
identities Beier felt entitled to possess.
It is especially hard to deny egotistical
involvement on Beier’s part, as Beier
centres
himself
even
in
his
displacements. Both Lovori and Ijimere
are presented as students he was
instrumental in encouraging.
Creative writing is always embroiled in
ventriloquising, and the theatre is always
about impersonation.
The history of pseudonymous writing is
as long as the history of literature.

He insisted on the aesthetic value of
Indigenous forms and advocated loudly
and repeatedly for authenticity in the
voices of emerging literary traditions.

A hoax, however, is not designed simply
to bring a new character to life, nor purely
to conceal the identity of the writer, but
to deceive, and to deceive about the
deception.

And yet he is also responsible for writing
fraud into the early literature of both
countries.

As Christopher Miller writes in
Impostors: Literary Hoaxes and Cultural
Authenticity:

“a hoax is a metafiction, a fiction about a
fiction. It is designed not merely to tell a
story, but to weave a lie around that story:
a lie about the status of the story, its
origins, its authenticity, and mostly, its
authorship. It is the lie that constitutes the
hoax.”
As imprecise as the lines between
pseudonym and hoax might be, there is an
important difference between an alias
that conceals the author’s name and that
which deliberately impersonates a wholly
different identity.
There is a further difference between
impersonations born of necessity —
women needing to write as men, for
example — and of desire. In both
instances we find Ulli Beier embroiled in
the latter.
*******
In 1967 Beier and his wife Georgina
moved to Papua New Guinea, where
Beier taught literature and creative
writing at UPNG and became, in author
and academic Steven Winduo’s words,
“the patron of creative literature in Papua
New Guinea”.
There he galvanised the literary, dramatic
and, alongside Georgina, artistic scenes
with the same enthusiasm he showed in
Nigeria.
He founded the Papua Pocket Poets
series, which published 25 volumes
between 1968 and 1970, as well as
Kovave, Papua New Guinea’s first
literary magazine, and he later
established and edited Gigibori: A
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He worked with Albert Maori Kiki on
Kiki: Ten Thousand Years in a Lifetime
and with Vincent Eri on The Crocodile,
Papua New Guinea’s first novel by an
Indigenous author.
He helped organise and judge writers’
awards, and later became the first director
of the Institute of Papua New Guinea
Studies.
As Rabbie Namaliu, one of Beier’s
students, describes him, Beier was an
empowering “pioneer” who “shattered
the old shibboleth that Niuginians can
only be evoked as objects, but that they
can’t write”.
Kirsty Powell observed in Pacific Islands
Monthly that Beier saw “potential, he
encouraged our talents, and over a period
of four years, Niugini had its own
literature written by its own artists”.
For many who worked with him in Papua
New Guinea and Nigeria, Beier was a
“wanderer who came, saw, and was
conquered.”
So wrote Nigerian writer Wole Soyinka,
winner of the Nobel Prize in Literature,
continuing that Beier’s “approach to life
rescued the word ‘expatriate’ from its
usual
negative
connotations
—
privileged, alienated, presumptuous and
condescending”.
In his reflections on his time at UPNG,
Beier presents himself as strongly
invested in anticolonial ideologies, and
with a deep commitment to a literary
education not bound by an anxious
adherence to the Western canon.
He had felt constrained by the University
of Ibadan’s emphasis on British literary
traditions and standards, and when he
saw that UPNG was looking for someone
to teach a course on ‘New English

“How can we respond to Beier’s introduction
of counterfeit texts into the literatures he was
nurturing?”
Literature from Developing Countries’
he eagerly applied.
Elton Brash argues that, prior to Beier’s
arrival, the major features of the literary
scene were bleak, as they emphasised the
“disruption and decay of Traditional
forms of Oral Literature”, mourned the
“understandable reluctance of New
Guineans to express themselves through
English or English Literary forms” and
lamented the “exploitation of the New
Guinea scene by foreign writers in search
of romantic and exotic material for
popular literature”.
For Brash, in a paper The Role of the
Student in Niugini Politics, the “most
significant direct encouragement of
creative writing in New Guinea” came
from Beier, as he quickly discovered
potential writers and artists, opened
channels for the publications of their
works, and established creative writing
courses.”
*******
Beier is a troubling representation of the
white lecturer involved in decolonising
academic spaces — one whose
apparently
genuine
ideological
commitments
to
Indigenous
independence is counterbalanced by his
belief in his position of intellectual
leadership and his right to speak
knowledgably on behalf of Indigenous
communities.

“German-born
Yoruba”
writing
creatively or academically about a
community of which he is part.
Nevertheless, identity matters, and names
matter.
Beier was Jewish; in the 1930s his
father’s money was confiscated by the
Nazis, and in the 1940s Beier was
interned by the British as an enemy alien.
His privilege is mitigated by his
experiences of persecution; when home is
rendered precarious, it is easy to
understand why one would seek
belonging elsewhere.
However, one can belong without
impersonating.
*******
Dr Maebh Long is a Senior Lecturer in English at
the University of Waikato at Hamilton in New
Zealand. Maebh was previously Senior Lecturer
and Deputy Head of School at the University of the
South Pacific, Fiji, and Visiting Associate Professor
at New York University, USA
The complete article from which these extracts have
been taken was published online in The Journal of
Commonwealth Literature, 11 October 2020

I take no issue with a man that the late
Wole Ogundele, executive director of the
Centre for Black Culture and
International Understanding in Osogbo,
Nigeria, repeatedly describes as a

An excerpt from ‘Towards an Oceanian Modernism’
“If, as we claim here, this writing constitutes an identifiably modernist movement, the literature of the 1960s and 70s cannot be reduced
to a set of stylistic commitments or strict formal concerns. It is a movement at a grassroots, sea routes level; the aesthetic movement of
transnational communities separated by dramatic linguistic diversity, vastly different socioeconomic positions, and deeply varied access
to education, but unified by the desire to write into being new local and regional identities. Writers whose works would dominate the
literary scene were joined by contributors whose names are less well known, men and women inspired to join the currents of literature
flowing through the Pacific. Their contributions vary widely in style, form, theme, and complexity, from direct transcriptions of oral legends
to works of erudite allusion and intricate imagery. "Self-expression," writes Wendt, "is a prerequisite of self-respect," and from urban
university graduates to villagers in their first writing workshops, Pacific Islanders found new ways of prioritizing self-expression in a region
awash with foreign ink (Wendt, "Towards a New Oceania," 53).”
Matthew Hayward, Maebh Long, Modernism/modernity, Johns Hopkins University Press, Volume 28, Number 2, April 2021, pp. 209-228.
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lli Beier: A personal
recollection

ED BRUMBY | Ples Singsing – A PNG Writer’s Blog
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA - It is 52
years since I attended Ulli Beier’s
UPNG classes in African literature. As
then, and like many others, my view of
him remains conflicted.
Maebh Long has laid bare, eloquently, his
hypocrisy and deceit which, back then,
was a matter of considerable gossip, onand off-campus. She has also rightly
acknowledged his almost single-handed
role as midwife in the nascence of modern
Papua New Guinean literature (albeit in
English only).
The Ulli Beier I knew was a quietly
spoken, reserved man, tinged with a
certain haughtiness.
As a teacher, while he did instill in me a
deep appreciation of the writings of
Soyinka, Achebe, Senghor et al, he was a
somewhat mediocre pedagogue, relying
constantly on references to how and when
he taught Wole Soyinka (and others) how
to write and with minimal attention to
literary theory per se.
He certainly lacked the charisma and
motivational charm of his confreres – the
likes of Elton Brash, Nigel Krauth and
Nick Wilkinson, who all had a far greater
impact on my literary understanding, and
whom I remember far more fondly. Even
the
somewhat
dour
Prithvindra
Chakravarti (with whom I collaborated in
translating the poems of Bengali poet,
Jibanananda Das) managed to ignite a
greater passion, in his case, for modern
Indian literature.
Being the only non-Papua New Guinean
in classes of no more than a dozen at a
time (including the likes of Meg Taylor,
Renagi Renagi Lohia and John Waiko), I
was always mindful of being in the
minority (which, given the context of the

“Ulli was, as has been rightly acknowledged, far
more successful as a mentor and entrepreneur
than he was as a teacher”
times, both on- and off-campus, was a
salutary lesson in itself).
And Ulli made it clear, early on, albeit
with some subtlety, that he would have
preferred classes of Papua New Guineans
only – in keeping with his mission of
fostering an indigenous literary culture.
Given his attitude, I did not attempt to
enroll in his creative writing classes – not
that I had the necessary talent. (That
aside, he did pump my ego by awarding
grades of A or B+ for my written
assignments.)
I was grateful, nevertheless, for his
subtlety regarding my presence in his
classes, contrasting as it did with the visit
and seminar by his ‘friend’, the
Australian Aboriginal poet, Oodgeroo
(aka Kath Walker) – whose works I
admired greatly, who complained
publically that she had not come all the
way to Port Moresby to talk to white
Australians.
Ulli was far from subtle, however, in
propagating his anti-colonial agenda.
Understandable as it was, given the time
and times, it rankled me, nevertheless.
Like my schoolteacher colleagues, I did
not see myself as a ‘coloniser’, even
though I was certainly part of a colonial
system. (And it rankled me further that a
Caucasian from Germany, with its own
sorry history of colonization, chose, by
inference, to denigrate what my
colleagues and I were trying to do in
classrooms throughout Papua New
Guinea.)
Perhaps the truth hurt …. and, as it turned
out, it certainly did not hurt to try to see

the world through the eyes of the
colonized and I am, in retrospect, grateful
to Ulli for opening my eyes to that
alternative view, as it were.
Ulli was, as has been rightly
acknowledged, far more successful as a
mentor and entrepreneur than he was as a
teacher.
He instigated, as Michael Dom would put
it, that initial wavelet of published Papua
New Guinean writers and poets,
establishing such vehicles as Kovave and
the Papua Pocket Poets series and
mentoring and encouraging his students
and others to tell their stories, traditional
and contemporary.
I admired him then for his enterprise and
his enormous gift to Papua New Guinea,
and, in most respects, still do.
It is most regrettable, shameful even, that
his hoaxes and associated unethical
behaviour sullied this achievement, his
reputation and his legacy.
It was fairly common knowledge on the
Waigani campus and elsewhere that the
playwright, M Lovori was, in fact, Ulli
Beier – if only because no-one ever
managed to meet this Lovori person.
And while Maebh Long describes Ulli’s
involvement with Albert Maori Kiki and
Vincent Eri as ‘working with’, I doubt
that I am alone in suspecting that his
involvement was far more than this. (I
didn’t know Albert Maori Kiki. Vincent
Eri, however, was one of my ‘bosses’ in
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the Education Department – whom I
knew reasonably well, professionally and
socially.)
There is a certain irony in all of this. For
all of Ulli’s anti-colonial convictions, was
he not guilty of ‘colonising’ his students
and mentees: occupying their minds,
cultivating their talents and ideas and
appropriating and disseminating their
products, albeit for some semblance of
mutual benefit?

“I admired him then for his enterprise and his
enormous gift to Papua New Guinea, and, in
most respects, still do”

(Was it Oscar Wilde who noted that all
genius is marked by aberration?)
For me, the ultimate question is how does
one reconcile Ulli’s unethical behavior
with his undoubted achievements? I have
chosen to acknowledge and applaud the
latter and condemn the former – and to
relish the warts and all experience of
having known him.
Ed Brumby spent nearly 10 years in PNG - as a
teacher in the East Sepik and then editor of the
School Papers and graduated from UPNG in 1972
with a BA in linguistics and literature. He went on
to build an illustrious career as an educationist at
tertiary level and for businesses across South East
Asia. He now mentors several PNG writers and
plays his classic guitar.

Ulli Beier at 80 years old

Beier, PNG mentor dies at 88
MALUM NALU | The National, Wednesday April 26, 2011 (edited)
THE great Papua New Guinea art mentor, Ulli Beier, died in Sydney on Sunday, aged 88. He will be remembered fondly by many PNG
artists, writers, scholars and students. The arts complex at the main campus of the University of PNG is named in his honour.
The 1960s and 1970s are remembered as a creative epoch in PNG’s history when some of the country’s best-ever poetry, prose,
performances and publications were produced.
Many great Papua New Guineans came under his tutelage, including Leo Hannett, Meg Taylor, Kathy Abel, Ekeroma Age, Leontine Ovia,
Jerry Tamate, Rabbie Namaliu, Kumulau Tawali, Kakah Kais, Pia Leitao, Russell Soaba, John Waiko, Tony Siaguru, John Saunana, Peter
Malala, John Kadiba, Elijah Titus, Janet Regione, Apisai Enos and Arthur Jawodimbari.
In 1967, Vincent Eri, then a student, brought Beier a story about Mo-veave in the Papuan Gulf, and was encouraged to ex-pand the story
into a novel.Thus Eri (later Sir Serei Vincent Eri) became the author of The Crocodile, the first Papuan novel.
Another literary achievement during those crucial years was the autobiography Kiki: Ten Thousand Years in a Lifetime by Albert Maori
Kiki.
The first PNG literary magazine was launched in this period, elegantly produced and designed by Georgina Beier, Kovave was published
in 1969-1971. The influence of the inimitable Beier and his equally-unflappable wife Georgina on the development of PNG literature during
that era is still remembered by many people.
Beier produced 25 volumes of poetry, and the series was continued (after his return to Nigeria) by Prithvindra Chakravarthi, with a further
11 volumes, making 36 in all, and have become collectors’ items worthy of republication.
On the Beier’s return in 1974, he became director of the Institute of PNG Studies, and a new journal was established called Gigibori (197478) with an emphasis on PNG culture. The institute published 72 general publications on folklore, architecture, art, religion and music; 36
discussion papers on topical cultural, social and political issues; Wanpis, a novel by Russell Soaba; many works by John Kolia and the
journal Gigibori.
The areas of theatre, radio production and performance promotion also developed under Beier. He was to have tra-velled to PNG last
August to make a presentation at a book conference at UPNG, however, was not strong enough to travel at age 88.
He asked his good friend Peter Trist to travel to PNG from Australia and make the presentation on their behalf.
Malum Nalu is a respected journalist, formerly an advisor at the Prime Minister’s office.
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lites & education: John
Kadiba on Ulli Beier

SELECTED BY PHILIP FITZPATRICK | Keith Jackson & Friends: PNG Attitude
This is an extract from a new book by JOHN KADIBA, Night Dreams of Passing Memories. In view of Martyn Namarong’s recent article criticising elites and
education in PNG, it casts an interesting light over how things used to be and how they could be in the future given the right will – PF | Keith Jackson & Friends:
PNG Attitude

I TOOK SOME OF ULLI BEIER’S
COURSES in my studies at the
University of Papua New Guinea. Ulli
had taught English Literature in the
developing countries which were
colonised by the British, in particular
Africa.
While holidaying in London, Ulli
responded to an advertisement for a
founding teacher to develop and lecture
in New English Writing from Developing
Countries at the newly established
University of Papua New Guinea.
The idea of teaching such an innovative
English course greatly appealed to him.
He thought that it was a fantastic
opportunity to design a literature course
for a new university without regard for
the academic traditions of England or,
for that matter, the traditions of
Australia. He thought such academic
traditions taught in developing countries,
were helping to perpetuate colonialism.
In his courses on literature and creative
writing at the University of Papua New
Guinea, Ulli taught with great passion.
And in turn, his students discovered their
passion for experimenting with creative
writing connected to their immediate
world, and for reading the writings of
authors from other developing countries
and the black writings from the United
States.
Two textbooks that stand out in my mind
were the seminal African novel in

“We owe a great debt of gratitude to Ulli and Georgina for
the work they did in mentoring and inspiring the first
generation of writers and artists in the country”
English, Things Fall Apart by the
Nigerian novelist Chinua Achebe, and
Another Country by James Baldwin, the
black writer from the United States. At
the time, the latter novel was banned in
Australia, I presume because of its
explosive racial and sexual overtones.
With the exception of one student who
became a writer, I and other students
went on to pursue different career paths.
Nevertheless, as students, under Ulli’s
eager supervision, we wrote plays,
poems and short stories.
And in these writings, some voiced their
thoughts and experiences about their
traditional cultures, others about politics,
yet others about their anti-colonial
feelings and race relationships. And we
were all writing in English as a second
language. Some students were more
adventurous in the use of English while
others were not so daring.
Most of the students’ plays, poems and
short stories were published. Some
writers were forceful and explosive in
the style of their writing, while others
were tame.

And with Ulli’s help also, the
autobiography, Ten Thousand Years in a
Lifetime by Albert Maori Kiki and the
first novel in Papua New Guinea, The
Crocodile by Vincent Eri, were
produced.
My interest was in writing short
stories. My most popular story, entitled
Growing up in Mailu, appeared in
different literary publications in Papua
New Guinea and the Pacific and was for
a time adapted for radio programs in
Papua New Guinea.
Night Dreams of Passing Memories, by John
Kadiba, July 2011, ISBN: 9781462849123,
available from Amazon.com for $29.99 or contact
the publishers on Orders@Xlibris.com.au
Comments: Phil, I greatly appreciate you selecting
the extract in my book on the late Ulli Beier.
Ulli was a great creative teacher and together with
his wife, Georgina, they had an enormous influence
on the early writers and artists in PNG.
We owe a great debt of gratitude to Ulli and
Georgina for the work they did in mentoring and
inspiring the first generation of writers and artists
in the country.
Posted by: John Kadiba | 31 December 2011 at
11:02

JOHN KADIBA is one of PNG’s first writers and, along with Vincent Eri, John Waiko, Arthur Jawodimbari and Leo Hannet, some of his well-known
contemporaries, was published in the first issue of Kovave in 1969. In 2011, around the time he was launching his book, night Dreams of Passing
Memories, some of his earlier writing – a biography Growing up in Mailu (1969), the short-story Tax (1972) and a poem The Widening Gap (1984) –
was referenced in a PhD thesis by Shayne Kearney of the University of Wollongong, titled Missions, Education and Literature in Oceania: with emphasis
on Papua New Guinea.
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ok-singsing: Giving back to
PNG what we already have
MICHAEL DOM | Ples Singsing – A PNG Writer’s Blog

"It is a home-grown literature that will
amplify the creativity, culture and spirit
of Papua New Guineans. But, lacking the
required support, literature has not
emerged in PNG as an influence capable
of playing its vital role in education, in
nation building or in people’s lives" Keith Jackson AM, 'The chasm in PNG's
cultural integrity'
HERE'S THE THING. If we want
Papua New Guinean literature to have
its own life, we must do more than
create it, we must interact with it,
nurture it in our thoughts and
conversations, and appraise it to the
realities and imaginations of our
society.
That means reading and discussing,
sharing and critiquing, in mutual respect,
the value and utility of our works, with
our peers and to our readers.
Make no mistake that encouraging and
participating in this vital activity was a
critical aspect of the success of the
Crocodile Prize when it was run from the
pages of PNG Attitude.
In the aftermath of the death of the
Crocodile Prize we should not only
appeal to the government for support of
our national literature, we should also
revitalise the appreciation of our

“We should not only appeal to the
government for support of our national
literature, we should also revitalise the
appreciation of our literature ourselves by
making it the subject of our discourse"
literature ourselves by making it the
subject of our discourse.
That activity should not be seen as the
restricted area of academic interest and
should never be thus limited in a
modern-day literate society.
Writers like Martyn Namorong, Rashmii
Bell, Kelakapkora Sil Bolkin, Mathias
Kin and Julie Mota have previously
demonstrated an interaction with our
literature, both through their written
expressions on literary agenda and in the
various social, historical and in poetic
discourses to which they have
responded.
Such were the heydays of the Crocodile
Prize literary feast.
Writers on PNG Attitude have been quiet
of late but no doubt we have been
working studiously away in their own
dreamtime domiciles and creative
cubicles.

Nevertheless, this period reminds me of
high school English lessons when
everyone seemed to have disappeared
into their desks after the teacher asked
someone to read out loud for the class the
next paragraph in the textbook: pin drop
silence.
Well, I'll read it then.
In order to achieve a home-grown
literature, as Francis Nii argued for
official sanction last year, we need also
to utilise our other two common and
recognised National languages, Tok
Pisin and Motu. There is an unspoken
agreement, at least among poets, to
create and present our works in Tok
Pisin.
This simple desire requires thinking out
the work in Tok Pisin, and while that
may seem straight forward for single
language speakers, the nature of being
bilingual, and more so multilingual, can

From 'Transitions and Transformations' by Steven Winduo (UPNG Press and Bookshop and Manuia Publishers)
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turn this simple deed into a Herculean
task.
(Or should that metaphor be 'a job for
Dodoima the giant’?)
Meanwhile, we've recently discussed the
use of Tok Pisin, or rather the limitations
versus utility of using dual language in
fiction writing, short stories and novels,
specifically in regards to Baka Bina's
short story Hanging Balls.
Incidentally, I am also reading for a
(much overdue but hopefully well timed)
review of Baka's novel Operesin Kisim
Bek Lombo, with such spicy Tok Pisin
title and all.
However, in the previous discussion I'm
not sure if we fully appreciated both the
value and difficulty of using local or dual
languages in long form fiction literature,
which is an intuitively accepted idea in
poetry.
Perhaps, we’ll learn more about this
when it’s been tried out by one or two
fiction writers. PNG poets are forging
ahead.
We do have a history of using Tok Pisin
and our local languages in literary
writing since the advent of Ulli Beier and
the Papua Pocket Poets and the short
story era of the literary magazine,
Ondobondo.
As we’ve learned there are scattered
collections of PNG literature in places
like the fantastic online resource at
Athabasca University, the original
paperback copies at the University of
South Pacific, the restricted collection at
the UPNG Michael Somare Library, the
modern PNG Attitude blog site and even
a number of private collections from
expatriates who may have departed our
shores, at least physically if not
spiritually.

“It appears that we should have a national
treasure trove of literature for everyone to
benefit from exploring”
writing in Tok Pisin and other language
translations.

Queen’s English. So, all is fair in love of
languages.

For example, there is an excellent
publication of the Trobriand Islands
legend of Imdeduya and children's tales
which I am working my way through
(very slowly).

Alternatively, the use of local languages
and especially Tok Pisin is of greatest
value to our own PNG audiences. There
are some sterling examples of such
poetry on PNG Attitude’s pages.

In a PNG Attitude article by late Francis
Nii, we were informed of Ganga Powell's
book titled, Through Melanesian Eyes,
published under Macmillan Press
Australia and now available on Amazon.

Wardley Barry-Igivisa has integrated
Tok Pisin terms into much of his poetry
as well as providing an interesting 'street
level' type response to politicians in his
first attempt at a Tok Pisin poem, what I
like to refer to as tok-singsing, there
being no prior Tok Pisin word for
‘poetry’.

Much of the material was taken from the
Ondobono era. The title of Powell’s
collection is reminiscent of Russell
Soaba’s 1979 poster poem Looking thru
those eyeholes.
Well, if you're looking through our eyes
you may be even more appreciative to
use our tongue and be informed of the
background brainwaves which produced
those words echoing through time and
space, indelibly inked and electronically
everlasting.
For example, and as some ANU students
may now know, Raymond Sigimet has
provided good examples of poems in
Tok Pisin (and even Broken Tok Pisin).
In the latter example the speech effect of
Broken Tok Pisin may look odd on paper
but can be very readily heard when read
aloud.
Albeit, the poem does poke fun at
inexperienced
expatriates’
mispronunciations when using Tok
Pisin.

It appears that we should have a national
treasure trove of literature for everyone
to benefit from exploring.

While some readers may feel sensitive
about this amusement, it must be asked,
is the rendering not true?

While we ourselves may not have delved
into the available literature, or addressed
the idea of developing a literary canon,
overseas literary aficionados have
provided collections of PNG literature
for worldwide scrutiny, and hopefully
may have included examples of PNG

The French often feel a snobbish kind of
disgust at the Anglophone slaughter of
their language.
And even the native British, not to
mention the ‘Strayans’, brutalise the

I look forward to more Tok Pisin
wizardry from this skilled wordsmith,
although we’re not always viewing the
same scenes on in light of our sociopolitical agendas.
The same good use of Tok Pisin's power
of expressiveness has been achieved by
other poets creating tok-singsing, most
recently Dennis K Belas’s poem Kisim
bek kantri.
Apparently there have been as many
examples of Tok Pisin use from women
poets on PNG Attitude, at least not from
my search, apart from Julie Mota who
produced her book Cultural Refugees in
dual English and Tok Pisin, for which I
provided a review, I’m not conversant on
recent Tok Pisin poems by women
writers.
On the other hand, the Ondobondo poster
poems revealed the familiar name of
Mary Toliman, writing about wanpela
pasin bilong ol Papua Niugini man, and
who I hazard is related to Pamela
Josephine Toliman of Crocodile Prize
2014 fame.
Last year I had the pleasure of reading
Caroline Evari's Nanu Sina: My Words,
which received respective recognition
from the World Bank media team during
International Women's Day this year.
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I hope soon to have the chance to review
the women's poetry in Rashmii Bell’s
edited collection My Walk to Equality,
when I get my hands on a copy.
I shall have to remedy my ignorance as
soon as Amazon is shipping with any
sanity.
Nonetheless, I'm more than certain that
PNG women poets have something to
say to us in our common tongue, na Tok
Pisin bilong ol tu ia, em bai yumi ol man
pilim lo bun stret.
This opinion is not to denigrate or
dissuade the use of English in poetry, nor
deny the versatility and universality of
the world’s foremost language of
communication. I would be hypocritical
to do so as I have a natural affinity for
English as my first language.
In fact, my own adventures into Tok
Pisin use in poetry started a decade after
I had already been writing poems. So,
from experience I know it's no walk in
the park.
All the same, there’s a lot of pleasure to
be had during the crafting of a good Tok
Pisin poem, and much more fun to be had
when it's read aloud to local
communities and to those who have
knowledge of the language.

Personally, I enjoy the way Tok Pisin can
really spit out frustration at ridiculous
behaviour while at the same time being
amusing, with a kind of effortless tone of
sarcasm that is appreciated in everyday
conversations. For example, em ol
wanem kain man? That is, what kind of
men are they, which is a sarcastic
inference that, whomever those men are,
they are certainly not behaving like men
at all.
Then again Tok Pisin can present
tenderness without an overpowering
mushiness and at the same time remain
unashamedly humorous about the
saddest of outcomes, such as the loss of
a spouse.
What’s more, in the examples Tok Pisin
version of my poem Steven & Louise,
there's a tone to the reading which
requires an understanding of the context
which starts at the first line, ‘Oooh lewa’,
by the expression moving from wistful to
rueful and then to sorrowful in tone.
Certainly, the same subtleties in speech
and language effects can be said of
English and other languages too, and
therein lies the real value of poetry, and
a literature which uses our own common
tongue in all its vast variety of
expression: it will speak to us in a voice
which is also in our familiar language

Transitions and Transformations:
Literature, Politics, and Culture
STEVEN EDMUND WINDUO
University of Papua New Guinea Press, January 1, 2013
Paperback $28.46, 256pp, Amazon Books

“Transitions and Transformations encapsulates
emerging issues on literature, culture, and politics in
Papua New Guinea. The essays capture my reflections on
the literature and culture of Papua New Guinea.
Literature is a window into a society. Through novels,
poetry, plays, and short stories writers present an
imagined community to readers.
The discussions here are by no means the only way of reading Papua New Guinea
literature. I do make one statement at the outset, though: this book is a reflection of the
transitions and transformations I made in my life as a writer-scholar in Papua New
Guinea. In the process I met many friends, students, readers, and mentors, whose
creative and intellectual influences rubbed off on me as well. It is a process that helped
me understand literature and the kinds of scholarship on cultural-knowledge
productions that I deal with in Papua New Guinea. Transitions and Transformations
maps the study of Papua New Guinean writers and their writings. It is also a book
demonstrating the development of personal scholarship in the field of literary and
cultural studies in Papua New Guinea.”

thus allowing us to connect with it
immediately.
That Tok Pisin poems may be
challenging to develop is a good control
valve for quality of expression - poetry is
after all an elevated speech.
Indeed, to me, tok-singsing is an elevated
speech, em igatim naispela Tok Pisin tru,
na tu emi toktok long ol liklik na ol
bikpela samting wantaim, na moa iet emi
save kam long as turu bilong bel na
tingting.
Then, as Hart-Crane responded, “How to
behave / In poetry: / Give things back /
What they already have”.
Regarding the future of PNG literature*
and the support being sought from the
national government, my personal
message to prime minister James Marape
is that while we strive to ‘Take back
PNG’ we must also ‘Give back PNG’.
Our national literature can do this even
when our national budget cannot.
*Caroline Evari, Betty Wakia, Daniel Kumbon and
Jordan Dean were twice invited to meet prime
minister Marape to present a petition signed by
more than 300 supporters of Papua New Guinean
literature and seeking government funding support
for local poets, writers and authors. On both
occasions the prime minister was otherwise
occupied.

EDITORS NOTE
Ples Singsing welcomes any written
responses or commentaries on this
series of articles featuring the
founding of Papua Niuginian literature
by the late Ulli Beier.
There was a mixed legacy left behind
in the wake of this great benefactor to
PNG.
The review of his contributions to
national literature are valuable for
understanding how national authors
and their writing flourished in those
halcyon days and may also help us
understand how it flounders.
Our objective should be to build upon
what we learn and nurture the
regrowth of our writing, editing and
publishing.
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Tingting bilong mi essay competition
A product of Ples Singsing Writer’s & Associates

Announcing the publication of
the 2020 TBM essays book
&
Launching of TBM essays
2022 competition

BOOKS WILL SOON BE AVAILABLE FROM PLES SINGSING WRITERS & ASSOCIATES
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NEWS ARTICLE

Libraries can provide
1
new lagatois to sail
PLES SINGSING MASTERMINDS
HENRY IPOKI is a mature age
student at Sacred Heart Secondary
School in Tapini. Last year Henry was
one of the first entrants for the Ples
Singsing Tingting Bilong Mi Essay
competition. his essay was handwritten, faxed to someone in Port
Moresby who then took pictures and
emailed us the JPEG images of the
entry form and the essay.
Henry
demonstrated
good
resourcefulness so although the essay did
not fit into the word-length criteria, the
judges were still provided with his essay
to assess its merits along with all the
others.
While Henry’s essay was not placed
within the winning entries, in his work he
had thought through the topic well
enough to offed us some wisdom which
is worth reflecting upon. And that’s
always a good endpoint for written work.
The essay begins by recounting a
fascinating old legend about the origin of
the lakatoi built by the people of Boera.
Henry uses this story to draw a parallel
between the first person who learned
from ‘a mysterious spirit source’ how to
build a lakatoi and his experience, and the
expectation, when using a library.
In the oral tradition the receipt or access
to special knowledge is a powerful and
transformative experience, and in many
cases such knowledge can only be
attributed to mysterious forces.
In the legend, when the young Boera man
returns to his village after being
1

instructed by the spirit, he gathers the rest
of the men together in a meeting place
and teaches them his new knowledge.
The next day all the trained men then put
their efforts and resources into building
the first ever lakatoi.
The lakatoi became the sailing vessel by
which an important barter system – the
Hiri trade – was started along the Gulf of
Papua. This trade route allowed the
exchange of goods, skills and information
between different people, bonding
relationships and even intermarriage of
families.
Henry compares this with the modernday experience where he should be able
to go to a library to select the books
available and read in them the
information he needs, and thereby use
such knowledge to help himself and his
family. Today’s ‘spirit source’ may be
the internet.
This is a profound message and the
manner by which it is presented in the
essay seems in keeping with the
traditional way of imparting knowledge
through storytelling and comparison.
The metaphor I derive from Henry’s
essay is of a library leading to the
building of a new lakatoi with which our
people may sail new horizons for material
benefits as well as growing social
relations and improving our knowledge
of the world.
Hereva momokani.

A modern day lakatoi on a staged cruise
for the HIri Moale Festival held annually in
Port Moresby

Henry Ipoki’s short but meaningful essay
is presented here with light editing. His
message had made a worthy voyage with
a good effort to achieve its goal. Read it.
PNG Government should buy PNG
Authored Books – Henry Ipoki
In our country, there are different books
written in different forms or genre such
as narrative, poetry, legends and many
more. If you want to know the history of
other people how their ancestors came
about or the activities that they used to do
in the past, then the easiest way is to go
to the library or suitable place where you
can be able to find some of those books
that are written by our PNG writers or
authors and from there you can have
access to what you are looking for.
For example, I am from Central Province
so if I want to know about how my
ancestors came up with the idea of
building the Lakatoi boat in Boera
village, I will read the legend about that.
First of all, I would go to the place where
I think I can get that history book and

Post-Courier, Weekender Friday July 30, 2021
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read through. After that I would ask my
parents, bubus and elder brothers and
sisters and then start doing an
investigation and find out about the true
story which goes something like this.
In Boera village, since men decided to go
fishing in the sea. Along their fishing trip
the masalai (spirit) took one of them into
the ocean and was teaching him the skill
of building a Lakatoi. When the masalai
sent him back to the village, he called a
meeting and shared the skills that he
received from the masalai with the other
village men.
The next day, they tried out their new
skills to see if it could work and they made
the first Lakatoi boat.
When completed, they were very happy
because it will help them transport their
goods to the neighboring village or place
like Gulf and other villages along the
coast of Central Province to trade, a
system we now called barter.
During this trading, they got used to the
system and know how to interact with
each other, share their skills or ideas and
exchange the goods for their survival.
So simply I will say that this was an
example of today’s life situation that we
are experiencing which helps in our
understanding and development.
So, I wish that PNG Government should
buy PNG authored books.
In our country of course some of our
cultures and lifestyles are same but a bit
different. We can’t understand and know
cultures and traditions in our own
country if PNG Government buys reading
books and other text books from other
countries.
The proper and appropriate way is we
have to get deep into knowing our
cultures and traditions and also
backgrounds and lifestyles. After, we can
probably buy readers and text books from
other countries and trying to learn their
lifestyles or tradition.

By doing this, we can be able to develop
our skills and knowledge so that we can
do something good and better for us and
for the generations to come. In that way
you will see the different systems like
political system, leadership system or
trading system will balance and function
well and people will be satisfied with they
are doing.

we have instead of buying things from
outside countries. Because when they buy
things especially books from overseas,
they spend a lot of Kina which is
supposed to be used for other activities

Therefore, PNG Government must buy
PNG Authored Books and supply them to
the schools throughout the nation. From
there we can be able to help each other in
one way and the other to bring services
into our nation and achieve good results.
On the other hand, government officials
must do the same by reading those books
and figure out some ideas and ways to
help their people. Because it is the best
way which will open up our minds, eyes
and ears to bring light into the darkness
or areas we are not sure about.
Secondly, our PNG writers are always
providing good help and skillful books
forms. Inside those books, they express
many good stories under different forms
of writing that we would get ideas from
like example mentioned above. The
reason why they are doing this is because
they know that it is the educational way
which would help young Papua New
Guineans to develop their learning
capacity to become good future leaders of
our country.
In some of the magazines and newspapers
you’ll find out that most of the people
writing or expressing their life stories
from the beginning since childhood and
how they had been facing difficulties and
experience tough situation on their
journey towards achieving their goals.
And then from there next generation will
learn from them and to become good
future leaders who will raise the economy
and bring our country out to the sunlight
like the other overseas countries.
To conclude, PNG Government should
buy PNG authored books if they want
good ways to build our country. They
must make use of whatever resources that

A friend of Ples Singsing Blog, who is also
also a published PNG author, helped to
type out the essay for judging

within our own country. There are a lot
of things to be done and we still yet to be
developed so our own books can help us
succeed.
I strongly encourage PNG Government
to buy PNG authored books to make use
of them. I believe that this will bear fruit
one fine day. And on that same note, I
thank PNG writers or authors for their
effort. God will help them to continue
with their work.
PNG Government must go back to their
respective provinces, districts and wards
and learn from the traditional
government and balance the modern and
the traditional government lifestyles in
order to develop our country with
harmony, peace and love as a Christian
country.
The Tingting Bilong Mi Essay
Competition was launched on December
2020 with the aim of gaining the critical
opinions of young Papua Niuginians
about the topic asking, “Why the PNG
government should/should not buy PNG
authored books”. The essay responses
were a resounding “Yes, they should”.
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Baka Bina shortlisted
for major literary prize
KEITH JACKSON | PNG Attitude
NOOSA – Baka Bina has become the
first author from Papua New Guinea to
be shortlisted for the Commonwealth
Short Story Prize.
The Prize is awarded annually for the best
piece of unpublished short fiction from
any of the Commonwealth’s 54 member
states.
Baka’s story, ‘Wonem Samting Kamap
Long Mama’ (‘What Happened To Ma?’)
was written in Tok Pisin and translated
into English by the author.
It’s one of 26 stories shortlisted from
6,730 entries by an international judging
panel that will now choose a winner from
each of the five regions: Pacific; Africa;
Asia; Caribbean; and Europe/Canada.

He is a Bachelor of Laws from the
University of PNG and has a Diploma in
Secondary Teaching (majoring in
English) from Goroka Teachers
College.
Baka is also a prolific author. His first
short story was published by Oxford
University Press and he has selfpublished a number of works on
Amazon Kindle Direct Publishing.
“Bang, dammit!” Baka exclaimed when
he opened the email and read that he’d
been short listed.
“I was about to do my whoop,” he told
me, “But I couldn’t because the missus
supposed to do the accompaniment
wasn’t there.

The five regional winners will be
announced on Monday 23 May and the
overall winner in June.

“And the girls in the outside office would
have no idea of why Highlanders do
whoops.

The other Pacific regional finalists are
‘Sarah Walker (Australia), Eleanor Kirk
(Australia), Mary Rokonadravu (Fiji) and
Shelley Burne-Field (New Zealand).
Mary was a regional winner in 2015.

I was glad he didn’t whoop; I’d
previously been a victim of the whoop.

Baka’s is one of two stories written in a
language other than English; the other
being written in Bangla, the national
language of Bangladesh.
All the regional finalists’ stories will be
published in adda, the online magazine of
the Commonwealth Foundation, which
features new writing from around the
globe.
Baka Barakove Bina, 60, was born in
Goroka and is the Assistant Registrar in
Common Law working for the National
Judiciary.

“But it would have been nice to rattle
some of the many papers strewn around
the office.”
Rattle. I doubted rattle. It would have sent
them flying – writs, subpoenas,
summons, disclosures, judgements – as if
swept along by the laurabada.
“I settled for a cup of coffee to fill up the
bladder bag.”
Having recovered from that question, I
asked Baka whether his story was related
to a real-life experience. I’ll let him take
up the narrative.
Baka Bina and publisher Jordan Dean.
Two of the anchors of PNG literature –

snubbed by government, no money in it
except your own but productive
nonetheless.
Baka Bina on the art & toil of writing
There is a backstory. As a child it never
occurred to me why my mother would
sometimes go away to live on her own at
either the garden house or the pig’s
house.
Our garden at Sogopex is only a 10
minutes breezy walk away from the
village and yet she would regularly stay a
week or two away living in the garden
house while Dad and we children would
stay in the village house.
As kids, my sisters and I took it for
granted that Ma would stay and at times
sleep there so we organised our
afternoons around that. It was just
normal.”
It was only much later I realised what had
been happening.
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Ma stayed away from the village and
away from people so she could manage
her menstrual cycle.
The pads that we now know were nonexistent in her time. Tradition dictated
Ma self-isolate, self-quarantine, and live
by herself for a few days.
So, I thought, ‘What if she was not there
in the garden?’ Is that a story?
I sat down to write and tried to infuse
conjecture and imagination and came up
with some scenarios I was able to capture
in the story. This is how it went:
The kaukau in the fire hearth, that
happens plenty of times as Ma knows we
would visit her for our share of ‘hauslain
kaukau’.
She would have cooked and roasted the
kaukau ready for us when we visited her
in the afternoons to pick a bilum of
kaukau and firewood for the village.
The burnt-to-cinders kaukau and that
there were no recently harvested kaukau
for us were reasons enough to be worried.
Pigs on tethered leash were normal for us
as we raised ‘free ranging’ pigs.
However, they were not tethered to be left
out in the heat of the day so, if they had
not moved, where was Ma?
The bloodied cloth was something a boy
was never schooled in and that was a bit

strange and confronting, although the
shock to my sister-girl would have been
less as she was being schooled in village
biology lessons about women.

I wrote it – hand scribbled in four diarytype note books, snapped each page and
sent it to my friend, Ed Brumby, in
Melbourne who typed it for me.

Aagh, the consequent upturned earth
meant something was buried there….

Now I’m going over each page and
rewriting it as a self-edit. It is sheer hard
work when your vocabulary is limited.

Gosh, I’m telling a complete story to the
back story – don’t want to do that!
I write a lot and always have plenty of
ideas, drafts, storylines and even planned
sequels to my novel ‘Sweet Garaiina
Apo’ and second and third volumes of
‘Antics of Alonaa’.
I’ll still be writing for evermore in the
future, if I can find the time.
Currently I am toying around with three
works and they have been on the books
since last year but I cannot find enough
time to complete them.
I’ll tell you something about them:
‘A Farmer Buys a Wife’. I have a
manuscript of 184 000 words and this
story is epic, detailing the traditional
process of parents’ involvement in
finding a bride for their son – the Goroka
way.
It is a narration rather than an
anthropological study and the aim is to
take the reader for a walk through the
process from start to finish when the
bride is installed as a wife.

How have I progressed on the self-edit
bit? At this time, only 20 out of 502 A4
pages so I’m not sure if I can ever
complete this to send to my editor for his
final look see before I decide to publish.
Tasol mi traim. It is eight years in the
making and still going on.
‘Jumo Jama Jumae Zymur’. This is the
complete and unedited version of
‘Zymur’ – my first published work from
Oxford University Press some 25 years
ago.
This new version is print ready, waiting
for drawings to be inserted before I
publish it hopefully this year.
‘The Kutubu Run’. A modern short
story of misplaced scientific exploratory
zeal in a dark traditional world where
superstitions
of
‘sanguma’
and
‘stonmahn’ reign. This I also hope to
publish later this year.
Baka’s
shortlisted
story,
‘What
Happened To Ma?’ can be found on page
60.

Commonwealth Short Story Prize
Now in its eleventh year, the Commonwealth Short Story Prize is awarded annually for the best piece of unpublished
short fiction from the Commonwealth. This year’s regional winners have been selected and risen to the top from over
6700 entries, from across 52 Commonwealth countries.
The Commonwealth Short Story Prize aims to identify talented writers who go on to inspire their communities. It
unearths and promotes the best new writing from across the Commonwealth, developing literary connections
worldwide. The Prize is awarded for the best piece of unpublished short fiction (2000 – 5000 words). It is open to
translated fiction. The overall winner receives £5,000 and regional winners receive £2,500. Translators will receive
additional prize money.
The 2022 winner announced in an online ceremony on 21 June was Nsita Kota from Estwatini (formerly Swaziland in
Southern Africa), for his story, “and the earth drank deep”.
Regional Winners included Sofia Mariah Ma “The Last Diver on Earth” (Singapore), Cecil Browne “A Hat for Lemer’
(UK/St Vincent and the Grendines), Diana McCauley “Bridge Over The Yalahs RIver” (Jamaica) and Mary Rokonadravu,
and “The Nightwatch” (Fiji).
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Founding father Sir Pita Lus
dies at 86
KEITH JACKSON | PNG Attitude Blog

James Marape and Pita Lus at this year’s Independence Day celebrations in Maprik, just a few weeks before Sir Pita died on 1 October 2021

NOOSA – Sir Pita Lus, one of the
fathers of Papua New Guinea
independence, has died in Maprik aged
86 only a few weeks after giving his last
public speech.
Sir Pita was elected to seven PNG
parliaments, including the first House of
Assembly in 1964, his political career
ending in 2002 after 38 years. He was
knighted in 1979.
He was a founding member of the Pangu
Party, persuaded the great leader Sir
Michael Somare to enter politics and
remained a major figure and influencer
throughout his career.
From the beginning he gained a
reputation for fiery rhetoric and unruly
parliamentary behaviour but, while this
did not always endear him to his

colleagues, it strengthened his position as
a politician to be listened to.

white recruiter who, despite protests, had
threatened to take Lus’s older brother.

Historian Hank Nelson later wrote that, in
the 1964-68 House of Assembly, there
were only seven Papua New Guinean
members who stood out of whom only
one, John Guise, showed an ability to
govern and two, Pita Lus and Gaudi
Mirau, were willing to speak
aggressively.

His father was convicted of murder and
sentenced to serve a three-year prison
sentence in distant Rabaul, where he died
before his release.

Sir Pita was born on 16 September 1935
in Lehinga village in the Maprik area of
the Sepik District.
He was not a recognised clan leader by
birth and did not learn to read and write
until he was 24.
From the beginning, it seemed as though
his life would be propitious. His father
led a group which speared to death a

Sir Pita was raised by his mother and
older brother and very early showed an
independent
and
aggressive
temperament.
In 1949, aged 14, he left home to seek his
fortune, finding work in Rabaul and then
Kavieng as a cook and domestic servant.
He briefly returned to Maprik in 1952,
but soon left again to work on Manus,
finding a job as a labourer employed by
the Australian Navy.
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He gained notoriety when he joined, and
became spokesman for, a strike against
long working hours, later saying it was
“the first time I had ever spoken
defensively against Europeans”. Later Sir
Pita wrote in Kovave:
“Labourers got up at six o’clock in the
morning to cut grass. One day, those of
us who were involved held a meeting for
a strike. At the meeting the foreman
asked each one of us to prepare an
argument that was suitable to present on
behalf of the group to the patrol officer. I
looked at the men who sat there making
no attempt to say a word.
“I got up and said, ‘My name is Lus and
I am going to try to express my opinion.
When I was at Rabaul I observed that the
people who worked for the government
got up at about seven or eight o’clock to
start work. Here we are getting up very
early at six o’clock like a lot of prisoners.
This to me is improper.’
“Everybody including the foreman said,
‘You will be the one to talk with the
kiap.’ The kiap with some police came by
the government’s boat. The clerk came
and called us to appear before the kiap.
We all gathered and sat before the kiap
for a court case. They asked us, ‘Who has
something to say?’ I said, ‘I have.’ ‘You
are the one who influenced these people,
are you?’ I said ‘I did not influence them,
but we are not your gang of prisoners’.”
Sir Pita said he was struck by the kiap to
the anger of the hundreds of striking
labourers but the kiap realised this was
developing into a dangerous situation
began a negotiation after which
conditions were improved.
The incident brought Sir Pita to adverse
attention but did not stop his progress. He
was trained to become a painter and then
became foreman.
After seven years on Manus he returned
to Maprik in 1959, aged 24, and
approached a missionary with the South
Seas Evangelical Mission saying he
wanted to learn to read and write.
The man must have been impressed
because not only did he agree to find a
place for Sir Pita in school, he invited him
to live with his family. During this period
the name Pita was added to his family
name.

Sir Pita reached Grade 3, became literate
and was recruited as a Pentecostal
catechist working across the MaprikDreikikir region.
It was here that he built and consolidated
what was to become his political power
base
In 1964, the colonial Administration held
what was PNG’s first democratic election
for a newly formed national House of
Assembly.
I wrote on “the phenomenon of Pita Lus”
for Pacific Islands Monthly in July 1975

A man of considerable charisma. Sir Pita
defeated five other candidates to become
the Member for Dreikikir.
At the following 1968 election he
transferred to the Maprik electorate,
which he was to represent for a further 34
years.
Dr Jo Herlihy later wrote that he was
“regarded as an obstreperous rebel” who
others saw variously as a “parliamentary
clown, interjector, champion of the little
man [or] outspoken critic of [the colonial]
government.”
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Sir Pita himself viewed his personality in
these words, “We Sepik people are not
easily aroused; we war with words…. I
am not given to fighting”
In 1975, in an article for Pacific Islands
Monthly, I wrote:
“Pita Lus immediately made his mark [in
the House of Assembly]. During his first
two years as a member, he voted against
the Administration 22 times in 30
divisions on the floor of the House. No
man was so consistent an opponent of the
colonial government. Not Guise, not
Chatterton, not Pasquarelli.”
And I revisited a fiery war of words in
parliament:
Lus: “You shut your mouth and sit
down.”
Abal (continuing): “I ask you, Mr
Speaker, to order Mr Pita Lus to shut his
mouth for a little while.”
Lus: Point of order, Mr Speaker. Mr Tei
Abal is not sticking to what he should be
talking about.”
Abal: “You are a liar. Sit down.”
At this early stage of his political career,
he constantly criticised expatriate
domination of politics and commerce:
“They only make the profits and go away
with them.”
Associated with this was his strong faith
in the capabilities of Papua New
Guineans and his early advocacy for selfgovernment.
Meanwhile in addition to his success in
politics, Sir Pita was achieving in
business. By 1972 his parliamentary
biography listed his interests as ‘farmer,
cattle, coffee, rice, trade store, trucking’.
In 1967 he became a foundation member
of the Pangu Pati, establishing a branch in
Maprik, where in recruiting members he
explained the party concept as: “If the
government does not listen to the wishes
of the people, the party can tell the
government and they must listen”.
Maprik became a Pangu stronghold.
Journalist Miriam Zarriga has written of
how Sir Pita convinced Michael Somare,
to enter politics:

“Somare told him he was not popular and
that no one knew him. Sir Pita told him:
‘I will campaign for you. You will win.
PNG has to gain independence.’ So he
campaigned for Somare because he
wanted him to become prime minister. ‘I
rode my motorbike up the Sepik Highway
campaigning. The road wasn’t that good
as now. I slept along the highway’.”
Somare stood and won the seat of Wewak
in 1968 and went on to lead PNG to
independence. In 1973 he appointed Sir
Pita as the Minister of State for Police.
Sir John Kaputin once wrote: “Sir Pita
Lus might have been perceived as
vociferous and a loose cannon, but,
behind this façade, there was a very
serious mind concerned with real issues,
expressed in Pidgin with lots of humour
and punctuated with colourful phrases in
English.”
A favourite story of Sir Pita was that
when Somare and others were debating a
desirable date for Independence, he
slapped the table and loudly exclaimed,
“Let me pick the date”, saying 16
September was a good date, to which the

group agreed. Whereupon Sir Pita
laughed and told them it was his birthday.
At his last public appearance on
Independence Day this past September, a
frail Sir Pita was joined by prime minister
James Marape.
Founding father Sir Peter Lus with Sepik
Governor Allan Bird at his last public
appearance (Kalakai Photography)
On that day, Sir Pita made his last speech:
“We didn’t get Independence for you to
fight each other, we didn’t get
Independence for you all to hate each
other, and we got it because we wanted
the best for this country.
“If you have turned away from our
Christian values that this country is built
on, turn back to God, who remains our
father of this Nation.
“Stop the tribal fights, we became a
government because we wanted you all to
have a good life, a settled life.
“To all of you who turned up to celebrate
this day, my wife and I are happy to join
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you all, may God continue to bless and
guide you.

respect each other, this is our country.
God is constant and always faithful.

“I want to tell you all, wherever you came
from Nuku, Drekikir, Angoram or
Wewak, you all have come to be one.

“Independence was for you all, keep on
working to making this country great.”

“Fighting will not take you anywhere, do
not fight, in the eyes of God, I am here to
tell you to listen to me and sit down and

Sources: Kovave v1 n1, November
1969; Yagl-Ambu v1 n3 September
1974; Pacific Islands Monthly, July
1975; The National; Stories By David
Wall; EMTV Online

Miriam Zarriga wrote: “As Sir Pita
concluded, he lifted his hands and blessed
the country.”

Sir Paulias Matane, an
outstanding leader, dies at 90
TANIA FEWEC BALE | PNG Attitude Blog | The Pacific Newsroom
FINSCHHAFEN – Very sad news this
morning on the passing of Sir Paulias
Matane, a truly great human being.
My mind goes back to the last interview I
did with him. It was after he had retired
as Papua New Guinea’s Governor
General.

How much he acknowledged his wife
being part of his achievements; the
strength and security she gave him and
the bond of their lifelong partnership.
And finally, I will never forget his words
when I asked him to give some advice to
young Papua New Guineans.

We met him still living in the same
humble home across the road from the
school where he first worked as a teacher.
This was the first thing that struck me.

He repeated several times in that
interview, “Set your goals, make your
plan and then do it – with commitment,
perseverance and total honesty.”

How he had reached the highest position
in our land as the Queen’s representative,
but had never let go of his humble roots.
No fancy houses. Still living the village
life.

‘Commitment, perseverance and total
honesty’ has become a mantra for me too,
thanks to this advice.

He insisted his wife must sit beside him
for the entire interview. This was the
second thing that struck.

He was this nation’s true great servant
leader, our most published writer and he
remained grounded and uncompromising
to the very end.
Current and future generations of this
nation need to know about and emulate

Sir Paulias Matane – “Never let go of his
humble roots”

this great man. If his example is followed
then Papua New Guinea will reach its full
potential.
Rest in Eternal Peace, Sir Paulias Matane.

Grand Chief Sir Paulias Nguna Matane GCL GCMG OBE KStJ
Born on 21 September 1931 and died on 12 December 2021 at Viviran village,
Vunadidir-Toma Rural LLG, East New Britain Province. He attended Tauran Primary
School, Kerevat High School and Sogeri Teachers College, Sogeri High School and Port
Moresby Teachers College. He consequently served as a teacher and school inspector.
He later served as an Ambassador and Secretary of Foreign Affairs. Sir Paulias was the
eighth Governor General of PNG from 29 June 2004 to 13 December 2010.
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Sir Paulias Matane: governorgeneral, educationist, diplomat
& author
KEITH JACKSON | PNG Attitude Blog
A profile written to mark Sir Paulias’s 90th birthday on 21 September 2021
NOOSA – Sir Paulias Nguna Matane –
author, educator, diplomat and former
governor-general – turns 90 today,
which is a grand age anywhere in the
world.
Sir Paulias was born in East New Britain
and educated at Toma Village School,
Keravat High School and, in 1956, Sogeri
Teachers College.
A highly effective teacher, he was given
rapid promotion to inspector of schools
and, around the time of PNG
independence in 1975, he was appointed
national director of education.
His popular memoir, ‘My Childhood in
New Guinea’, which tells of his early life,
has been on the school curriculum since
the 1970s.
Sir Paulias has been a prolific author with
44 books to his name, many of them
written in straightforward English to
enable Papua New Guineans, who had
only the most elementary schooling, to
read them.
He was PNG’s first ambassador to the
United States in 1975-76 and ambassador
to the United Nations from 1975-79,
where he served a term as vice-president
of the General Assembly.

Queen Elizabeth II and Sir Paulias Matane, then PNG Governor-General, share a joke at Buckingham
Palace, October 2004

went home and continued to work hard
for communities, wrote books, weekly
columns for one of our dailies, produced
weekly EMTV Chit Chats, and travelled
the world.”
Not only did Sir Paulias write books, he
encouraged other Papua New Guineans
to do the same.

In the mid-1980s he headed PNG’s
foreign affairs department, taking a
special interest in the country’s
relationships with Australia and
Indonesia.

“Due to my encouragement, 32 people
have had their first books published here
and overseas. Five have written their
second books. This shows me that there
are capable people here who can write.”

In 2004, parliament elected Sir Paulias as
PNG’s eighth governor-general and he
was vested by Queen Elizabeth II in
October 2004. He was to serve a second
term from 2010, but the supreme court
ruled this unconstitutional.

In 2011, when the Crocodile Prize was
established, Sir Paulias told PNG
Attitude that “as a passionate proponent
of PNG literature, I welcome it warmly.
“I urge my Papua New Guinean sisters
and brothers to ‘write, write, write!’

“We need to have more writers and more
readers in our country,” he said. “Our
nation has a rich oral tradition which has
slowly extended into the written form.
“We want PNG to have a flourishing
literature; we want creative and bold
writers; and we want the means to publish
their work.”
In 2014, Sir Paulias received an award for
his lifetime contribution to PNG
literature as part of the Crocodile Prize.
Sir Paulias has been much decorated for
his outstanding service to his country and
throughout his long life has been a
faithful member of the United Church.
His wife, Lady Kaludia Matane, who also
served PNG with great distinction, died
in 2016.

He led a very active retirement
telling PNG Attitude in 2008, that, “I
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My Childhood in New Guinea
Hardcover US$51.61
112 pp Oxford University Press January 1, 1972
The eighth Governor-General of Papua New Guinea, Sir Paulias
Matane was a prolific writer. He had written over 40 books
throughout his long career. He held the unique honour of being
the only Papua New Guinean to have travelled to all seven
continents in the world. His travels all over the globe were also
the subjects of some of his books.
Check the link below for an impressive list of his books and their
prices available through the Paulias Matane Foundation Inc.
These are great educational books deliberately written in
simple English. If you want to order copies, please make
cheques payable to: ‘PAULIAS MATANE FOUNDATION INC’ and
send to PO Box 79, Port Moresby, NCD, Papua New Guinea.
Proceeds from the sales of these books will NOT benefit Sir
Paulias Matane personally and financially as the author but will
go towards charity. Sir Paulias Matane has been donating to
charity, privately, for over two decades. Email
jwaingut@datec.net.pg for more information.
Download
PDF
list
of
books
here
http://www.gullonline.org/officers/co-chancellors/foundingchancellor/files/Books_by_Sir_Paulias_Matane.pdf

1992

2003

2005
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Sir Peter Barter, great figure in
PNG, dies at 82
'Three times a year from 1998 to 2013, I travelled from Mt Hagen to Madang for meetings of the University Council, where I associated with Sir
Peter. Quite often several of us would be lodged at his Madang Resort. I only have good memories of those times'

GARRY ROCHE | Keith Jackson & Friends: PNG Attitude
MAYNOOTH, IRELAND - Sir Peter
Barter, 82, who passed away in Cairns
after a short illness on Wednesday 22
June, was well known and respected as a
politician and businessman.

About three times each year between
1998 and 2013, I travelled from Mt
Hagen to Madang for meetings of the
Council, and was pleased to associate
with Sir Peter at these meetings.

It is widely acknowledged that he
achieved much in his time especially for
both Madang Town and Madang
Province. Certainly, the Peter Barter I
knew was a good man.

Quite often, if there was no
accommodation available on the
university campus, several of us Council
members would be lodged at Sir Peter’s
Madang Resort. I only have good
memories of those times.

Sir Peter Leslie Charles Barter GCL OBE
was born in Australia but later became a
naturalised Papua New Guinean citizen.
He attended Newington College in
Sydney before training as a pilot and
flying for Qantas Airways.
He established, owned and operated the
popular Madang Resort and, as early as
1980,
created
the
Melanesian
Foundation, a not-for-profit organisation
which invested in remote communities
that had shown great hospitality to
tourists and other visitors.
Sir Peter was elected Governor of
Madang Province in 1997, serving a fiveyear term.
In 2001, he was knighted for his services
to PNG and the tourism industry. While
in parliament he also served as Minister
for Health and Minister for Bougainville
Affairs.
In this latter role, he played an active and
fruitful part in the process of
reconciliation following the Bougainville
civil war of the 1990s. He was highly
regarded and trusted by both sides.
In addition to his political and business
activities, Sir Peter was a long-serving
member of the Governing Council of
Divine Word University (DWU) in
Madang. It was through my own
involvement over many years on the
University Council that I got to know
him.

Peter BarterSir Peter rarely missed a
Council meeting and he genuinely
seemed to enjoy the opportunity of
mixing with people from different
backgrounds and discussing matters
relating to education and the university
itself.
The Council included people from
industry and the academic world, and
from different faith backgrounds, not
only Catholic but also from the Lutheran,
Anglican and United churches.
Sir Peter participated in Council meetings
in a polite and serious way and his
contributions were always worthwhile.
He never tried to browbeat or be
officious. I would describe him as being
genuinely humble in his contributions to
our meetings. So, I only have very good
memories of Sir Peter.
My condolence goes to his family
members. You can all be so very proud of
the late Sir Peter Barter.
*****
Comments
I first met Sir Peter Barter and his son,
Andrew Barter, when I was staying at the
Madang Resort (the Resort) for six
months in 2005. Through an event related
to my assisting the Barters to settle an
account with another group staying at the
Resort, I discovered 'Team Barter' to be

gifted, lateral thinkers, who were more
than capable of quite literally living up to
their name.
In 2005, Sir Peter was constructing a new
set of waterfront dwellings at the eastern
end of the Resort grounds. During that
construction, the builders were unable to
source the timbers they needed to
continue working. After conferring with
the builders' foreman, Sir Peter and
Andrew Barter approached me and asked
if I'd assist in brokering a contra-deal
between a group of New Zealanders
staying at the Resort and the builders
constructing the new dwellings. The
Kiwis were successfully operating a
walkabout sawmill but finding it difficult
to pay their bills at the Resort. The
builders couldn't get the timber they
needed. The Barters suggested that the
Kiwis could mill the timber the builders
required for the dwellings. That the
Resort would pay the Kiwis PGK 'X' per
cubic metre for the said timber, and that
the payments for the timber would be
offset against the Kiwi's Resort bill.
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The Kiwis agreed. Thereafter, I met with
the foreman each week and received the
cutting lists with the dimensions and
quantities of timber that the builders
required. I delivered this list to the Kiwis,
who cut the timber to spec' and then
delivered the timber to the Resort. I'd then
quantify the timber and deliver the
information to Sir Peter's office.
Instead of a scenario emerging wherein
construction ground to a halt at one end
of the Resort whilst ex-pats were being
evicted and litigated against at the other
end of the Resort, Sir Peter and his son
activated a 'Barter' system that enabled
everyone's needs to be rapidly and
peacefully achieved. The Kiwi's bills
were being paid, the timber the builders
urgently needed was being supplied, and
the dwellings were being completed on
schedule.
To my mind, that event stands as a
testimony to the practical, strategic
thinking of Sir Peter and his family. The
regular contributions of which, I'm sure,
will be sorely missed around Madang
Province.
_______
As most readers know, I dislike
anonymous
or
pseudonymous
contributions unless there's some
compelling life-or-death reason. But I've
made an exception here for 'Te Hikoi',
whose reminiscence of Peter Barter is a
beautiful and finely-drawn story - KJ
Posted by: 'Te Hikoi' | 26 June 2022 at
07:32 PM
The most striking thing to me about Sir
Peter Barter's passing is the comparative
lack of comment on this site from both
PNG and Australia.
I had a lot of contact with Sir Peter while
working with the Madang Provincial
Disaster Committee from December
2004 to March 2005 after the Manam
Island volcano eruption.
He was Minister for Provincial and Local
Government and his portfolio included
the National Disaster and Emergency
Service.

Sir Peter impressed me as one of the most
driven, determined and hardworking
people I have ever encountered.
He told me about his early days flying
Cessnas for Divine Word Airways, the
Catholic aviation service.
He said little about his commercial
activities, building up the tourist business
and the Madang Resort. He obviously did
extremely well in this field, but did not
flaunt his wealth.
On the contrary, without any doubt he put
more of his own money into the Manam
volcano relief effort than any other
person – far more than any other
politician who could have been in a
position to match his contribution.
He was scrupulous in ensuring that what
relief was available for Manam was
distributed equitably through the various
agencies (religious and secular) working
in the field.
In organising his business affairs, he
clearly had access to financial and other
technical resources that weren’t available
to the average PNG citizen.
His real skill was in harnessing the
resources, skills and energy that came by
him and putting them to use in a manner
that benefited many PNG people.
This activity also contributed to the
development of the country. Arguing
about whether that was the type of
development PNG needed is not really
the point now.
I suspect Sir Peter's efforts were far more
useful to PNG and its people than those
of a great number of other 'developers'.
I heard relatively little either from him or
others about his efforts to promote peace
in Bougainville. He must have done a lot
of unsung work there.
My dealings with him were all to do with
the Manam emergency, and I have
nothing but the highest respect for the
honesty, energy, commitment and sense
of responsibility that he showed.
Unfortunately, that drive and energy were
not replicated by the bureaucracy, and it

drove him to beyond distraction to see the
snail pace of relief efforts.
His contribution to education, both in
Madang and nationally, are very well
known. He was a driving force behind the
Divine Word University in Madang, and
I suspect (without knowing for sure,
maybe Fr Garry would know) a lot of his
own money went into the establishment
and operations of that institution (even
though he was not of the Catholic faith).
During my stay in Madang, he took time
out to go to Australia to be awarded an
honorary doctorate by the Australian
Catholic University.
I asked him what it was for. He was
reticent to blow his own trumpet, he
muttered a few words about his work on
Bougainville and DWU, and that was all
I heard from him about them.
Sir Peter Barter was a very good man, he
may have had some faults, don’t we all,
but his may be excused by saying he tried
too hard rather than them being faults of
character.
His abilities, his honesty, his drive and
his commitment to PNG will be surely
missed.
Condolences to his family.
Posted by: Jim Moore | 28 June 2022 at
05:52 PM

SIR PETER LESLIE CHARLES BARTER
GCL OBE (26 MARCH 1940 – 21
JUNE 2022)
▪ He was born in Sydney Australia and
attended Newington College (1952–
1955) before training as a commercial
fixed-wing and helicopter pilot and
flying for Qantas.
▪ Naturalised Papua New Guinean
▪ Governor of Madang from 1997 to 2002
▪ Minister for Health and Bougainville
Affairs active in the reconciliation
movement in Bougainville.
▪ Established the Melanesian Foundation
in 1980, a not-for-profit organisation
that invests in remote communities
that have been hospitable to tourists
▪ Knighted in the 2001 New Year Honours
▪ Barter died in Cairns, Queensland,
Australia at the age of 82 following a
short illness.
Source: Wikipedia
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Hon. Sam Basil, MP Bulolo
Open, Deputy Prime Minister
dies tragically

Bikpla kumul i pundaun: the political life of Sam Basil
MICHAEL KABUNI | Dev Policy Blog
ON THE NIGHT OF 11 MAY 2022,
one day before the issue of writs for
PNG’s election, Deputy Prime
Minister Sam Basil, and his Close
Protection Officer First Constable Neil
Maino, died in a car accident along the
Bulolo Highway. Many tributes have
already been given. Here I will focus on
the political life of Sam Basil, his
achievements and controversies.
Basil’s rise in politics
Basil first contested the Wau-Bulolo
Open electorate in 2002 as a candidate for
the People’s Progress Party (PPP) led by
Sir Julius Chan. He lost, but in 2007 he
contested again and won. He remained
with PPP until January 2011, when he
switched to the PNG Party led by Belden
Namah, and was appointed Deputy
Opposition Leader.
When Michael Somare was removed as
prime minister in August 2011, Basil
served as Minister for National Planning
in the new Peter O’Neill-led government
for a year, before parliament was
dissolved for the 2012 election. He was
re-elected in 2012 as a PNG Party
candidate, but the party broke ranks with
O’Neill, and remained in the opposition

when O’Neill formed the government.
Basil was appointed Deputy Opposition
Leader as well as Shadow Minister for
National Planning, District Development
and Health and HIV/AIDS.
In 2014, Basil left the PNG Party to
become the leader of PANGU (Papua and
Niugini Union Pati), one of PNG’s first
parties but one that had dwindled over
time, and that had been absent from
parliament since the 2013 death of
Ludwig Schulze, its sole member to be
re-elected in 2012. Basil continued as
deputy after Don Polye ousted Namah as
opposition leader in December 2014. In
August 2015, he was joined by a second
PANGU MP when their endorsed
candidate, William Samb (also sadly
recently deceased), won a by-election for
Goilala Open.
Under Basil’s leadership, PANGU won a
remarkable eight out of the ten seats in
Morobe Province in the mid-2017
election. Three other seats were also won
by PANGU candidates Sohe Open in Oro
Province, and Madang Open and Goilala
Open in Central Province. Sir Mekere
Morauta and four other independent MPs
then joined PANGU following the

election, bringing the total number of
PANGU MPs to 16. PANGU was now
back in a big way.
In August 2017, after failing to form a
government that would displace O’Neill,
and despite running on an anti-O’Neill
platform, Basil announced his party’s
move to the O’Neill-led government
coalition. Twelve PANGU MPs followed
him, but other PANGU MPs such as
Bryan Kramer and Morauta protested this
move and remained in the opposition.
Between 2017 and his passing in 2022,
Basil held various ministries in the
frequent ministerial reshuffles. When he
first joined the O’Neill-Abel government
in August 2017, he was given the
Ministry
for
Communications,
Information Technology and Energy, a
position he held to April 2019. When
James Marape resigned from the O’Neill
government in May 2019, Basil was
appointed as Minister for Finance, the
position that had been held by Marape.
Basil supported Marape’s election as
prime minister in late May 2019, and he
maintained the Ministry for Finance
temporarily. He was very briefly Minister
for National Planning and Monitoring,
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but then was moved to the Treasury in a
further reshuffle, where he remained
from June to August 2019. He was reappointed as Minister for National
Planning and Monitoring in August, and
as Deputy Prime Minister in October
2020.
Basil was ambitious, and no doubt
wanted to be prime minister himself. He
deserted Marape in the November 2020
attempted vote of no confidence but,
when that was unsuccessful, returned to
the government in December and was reappointed as Deputy Prime Minister, and
given the Ministry for Commerce and
Industry.
Basil also moved from party to party.
After a prolonged dispute with the nonparliamentary wing of PANGU over his
switch to the government, in May 2019
he broke away from PANGU, revived the
Melanesian Alliance (another party
lacking MPs), and became its leader. He
took seven PANGU MPs with him. Then
in late 2019, with the backing of the PNG
Trade Union Congress, he formed the
United Labour Party (ULP). In its first
fundraising dinner in March 2020 Basil
said that, “after a long and tough search
for a home”, he and eight other MPs,
three of them government ministers, had
formed ULP.
Achievements
Basil’s achievements in politics should
be measured against the dual roles of
‘service deliverers’ and lawmakers that
PNG MPs hold. On the service delivery
front, Basil was among a few MPs who
put their constituency development funds
to reasonably good use.
Among
other
things,
Basil’s
electrification program in rural Bulolo
district was lauded as a role model by
PNG Power Ltd. In a country where only
13% of the population is connected to the
main power grids, Basil was successful in
bringing electricity to most of the district.
At the national level, Basil is best known
for pushing for the establishment of the
anti-corruption agency Task Force
Sweep (TFS). Though O’Neill is often
credited for creating the TFS, according
to Sam Koim, its leader, it was Sam
Basil’s idea. After realising the
magnitude of corruption within the
national planning department when he
took over the ministry following the
change of government in 2011, Basil

pushed for an inter-agency body to
investigate, arrest, and recoup state funds.
TFS’s successes included conviction of
Paul Tiensten, a sitting MP and former
planning minister. TFS was disbanded in
2014 but it remains the only anticorruption agency to have made any
substantial progress in curbing corruption
in PNG.
Controversies
After cultivating a profile of a principled
and non-compromising anti-corruption
fighter for a decade, Basil’s switch to the
O’Neill-led government in 2017
disappointed many. For the 10 years
(2007-17) that Basil was in the
opposition, he was a constant critic of the
Somare government (2007-11) and
O’Neill government (2012-17). Leading
into the 2017 election, Basil embodied
nationwide anti-O’Neill and anti-PNC
(People’s National Congress Party)
sentiments. All the incumbent MPs who
lost their seats in Morobe in 2017 were
either O’Neill’s PNC MPs or those who
were supportive of O’Neill in the 201217 term.
His reason for switching sides to the
O’Neill-led coalition? He said he did not
want his new PANGU MPs to be
deprived of their constituency funds
(District and Provincial Services
Improvement Program funds). But Basil
had done well from being in opposition
for a decade, so the reason surely had
more to do with his own ambitions. Of
course, switching parties and allegiances
is a permanent feature of PNG politics,
but many had hoped Basil would show a
different way forward.
When made Minister of Commerce in
early 2021, Basil increased PNG’s stock
market transactions fee to a punitive
0.75%, a move that dented his credibility
and reputation for being prodevelopment. Later in the year, after he
had moved on, the fee was drastically cut
to 0.03%, and refunds were offered on the
higher levy.
Basil’s popularity in PNG, and especially
in his home province, was immense. The
people of Morobe, PNG’s most populous
province, looked to Basil as a future – and
PNG’s first Morobean – prime minister.
The outpouring of grief and sympathy
expressed in the week following his death
is second only to that following the death
of one of the founding fathers and the first
prime minister of PNG, Michael Somare.

Whatever his flaws and strengths – and
he had both – Basil’s place in PNG
political history is secure.
Note: The first part of the title of this blog can be
translated as “The big bird of paradise has fallen”.
Disclosure
This research was undertaken with the support of
the ANU-UPNG Partnership, an initiative of the
PNG-Australia Partnership, funded by the
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade.
The views are those of the author only.
About the author/s
Michael Kabuni
Michael Kabuni is a lecturer in political science at
the School of Humanities and Social
Sciences, University of Papua New Guinea.
Link:
https://devpolicy.org/bikpla-kumul-ipundaun-the-political-life-of-sam-basil-20220520/
Date downloaded: 8 August 2022

A poem tribute to Hon Sam Basil

Gone too soon
RICHARD NAPAM

A star has fallen
An eagle has fallen
A light has gone out,
Gone too soon.
Gone are the dreams you had for us,
Dreams for a Nation of thousand
tribes
Dreams that united millions
But you are gone
Gone too soon.
Words are meaningless to express
Express how dear you are,
For you are too dear
To go too soon
To the young, you have been,
An inspiration, to shoot to the stars,
A strength, to ascend the heights.
But you are gone,
Gone too soon.
Compassion defined your heart
A heart you shared with millions,
A heart belonged to the millions,
But you are gone,
Gone too soon.
Years may slip by,
Leaders may rise, and fall.
But your legacies will be forever,
Forever in our hearts,
Because you are gone,
Gone too soon.
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Don’t Make History a Fairy Tale!

Henry Reid Bay

GREGORY BABLIS | Ples Singsing – A PNG Writer’s Blog
CULTURES AROUND THE WORLD
have different concepts of history and
of time. The historicity of a people or
place crystallizes in many forms etched
in the environment, landscape,
language, stories, and material culture.
Legends, myths, fairy tales, creation
stories or origin stories are just some
examples. They are historical “artifacts”
that can be analyzed for non-fictive
content or for universal truths and morals.
In the title of this report the phrase “fairy
tale” is used to draw a contrast between
the word “history”, the former carrying a
slightly negative connotation of being
more fictive and of less use for present
generations – apart from providing
amusement and scaring young children
into adherence.
The articles’ title was in fact a sharp
comment made by Mr Ephraim Kavon
when I recently spoke with him about
local development issues in the Pomio
District of East New Britain Province.
Kavon is a local leader in the TolMasarau Ward 15 area, Sinivit LLG.

Kavon serves as Chairman of the school
board of the St Paul 2/22 Lark Force
Battalion Tol High School (THS) which
is run by the Catholic Education Agency.
Kavon struggles with the fact that the
high school and the Tol Station area in
general provided the scene for some
major events and atrocities of the Second
World War (WWII) and yet there is not
as much recognition given by the
governments of Papua New Guinea,
Japan and Australia as there is to places
in Oro and Central provinces through
which runs the well-known Kokoda
Track.
The THS lies about halfway along six
kilometers stretch of coastline between
Tol and Masarau. The glistening white
sandy beaches of Henry Reid Bay lie
invitingly under the cool respite of shadegiving trees that were purposely left
standing when bush and shrubs were
being slashed to clear the way for
development projects and human
settlement.
Henry Reid Bay is the present name
given to the inner reaches of the much

larger Wide Bay that forms the southern
side of the “throat of New Britain Island”
– Open Bay forming the upper part of this
topographical “throat”. Before WWII and
the First World War (WWI) Masarau was
known as Waitavolo and this is the name
still used on most maps. One
interpretation is that Waitavolo is a
localized form of the description of the
sparkly white sandy beaches which
English speakers exclaimed as “whiter
flow” when one apparently grabbed a
handful and saw the fine white grains
pouring out through the gaps in his
fingers.
The original place name, Masarau, is of
(Simbali) Baining origin, from Mẽsrau –
mẽs meaning “food” or “to eat” and rau
referring to small crabs that can be found
along dry creek beds or by the sea. It is
the name Bainings use to refer to a nearby
creek where the small crabs can still be
collected and eaten.
The name Tol is a diminutive of the
Baining name of the nearest mountain
ridge, spelled Tholia. This ridgeline rises
some 200-250 meters and forms the
backdrop of the thin Tol-Masarau
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St Paul 2/22 Lark Force Battalion Tol High School (THS) which is run by the Catholic Education Agency.

coastline with a larger cul-de-sac indent
that accommodates the school grounds
and two Sulka villages – Gumgum
immediately behind the school and Koki
which lies immediately west towards
Masarau.
The high school was established in 2017
and is fast expanding its building
infrastructures. It now boasts two doublestory duplex classrooms, a staffroom and
administrative building, teacher’s houses,
two girl’s dormitories, a boy’s dormitory
and an assembly hall.
A quadraplex to accommodate living
quarters for more teachers, a library
building, another duplex dormitory and a
double story science lab are currently
under construction.
These have all been made possible
through funding from the Government
and the Catholic Church. The THS has
grades 9 and 10 and will soon be
upgrading to secondary status to include
grades 11 and 12.
The first coconut plantations were set up
in the area shortly before WWI; foreign
logging companies came to the region in
the 1980’s, and large-scale operations

began, with the consent of landowners, in
the 1990’s.
The first logging companies to arrive
were Japanese but from the 1990’s most
of the logging in the Wide Bay area has
been conducted by Niu Gini Lumber, a
subsidiary of the Malaysian logging
company Rimbunan Hijau (Tammisto
2010: 44). Today Tol Station lies at the
crossroads of a number of district and
national government schemes.
In 2005 it was selected by former
Member for Pomio, Mr Paul Tiensten, to
be a Growth Center under the Pomio
Economic Development Strategy (20052012).
With the national government’s Public
Private Partnership program, resource
developers were supposed to link up and
maintain road networks in the Pomio
District in exchange for logging
concessions.
Under
the
now-failed
Special
Agricultural Business License concept
the Ili-Wawas Road Project was agreed
upon and the Department of Environment
and Conservation (now the Conservation
and Environment Protection Authority)

issued an agro-forestry permit to Tzen
Niugini (another Malaysian company) to
carry out logging followed immediately
by oil palm plantations and smallholder
estates.
But
there
are
many
environmental and workers’ rights
abuses being perpetrated by resource
developers as government authorities
lack the capacity or perhaps the will to do
proper monitoring and evaluation.
These issues will however be the subject
of a separate report.
The Japanese landed at Waitavolo not
long after taking over Rabaul in January
of 1942. They soon set up a base, building
military infrastructures that included
tunnel networks similar to those found in
many places in Rabaul and Kokopo. The
largest Japanese tunnel in Masarau can be
found not more than a kilometer from the
sea at an elevation of 35 m above sea
level.
The entrance of the tunnel has a width of
7.2 m, a height of 3 m to 4 m in places
and burrows into the mountain some 84
m. The tunnel then branches off for an
estimated 30-40 meters but the actual
depth cannot yet be determined because
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goes into the mountainside about 28.3 m
at the end of which is a 7.8 m vertical
drop and a further 30-40 meters branch
into the mount ain.

By popular consensus the THS was in
2017 bestowed the lengthy name it now
bears. Kavon has been board chairman
since March of 2020.

There are a few more tunnels in the ridge
yet to be found and mapped. Apart from
storing things and providing safe shelter
during WWII, these tunnels could have
also been used to keep prisoners – both
soldiers and locals.

The story of the ill-f ated members of the
2/22 Lark Force Battalion is well known
locally.

The Australians took over Tol and
Waitavolo later in 1944 and held these
areas until the end of the war. Their
graded roads and fighting positions can
be found on the same ridgeline on the
western saddle and eastern terminus.
All these and other war surplus materials
now lie under jungle and in the mountains
overlooking Tol, Masarau, the high
school in the middle and skirted by
expanding oil palm and logging
activities.
Above: The largest Japanese tunnel entrance at
Masarau (Top) and other entrances along the
coastline of Waitavolo, Rabaul

A small regiment made up mainly of
members of that battalion were left to
guard Rabaul Town after it had been
evacuated early in 1942. When Japanese
soldiers of the South Seas Detachment
invaded Rabaul on 23 January, soldiers
and civilians alike fanned out escaping
over the Baining Ranges.
About 200 Australian soldiers trekked all
the way to Tol to wait for a rescue that
never took place. They were instead met
by Japanese soldiers who had pursued
them by boat. In the events that occurred
from 3 February, 160 Australian soldiers
were massacred between Tol and
Waitavolo. And of these only nine of
their remains have been found and

there is not enough crawl space to make
it further in. (Images Left)
Today the only occupants of this tunnel
are bat colonies, snakes and other
nocturnal critters since no sunlight
reaches its inner depths. Less than 100
meters away from the tunnel is oil palm
plantation belonging to Tzen Niugini.
Japanese soldiers also constructed other
tunnels on the ridgeline behind Masarau
and the school at 182 m, 185 m and 203
m altitudes.
These tunnels are smaller and their
entrances are all partly caved in but then
open up to heights of 1 m to 2.5 m once
one gets in. The largest of these tunnels
lies at the highest altitude of the three and

(Photograph reference: https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/C72106
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Above: The King George Medal, the King
George Star and the Independence Medal
in 1975 awarded to Hon. Sergeant-Major
Paranis Kawatpur

reinterred at Bitapaka War Cemete ry in
Kokopo.
Kavon knows the importance of keeping
local histories alive and building
important national and international
relationships through such histories and
naming practices.
Through recognition of the high school’s
name, Kavon has established a sister
relationship with Tallarook Primary
School in Victoria, Australia, which is
near where the Lark Force Battalion had
a training base in the war period.
In 2018 Kavon proposed the name Daniel
Ousley Memorial Early Childhood
School for a startup that has a classroom
not far from the wartime airstrip at Tol
Station. Daniel Joseph Ousley was one of
the youngest soldiers of the 2/22 Lark
Force Battalion to be killed by the
Japanese at Tol.
A contingent of the Ousley Family visited
Tol in 2018 to honour their ancestor and
see the place where he was slain and
where
his
body
still
remains
undiscovered among 151 others of his
comrades.
The early childhood school is run by the
Seventh-Day
Adventist
Education
Agency.
Kavon has proposed to name the new
high school oval – to be graded and
constructed later this year – after His
Royal Highness Prince Henry (William

Sergeant-Major Kawatpur and his wife at Tol Refugees Camp at Sipilangan Village, Wide Bay, 29 July
1945. (Photograph reference: https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/C71297).

Frederick
Albert
31/03/190010/06/1974) who served as Australia’s
Governor-General from 1945 to 1947.
In the photograph below (Previous page),
which is dated 02 July 1945, he can be
seen inspecting a parade of local soldiers
attached to the Allied Intelligence Bureau
in Wide Bay. At the time he was visiting
the headquarters of the 13 Infantry
Brigade and Tol Plantation camps.
A locally-renowned war hero will also be
honoured in the name of a proposed
museum for Tol Station. The Hon.
Sergeant-Major Paranis Kawatpur was a
Sulka man who during WWII served in
the Australian Military Force and the
Allied Intelligence Bureau. He was later
awarded the King George Medal, the
King George Star and the Independence
Medal in 1975 (Images Top Left).
In the photograph below Sergeant-Major
Kawatpur can be seen walking with his
wife at the Australian New Guinea
Administrative Unit District Services Tol
Refugees Camp at Sipilangan Village,
Wide Bay. The photograph is dated 29
July 1945.
Apart from the more recent military
heritage, evidence of the areas ancient
history can still be found.
Some years ago, a local man in Masarau
found in his garden, not 100 meters from
encroaching oil palm plantations, two

club heads with holes drilled in the
middle (Image above).
The club heads are believed to be of
Baining origin. Locals say that papait
(magical incantations) would have been
used to make easier the task of drilling
holes into the hard rock. They suggest
that the club heads would not have been
latched with rope as is done with stone
adzes. Rather, a suitable sized stick
would be fashioned and wedged into the
hole in a tight fit and this would be
sufficient to hold the club head in place.
The longer end of the stick would then
serve as the handle.
Locals suggest that the clubs were used
for close quarter combat. The local who
found these stone artifacts has agreed to
donate them to the National Museum &
Art Gallery in Port Moresby for proper
preservation.
Having a three-dimensional concept of
time is the hallmark of the successful
metropolises and institutions of this
world.
Many traditional African religions for
instance are said to have a twodimensional concept of time that consist
of a long past and a present.
According to Mbiti, for many African
religions, time moves backwards from
the present and so the future which lies
beyond the horizon of the present is not
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thought about or considered “actual time”
(Mbiti 1969: 17).

rekindling of old connections for new
relationships.

The more successful and so-called
universal religions of the world on the
other hand provide a third dimension in
their theologies that take into account the
future and which provide for the
opportunity of spiritual redemption and
resurrection after physical death.

Said
differently, three-dimensional
development projects must be carried out
sustainably so that future generations can
continue to benefit from the same land
and resources without losing something
of the cultural and biodiversity, values of
the place and environment known to
peoples of the past.

So too must our development pursuits be
three dimensional allowing for the
revitalization of our histories (the past) in
the present.
These histories must be given new life
and significance for the present in the
way that Kavon’s naming agenda or a
museum exhibition allows for the

Kavon’s striking comment, “Don’t make
history a fairy tale!” is as much a caution
to protect our local cultures and histories
and the materiality of these left in the
environment and on the landscape, as it is
a critique of the destructive tendencies
and one-dimensional approaches of
government and corporate developers.
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BLOG ARTICLE

Peacemaking – My culture

CAROLINE EVARI | Everyday Battles
On Saturday January 30th, 2021 at around
7:30pm, my family had small peacemaking ceremony here in Port Moresby.
Leading into the new year of 2021, there
were some misunderstandings amongst
my older siblings’ daughters that resulted
in dispute and disharmony between
several family members. As always
conflicts are bound to occur among
family members and as such in our
tradition, ‘kastom wok’ was the only way
in resolving disharmony. In a village
setting, disputes were always settled by
the elders. They were full of wisdom and
well respected by everyone that each time
they spoke, or gave orders, everyone
obeyed them. It was also common for
someone with a high status in society to
initiate disputes because they were seen
to be capable in settle them. People often
went to their gardens to harvest food
produce or checked their backyards for

betelnuts, coconuts or livestock to
slaughter. These items were then used to
settle disputes.
Here in the city, you would have to
budget for this activity by sacrificing
your wage or salary. You can call this an
expensive exercise, and in fact, the
amount of money, time and resources
spent on doing kastom wok equates the
value of damage done. One must feel the
pain of sacrificing so much to understand
the importance of respecting one another.
Hence, people never created disputes
unnecessarily unless for a valid reason.
For our family’s kastom wok, my
husband and I did what we could. As
much as conflicts were bound to happen,
it is not healthy for a family to continue
living with hatred, so we decided to be
the bridge and make everyone reconcile.
We made five different hampers each

containing a 10kg bag of rice, a twin pack
of chicken, a 12pack canned ocean blue
tuna, a bunch of banana, greens and
drinks. It was a thoroughly guided
reconciliation. Every family were given
twenty minutes each to air out their
frustrations or disappointments to one
another, and close of by apologizing for
any ill behavior they had done. As the
rain poured, we gathered under the shade
of a high post house as each of our
families gathered and everyone was
given an opportunity to speak. While
each person spoke, the rest listened
quietly and waited for their turn.
Everyone comes out, spoke out and asked
for forgiveness and each made a promise
that night to put away all our differences
and move forward into the new year with
positive vibes. At the end of it all, each
family were presented a hamper each as a
symbol of reconciliation and unity. It felt
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so good seeing everyone laugh, shake
hands and hug.
Peacemaking or ‘kastom wok’ has
always been part of our society and an act
passed on from generation to generation.
It is a symbol of unity and is the pillar that
kept families and clans together. It is the
very reason why our societies continue to
thrive and live in harmony. It was
common
for
misunderstandings,
arguments and fights in our society but at
the end, ‘kastom wok’ was always done

to make peace. It involved the
slaughtering of pigs and chickens, the
harvesting of the best produce from the
gardens, betel-nuts and coconuts or in
some extreme cases, exchange marriages.
I grew up embracing it as part of my Oro
culture. I recall my mother cooking a pot
of food or taking a live chicken with her
to say sorry to an aunt or an in-law after
having a heated argument with them.
‘Say sorry before the sun sets’, she would
say, ‘and never go to bed with an
unforgiving heart. Over the years, I have

also gotten into the habit of showing
gesture to say sorry. Not everything
practiced in my culture can be adapted in
a contemporary PNG society like the
facial and body tattoo but ‘kastom wok’
in showing kindness, asking for forgiving
or celebrating is one that I hold dear to me
and practice today.
Remember: it takes stupidity and pride to
create a problem, but it takes so much
courage to stand up, admit your faults and
apologize.

My Walk To Equality
My Walk to Equality, edited by Rashmii Amoah
Bell, Pukpuk Publications, 278 pages. Paperback
$US10.53 or Kindle $US1.00. ISBN-10:
1542429242. ISBN-13: 978-1542429245. Available
from Amazon
The anthology celebrates the contribution of
women to Papua New Guinean society. It also sets
out some of the problems and issues confronting
those women in their daily lives. These issues are
set out in an eclectic mix of poetry, essays and
short stories. The anthology also challenges the
myths and stereotypes often associated with the
drive to reduce inequalities in Papua New Guinea.
The anthology is also an opportunity for Papua
New Guineans to recognise and appreciate the
women of their nation. Women are active in many
fields in Papua New Guinea, occasionally in
leadership roles. Papua New Guinean women are
doctors
and
nurses,
business
leaders,
environmental activists, and politicians. Other
women in more traditional roles form the
backbone of Papua New Guinean society. All of
them need to be celebrated.These women are
diligently working to advance their country and
remedy the wrongs they encounter, even though
the task often seems overwhelming. The
anthology draws attention to and suggests
approaches to the serious challenges Papua New
Guinea must address to become the nation it
wants to be and which its people need.
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POEMS
The land of a thousand tongues
I come from the land of a thousand tongues, a land of the unexpected.
A nation of amazing paradox, of many diverse cultures and traditions, yet
united as one, strong as ever.
I come from a land of raging waterfalls and pristine, unexplored virgin
forests found nowhere else in the world.
A land of plant and animal species yet to be discovered and named by
man.
A land of clear blue seas and immaculate, white sandy beaches second to
no place else.
A land where men laugh into the face of death and strong, proud women
join their husbands on the battlefield, in times of war and in times of peace.
A land where fierce warriors dance on burning stones, call sharks using
coconut shells and wrestle crocodiles with their bare hands.
A land that is home to the world’s largest butterfly, the world’s largest species of orchids and the tiniest amphibian known to
man.
Though at times my nation is the topic of scorn, my ancestors were gardeners and sailors long before the white man ever
ventured beyond his cave.
They say God is fair, but I am certain he was biased when he created my homeland.
A country of gold and other precious metals floating on a sea of so much oil and gas, it is the envy of the entire world.
A land of flora and fauna found nowhere else on the globe.
A country described by more than one renowned anthropologist as the Garden of Eden.
A land very rich and diverse in culture and tradition yet united as one, strong as ever and fiercely proud.
Yea if my country is ever the subject of some unproven, foreign list or ranking,
Let it be known that I come from the land of a thousand tongues.

Charles Malu Yakopa (31) comes from Kagua in the Southern Highlands and now lives in Port Moresby. He’s an accountant with a degree from the
University of Technology and will shortly begin work for Exxon Mobil as an accounting analyst. He likes to write in his spare time, especially commentaries,
essays and poems and has contributed articles to the Post Courier, The National and the Sunday Chronicle

I am a Papua New Guinean Writer
I am a writer
I have a sharp mind
My sharp mind will shape my nation

I wrote a script
I have a collection of scripts
My collection of scripts entertains my readers

I am a Papua New Guinean
I have a Papua New Guinean mind
My Papua New Guinean mind will shape my country

I am a thinker
I have sharp thoughts
My sharp thoughts fill my book

I am a writer
I have a sharp pen
My sharp mind sharpens my pen

I am a scribe
I wrote a script
My script fills my book

I am a Sepik man
I have a Sepik mind
My Sepik mind sharpens my pen

Young minds of Papua New Guinea
Will feed on our thoughts
Been preserved in writing
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Writing inspires life in the mind
Writing rejuvenates our spirit
Writing is the creation of new minds
I am a scribe
I have a scribbling book
My sharp pen scribbles on my book

I want to write
I want to feed other minds
My sharp thoughts will nurture budding writers
Our thoughts become
Our resources for the nation
Our writings become our legends
Our legends inspire our children
And life goes on
In Papua New Guinea
Keith Angen

Sanap longlong

Standing stupidly

Yu sanap long dua
Bilong Anutu na beten
Wat po yu less long knok-knok

You stand at the door
Belonging to God and pray
What for don’t you knock

Ating em imas
Bikpela man tumas
Long yu paitim dua bilong em

Perhaps it is that
He’s too great a being
For you to rap on his door

Na lukim
Hamaspela lain
Ol tu i wet istap

And look
How many people
Are also waiting there

Em ia Marape gavman
Na long hapsait
Ol pastol bilong sios

There is the Marape government
And on the other side
Those church pastors

Mi ting olsem
Ol i wanwok bilong Anutu
Tasol ol i sem long dua

I thought that
They worked with God
But they are shy at the door

Na ol lain bilasim ol iet
Wantaim blek na ret gaun
Ol sanap olsem ol diwai pos

And those who dress themselves
In the black and red gowns
They stand there like wooden posts

Long ples giraun
Ol i bosim lo na jastis
Tasol long hia ol inogat sia

At ground level
They are the boss of law and justice
But here they have no seats

Lukim ol save man-meri
Ol tu i brukim skru
Na het igo daun olgeta

Look at the scholars
They bend their knees
And their heads are bowed deeply

Ating Anutu imas ridim
Wanwan pepa ol ibin raitim
Na bai givim ol mak klostu

I think God must be reading
Each of the papers they wrote
And will give their marks soon

Ol bik maus lain
Em ol prayer warrior

Those shouting people
Those are the prayer warriors
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I givim wokmak long em

Giving him various jobs to do

Long wanem ol i pikinini tru
Bilong Anutu, na ol saints
Isave rausim ol spirit nogut

That’s because they are the true children
Of God, and the saints
Who rebuke the evil spirits

Olgeta ol i wet long dua
Bai Anutu ikam lukim ol
Na givim ol glori long mak

They are all waiting at the door
So God will come and see them
And give them glory for their virtues

Tasol lukim ia
Wanpela man bilong tok-singsing
Wokabaut ikam long dua

But look here
One of those guys who writes poems
Walks right up to the door

Emi knok-knok, rausim su
Na ino wet long Anutu bekim
Opim dua tasol na igo insait

He knocks, takes off his shoes
And without waiting for God’s greeting
He opens the door and goes inside

Harim nau
Tupela man i toktok igo ikam
Tok nogut wantem gutpela toktok

Listen now
Two men are talking back and forth
Saying bad words and having a good talk too

Em nau dispela man bilong tok-singsing
Ikam autsait na singaut strong igo bek
"Ok Anutu, bai mi traim", na em igo pinis

And then that guy who writes poems
Comes out and calls back loudly
“OK God, I’ll try”, and then he goes off

Michael Dom, original tok-singsing and English translation

Hey! Style Mangi,
You come in your flashy car,
On my dusty, bumpy road,
You tok VOTE ME!
I build seal roads,
But all I see after election,
You drive the Japanese 5 door,
While I lek faia the red karanas.
Hey! Style mangi,
You fly come in style,
Landing on my Kunai airstrip,
You tok VOTE ME!
I build international airport,
But all I read after election,
You Virgin Blue go na Quantas kam,
While mosquitoes patrol the Kunai field.
Hey! Style mangi,
You 75 horse powering kam,
Steering into my peaceful bay,
You tok VOTE ME!
I build modern hospital,

Mister, Minister, Honourable
Pledger
Mister, you pledged roads tomorrow
We’ve been awaiting them for years
With tired mountain bags and legs
Mister, you pledged us bridges
But nothing happened at all
Except logs placed by village men
Mister, you pledged us hospitals
But we die weeping in the bush
Witch doctors never enough
Mister, you pledged us education
We want our children to learn
But get generations of illiterates
So shall we call you Honourable
But never honour your words?
Shall we call you Minister, though
You never serve your people?
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But no, we’ll call you Mister
It's a common enough name
Also, we’ll call you Pledger
Because pledging is all you do

But all I hear after election,
You go Singapore for malaria,
While mi drinkim lemon grass for cancer.
Hey! Style mangi,
You come in your fancy language,
Flashing me your bikmahn status
You tok VOTE ME!
I bring Wireless to haus lain,
But all I hear after election,
Your selfie postings on facebook,
While mi wire lus na tingting story.

Joseph Tambure

Hey! Style mangi,
You act uncivilised so the world thinks I am unmodernised,
Singing your way through with mauswara promises
My VOTE! For your PLASTIC TOYS!
You stole my privileges,
Sell my inheritances,
Your greed fuelling the corrupt dealings,
While mi sweat under the moonlight spell.
Lorna Saguba

The Crocodile

Em Pukpuk

In the wild you own the muddy water,
On the other side of swimming children,
Gorging on fish, pigs, dogs and friends alike;
An implacable grin of certain death

Long bus yu save bosim doti wara,
Apsait long ples we ol pikinini i waswas,
Yu daunim ol pis, pik, dok na poro wankain:
Yu soim tit olsem ston bilong bagarap

Hoiri was wrong to fear, hate and hunt you
In my mind you are the old way we were
To you Mitoro was simply a meal,
Silent and deadly, you stole to the deeps.

Hoiri em i krangi long poret, birua na kilim yu
Long tingting bilong mi, yu stap iet long pasin tumbuna
Long yu Mitoro em i bin olsem abus tasol
Yu kam isiisi tru long stilim na karim igo.

In the city you’re a belt or hand-bag,
On the waist or arm of some socialite,
Greedy fat wallet spewing Somare’s;
An innocuous sin of certain wealth

Long siti yu olsem let na hembeg,
Pas long weist na han bilong ol kusai lain,
Monipaus em i opim maus na trautim ol Somare:
Igat giaman na hait pasin bilong bungim kago

Hoiri was right, the sorcerers used you
In my mind they are the new way we are
Taking “possession of his wife Mitoro”,
Spreading their sanguma to steal our dreams.

Hoiri em i tok stret, ol poisin man i usim yu
Long tingting bilong mi, ol i stap long niupela pasin
Ol i holim tewel bilong poromeri Mitoro
Na salim sanguma i kam stilim driman bilong mipela.

Michael Dom, original poem and Tok Pisin translation
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Ina Huala
Uda ai oi na sinavai duhuna biaguna
Maragidia edia digudigu kahanai onohomu.
Gwarume, boroma, sisia, bona turadia ida ohadonodiamu.
Isimu ohahedinaraiamu hebuatari bona mase dainai.
Hoiri na ekerere badina mai garina bona baduna ida elabanamu.
Lalogu ai – oina sene karadia ai ola.
Mitoro na emu vamu.
Dobu ai ohehunimu asi regeregemu ba ala ala dainai
Taoni lalonai oina gaba kwatu bona ima baegena ai ehalaomu.
Gaba ai eiava paga ai egaukara laimumu.
Matagani gani paosidia laodia amo moni ehedinaraimu,
taga taudia haida edia.
Hoiri na maoro vada babalao taudia ese egaukara laimu.
Lalogu ai, idia na dala matamatana ina negai.
Mitoro adavana ohenaoa babiagua.
Edia mea taudia esiaidiamu eda nihi bae henaodia
Hiri Motu translation by Rev. Willie Moses and Christine Moses
Image from BBC News

As dark as your first two steps away
My eyes were pouring, my sobbing’s as loud as a giant’s and my
mind’s overflowing with wild, crazy thoughts. It was as dark as
your first two steps away.
Musics at its highest, confessions to friends and family. Even the
silence was revving like a racing car. It’s deafening. It was as dark
as your first two steps away.
Alone with machines, balls of tears rolling down my cheeks and the
loudest music is totally unheard. As hot as a boiling pot of water
were my eyes sending off those hot balls of tears. I can’t even feel
the heat but my head freezing! It was like meteors travelling
through an enchanted space. It was as dark as your first two steps
away.
Thousands of conversations going on in my mind, each one trying
to be heard but they all seemed to be unnoticed. It’s so
devastatingly cruel, lonely and anxious.

https://gettingtotruelove.com/2016/06/17/how-could-he-just-walk-away/

If only you didn’t take the first two steps away.
Angela Liu
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https://www.undercurrentnews.com/2022/07/15/us-pushes-tuna-politics-with-10-year-600m-pledge-to-pacific-islands/

Where we call our home
Where we call our home
Wherever it may be
May it not be as wealthy as Rome
May it be high up on the mountains or below the valleys, forest or near the sea
Our home is where our duty calls
In our hands, lies its fate
To be as weak as the lazy creeks or as strong as the mighty falls
So, compatriots, with the forethought navigate
Our home today, tomorrow offspring’s
Our sow today, the Tomorrows reaps
The cherries and berries of this home’s blessings
Consume not all, spare them some heaps
When the clock strikes, we will leave for heaven
But leave behind, still a haven
Fiada Kede
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Mama Tang

Bride Price

The hook
Long hangamapim
Your items of bilas
Is not missed
Until it's not there
At the pool showers
Na your bilas
Emi silip long floa
And gets trod on
By other swimmers
Disregarded, made to look
Olsem pipia. Ragged.
Go ahead
Have your swim
When you're done
Bai yu painim
Narapela trasis
Long karamapim ass
Bilong yu na sem
Olsem na
In what language
Will you excuse yourself
And the sem pipia
Taim kastam emi lus

Is your WORD, your DEFINITION!
Not our Language,
Your perception,
Instilled in our people,
Twisted our reactions,
Sold as our TRUTH,
And yet, ‘Bride price’ is not our Word,
our Language.
About UN-CHERISHED lives.
Your Perception.
‘GIFT’
Is our WORD, Our DEFINITION!
Our Language,
Our perception,
In realizing GAIN and recognizing VALUE,
With cheerful reactions,
Stands as our TRUTH,
Wives’ lives not about price tags,
Our Language,
About CHERISHED lives,
Our perception.
Lorna Saguba

Michael Dom

A thought for all eventualities
Mountains may fall,
Hills may be no more
Oceans may evaporate,
but the seas keep rising.
A man he quickly comes and goes,
A woman she always lasts and stays.
We will always bear,
be born and die,
but keep multiplying unabated.
The sky is the limit
but space is vast and empty,
The day of reckoning is nigh
but the heavens won't fall.
Simon Pentanu

http://david-fedele.com/photography/bride-price-ceremony-kundiawa-papua-new-guinea/
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Three triolets for Yahweh

‘Çhrist smelled like a king…’

I

At Simon’s saddest banquet feast,
a costly perfume of purest nard
was poured on the body of Christ.
The sparkling oil flowing down,
and aroma sweet filling the room;
‘Christ smelled like a king’

Whose God are you?
My father knows Mavoyati,
And he wasn't a Jew.
Whose God are you
To force on me a value
That defies my ancestry?
Whose God are you?
My father knows Mavoyati.
II
What is this holiness you sell?
My dance is not wicked.
My song is not a spell.
What is this holiness you sell?
That calls me a rebel
When I summon the dead?
What is this holiness you sell?
My dance is not wicked.
III
Your Adam came from the earth.
My mother is the earth itself;
To its spirits she gave birth.
Your Adam came from the earth.
Why should he decide my worth?
You can keep him to yourself.
Your Adam came from the earth.
My mother is the earth itself.
Wardley Barry

In Gethsemane’s Garden of woe,
every drooping tree and flower,
every blade of grass and pebble,
And even the traitor called Judas,
including the lurking demonic legions,
smelled of the residue of sweet perfume;
‘Christ smelled like a king’
In Pontius Pilates’ judgement hall,
as the gawking multitude roared
and spewed their deadly venom,
calling for His innocent blood,
Pilate sensed the purest scent;
‘Christ smelled like a king.’
Upon Golgotha’s rugged stony hill,
as thieves hung in torment suspended,
dying for lowly crimes of commission,
As Palestine’s sun burned into their flesh,
In agonizing moments of an eking life,
They beheld the crucified Son of God;
‘Christ smelled like a king’
The entranceway of Joseph’s tomb,
The carved wall crafted by many hands,
The grave clothes used to cover Him,
The trembling soldiers guarding all,
‘Satan holds the keys of death,’ they said;
‘Christ smelled like a king’
Affirmed by all who saw Him there,
Dying thieves hanging alongside,
A betrayer who’d kissed Him lightly,
Pilate who the death verdict gave,
The crowds who thronged Calvary.
Oh, trembling soldiers, demons, devil;
‘Christ smelled like a king.
The inspiration for this poem came as Dr Unia Api,
a lecturer at Pacific Adventist University, spoke in
the chapel to Sonoma Adventist College theology
students on Wednesday 16 March, 2022 – Simon Davidson

http s://www.learnreligions.com/facts-about-jesus-crucifixion-700752
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Life of a well-known Stranger

Malarial Death Games

She was quite a nerd while in her childhood
Celebrated party girl, a beauty, in her teens
Sometimes you can glimpse the image from those days
Sheltering sad thoughts that lie deep below
But you’ll never know the depths of that love
Or the invisible residue of pain now it’s lost

I’ve battled you most of my life
In health, I am winning
But damn you give me so much strife
When your death zone I’m entering
Warmth leaves my body
Like a soul unmooring from its host
The flashes you give are hot yet chilly
I feel half human, half ghost.

She’s a tough cookie in public, all right
Suppressing the demons of love wiped away
Struggling to appear calm, in control
Expected by all to be perfect each time
But you can't see the immeasurable hurt that's inside
No inkling appears of the cruel battle within
At night she talks to the moon and the stars
Like a mad woman might in midnight’s dark hours
Hoping a heavenly touch might save her this time
Settling unruly emotions and disordered thoughts
Her sobs intimidated by the strength of her mind
That drowns every secret that shrieks to be heard
Repetitively she looks at the mirror’s reflection
Hoping she’ll find the strength needed to fight
But all she sees is a trapped shattered image
Fragments abandoned from her story of life
Nothing more than her own fractured pieces

Hot or cold, I cannot tell
In the night and in the day
I’m freezing my ass off in hell
No time for work or play
Oh, such vivid, beautiful dreams you give
Of loved ones, joy and sorrow
Testing my will to live
Die now or live another tomorrow.
Mind-numbing migraines
My head is in the clouds
Whole body writhes with aches and pains
The fever does Lucifer proud
Must make it quick to the clinic
To get on medications
There’s no time to panic
Health worker hurry with the bloody prescriptions!

A million small slivers from her splintered heart
When she’s not there, they call her a psycho
Say that she’s crazy because of her calm
Pour buckets of mockery over her silence
Label her aloof because of the impassable wall
If words could kill she’d be dead times a hundred
Yet they know, too, without her, how bad things would be
Changing pillow cases is her odd morning habit
Bleached cases holding pillows absorbing the angst
Pillows so indulgent they never seek to judge her
Or her heart’s hidden screams that only she hears
Her secrets are safe here, perhaps only safe here
Vulnerability protected by soft cases of white
To others, she’s a puzzle, and sometimes she’s feared
The million pieces in her even she can’t arrange
But it’s all right this way, the veneer is as steel
Impenetrable and never to let her story be known
So, understand if you see her, know who she is
A brave broken woman, just a person like you

Now I’m doing fieldwork in Tol, Pomio
At a WWII massacre site
I think of soldiers and others affected by war
And how many back then suffered a similar plight
Did they have easy access to Chloroquin and Penicillin?
Medicines to stave off the delirium
Or were they left at the mercy of malaria’s chagrin
To rush them off to Elysium.
Tis already a paradise we live in
But some things I wish the tropics had not
Like the mistress of Satan
Yes, Anopheles, I wish you’d leave our lot
Try as I may to avoid thee
With long-sleeved clothes, nets and sprays
Your nocturnal games and puny size is your best strategy
To shorten my long-lived days.

Written Tuesday 15 June 2021 at Tol Station, Sinivit Local Level
Government in the Pomio District of East New Britain Province whilst
recovering from malaria and still under medication – Gregory Bablis

Stephanie Alois
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She is drowning!

Em i wok lon draun

Oh man! Oh man!
Have you not seen the omen?
from the highest of the Blue
to the deepest of the Blue
the Blue Pasifika is drowning

Olain! Olain!
Yupela i lukim ol mak nogut?
long antap tru blo Blu
igodaun lo aninit tru blo Blu
Blupela Pasifika i wok lon draun

Drowning in the ocean of pollution
Weighed down by the resources extraction
she sinks, deep and deep
and she, weep and weep
To her heir, she is pleading

Draun insait lo bik solo wara bilong bagarap
hevi bilong resos extreksen i putim em i go daun
Em i go daun aninit mo na mo yet
Na em i , crai na crai mo yet
Lo ol pikinini blo em, em i singaut

For help, she pleads
Cascading down the mountain of deforestation, she bleeds
Yet no one takes heed
For all we care, is our need

Lo halivim, em i singaut
Ron i cam daun lo maunten blo deforestasen, bulut bilon
em i ron
tasol nogat wanpla man i luksave lo em
Mipla i wari tasol lon hevi blo mipla yet

She is drowning, the Blue Pasifika is drowning
with the myriad that she's hosting
with the services that she's providing
with all there is, she's drowning
Alas! Oh man!
Take heed of the omen!

Em i wok lo draun, Blupela Pasifika i wok lo draun
wantem planti samtin em i save karim
wantem ol halivim em i save givim
wantem olgeta samtin em i stap insait lon em, em i wok lo
draun
Sori tru ! Olain!
Lukluk gut lo ol mak nogut

Fiada Kede
First Prize winning poem
Mini-Poetry for World Environment Day, 2022

Translation by Fiada Kede

Eight million tonnes of plastics enter the oceans every year, much of which has accumulated
in five giant garbage patches around the planet, according to a new study
Source: Phys.org Pacific plastic dump far larger than feared: study by Patrick Galey and Marlowe Hood, March 22, 2018
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Source: Photo from Dreamstime.com, Sealife, Virginia Beach, May

My World

To cherish and to destroy

Mountains up high;
Yet beneath the sky;
I could see my world, my own little world.
Papua New Guinea, a place filled with rich culture and diversity;
That gives vibes of perfect ecstasy.

In this world of wonder and chaos,
We coexisted, both human and nature,
Dependent on each other, our survival and our life force.
The waters, the lands, the air, the environment,
Our life’s source, our life’s contingent.
To cherish and to destroy,
For that has always being our story.

We’ve reached for it, but could never achieve;
Perfect cleanliness above all deeds.
In the world’s largest ocean, and having the third largest forest;
“Mi hamamas lo tok, PNG is still the best.”
Though we are losing our value, due to global warming and
pollution;
We need a solution, the danger is not an illusion.
So let’s set our heads in motion and clean our ocean;
And produce a clean world, our own clean world.
Fishes blob, and birds tweet;
We have rich lands beneath our feet;
Filled with copper and gold;
From the Highlands to the Islands;
God’s love and embrace;
Shown from sunrise till sunset’s evening grace.
Even when the sun sets and its dark times;
The moon comes up, and does its crimes;
Stealing attention and releasing tension.
While the owls hoot, I will retire;
And the cats and mosquitoes will sing out in choir.
As my world remains beautiful, my own beautiful world.
Zelia Timan
Second Prize winning poem
Mini-Poetry for World Environment Day, 2022

Hardly are there any more lavish green grasslands,
Or the luxuriant of forests, and mountains, and wood
lands.
For these are ravaged for shelter, food, and money.
For human nature is more greedy and cunning.
To cherish and to destroy,
For some believe life is everything given and to enjoy.
The beautiful waters, rivers and seas,
Now are filled with dirt and waste.
The fish and aquatic life being threaten,
Although it is what many depend on.
To cherish and to destroy,
This livelihood is all but a void.
The environment, our hope of life,
The most common thing we sacrifice.
Yet, back to it, we return,
We our mistakes, still unlearnt.
Audreyanna Manoa
third Prize winning poem
Mini-Poetry for World Environment Day, 2022
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A short-story from the Crocodile Prize

The story of Totoga Wai from Babaka village
BEAUTY RUPA LOI | Keith Jackson & Friends: PNG Attitude
The Totoga Wai is the story of my greatgrandfathers and their forefathers and
the great gigantic alligator and the
formation of the precious salt water river
at Babaka village, the place I call my
home. Totoga is the name and Wai is the
river where the Babaka people earn their
livelihood
and
enjoy
the
environment. The story is from my
father’s clan and is true and correct,
however I do not wish to highlight the
names of people to preserve the identities
of the families.
MANY YEARS AGO, there lived a
village chief and his family in their
bush material house built on high
posts. The couple had five beautiful
daughters, the first in her mid-20's and
the last in her teens
One day in the morning, the elder
daughter noticed the dog barking at
something very strange that caught the
attention of the family, so the father
decided to check beneath the house and
to his amazed saw a huge gigantic male
alligator underneath the house ready and
prepared to attack.
The father wondered why the reptile was
right under his house and began to ask,
with fear gripping the entire family, why
he camped there
The Crocodile was motionless and,
unmoved, remained calm. The father
asked all the questions he could think of
from anything that could strike his
attention, but the crocodile was never
moved.
Finally, the father asked the crocodile if
he wanted one his five daughters and the
huge crocodile wagged its tail and leapt
for joy in a very happy mood. The father,
with sad face and astonished body
language, climbed into the house quietly,
no words to utter, because it was not the
answer he anticipated.

The mother and the daughters asked the
father what actually happened; the father
broke the news and everybody kept silent
lost in words and thought.
The father asked his four daughters who
all refused to accept the reptile
enthusiastically but the fifth daughter
responded positively: “Because all my
sisters refused to accept the reptile, I am
giving myself to the reptile to save us
from any unexpected circumstances.”
The father, after being assured by the
daughter climbed down under the house
to meet the crocodile and confident that
the crocodile was not going to attack him.
The father stood in front of the huge
crocodile and broke the news that his
desire to marry one his daughters was
granted and the very happy crocodile
again leaped in joy and began to dance
and move around the house celebrating.
The father called a meeting with the
people of the seven houses in the village
and the very small population bravely put
on a big feast and, with tearful departure,
farewelled the daughter from human
being to reptile life.
The daughter and the crocodile were
decorated
with
traditional
gifts,
necklaces, pig tusks and many other
items including food. The daughter sat on
the back of the gigantic crocodile which
slowly submerged under the creek. A
week later the crocodile turned the creek
into a big and wide river for the people of
Babaka village
After their marriage the daughter was half
crocodile and half human (from waist up
human figure and waist below crocodile
tail).
After the formation of the river the
historical sites were named to remember
the daughter and the crocodile’s

family. Wapuli is a local yam. Turage
Na means give.
At any given time when a person returned
from fishing trip and paddled past the site
Wapuli turagena and called for food, the
daughter would provide them hot cooked
yams (wapuli) right from the river.
One day the other sisters decided to see
their sister in half reptile and human
figure,
so
they
ventured
out
fishing. Upon their return they called for
food and, as the sister lifted the hot dish
of yams, the sisters reached down and
lifted the sister out of the river and saw
her amazing reptile and human figure.
Since then, the sister crocodile
disappeared and never returned to
produce hot yams, and the crocodiles
never killed any man or dog after the
creation of the crocodile human river.
In history and today the Babaka people
enjoy the existence of the river and the
friendly crocodiles that do not attack any
person or animal. We continue to enjoy
the river with an abundance of
mangroves, seafood and much more.
Whenever people by chance see a
crocodile while fishing, they always are
blessed with plenty of fish or crab to take
home and they tell tales of their day’s
blessings.
Babaka village is situated 200km by road
east of Port Moresby, approximately 3
hours’ drive by vehicle. It has a
population of more than 1,000 people
who of course are subsistence
farmers. The educated elites work and
reside in the cities and frequently come
home and enjoy the flora and fauna of the
village environment.
Beauty Rupa Loi, was 14 years old when
she wrote this story and was a student at
St Paul's Primary School, in Port
Moresby.
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The first short-story from a young writer

Whistles from another world
MATHISAH TURI | Ples Singsing – A PNG Writer’s Blog
DON’T WHISTLE AT NIGHT, they
say, for you never know who might
respond. Especially at night when
darkness rules and silence is at its
greatest.
Ten-year-old Irai had not learned of this
superstition. But she knew of the
existence of the world beyond ours,
where no humans dwell.
She saw apparitions of extraordinary
creatures that nature had not recorded.
They could be as tall as a building or as
large as a car. They could have ten arms
or no arms at all, three eyes and no lips or
nose. And they could be all the colours of
the rainbow – bright or dull. Some were
quiet while others were loud and
unpleasant to the ear. They never spoke,
with the exception of the human-like
forms that always showed up after
someone’s death.
Mostly, these creatures lived on trees or
bushes, in caves or on a rock near rivers
and other sacred water bodies and
grounds. But there were times when
they’d crowd near homes and people,
such as the day Irai’s mother had left.
They swarmed her home and crowded
around her father as he downed one too
many bottles of alcohol and cussed to
himself. Unbeknownst to the drunken
man the congregation of strange creatures
sat beside him pouring and offering the
poor man more poison. Irai could only
watch, in tears, her father’s ordeal.
However, they were quite fearful of the
churches and the presence of a cross.
They avoided such places and returned to
their homes.
They weren’t seen by her father, her
neighbours or her classmates. No one
could see them, no one except Irai.
She’d told her father once or twice,
several times even. But he never spared
his daughter a second thought, thinking
she had an overactive imagination which
both scared and amused him. With her
mother gone, she turned to the next best
persons, her teachers. But their reactions

weren’t much different. They simply
patted her on the head and said that she
was a bright child.
Irai didn’t have many friends growing up
either because the few who were soon
left, once they’d heard her tales that she
swore were true, accusing her of lying.
The rumours spread through her small
village. “Tevel pikinini,” (demonic child)
they’d whisper to each other.
“Mama belong em save makim
witchcraft,” (Her mother knows how to
make witchcraft) the mothers would say.
“Noken pilai wantaim em. Em bai
bagarapim you,” (Don’t play with her.
She will hurt you) the parents would tell
their children.
“Mama blo em cursim tupla,” (Her
mother cursed them both) the old
villagers would mumble to each other.
Irai never spoke too long and never
smiled too long at people, to avoid risking
the outrageous opinions of others about
her and her father.
Irai’s father knew what people said and
tried his best to make sure they kept what
they thought to themselves. He had
already had to deal with people’s stares
when his daughter was born when he was
still at university. None of that mattered
to him though. This was his kid and he
swore to protect her at all cost – not
knowing that the real enemies weren’t of
this world.
The perplexing creatures were odd, yes,
but most weren’t violent. They rarely
interacted and intervened with humans.
Only a few opportunists found it
appetizing to feed human’s distasteful
behaviour and thoughts, at times even
accepting the calling of the mundane, and
even rarer, to take hold of a body to do its
immoral business. Only then did their
actions become apparent to the sceptics.
However, those few creatures that did
interact with people made sure Irai’s days
were torture.

They’d pinch her, scratch her skin and
pull at her hair, whisper unpleasant things
to her before she went to bed and make
sure everyone around her hated her.
One day Irai decided that she had enough.
When Irai walked home from school that
day the devilish forms were trailing
behind her. No matter how much they
pestered and poked she kept her attention
on her journey. Practising her whistling,
she walked down the dirt road blowing
furiously.
Though they tripped her, pushed her off
balance and held her back, she got back
to her feet and went on her way, chanting
in her mind, “They’ll go away. Don’t
focus on them.”
When Irai arrived at her home, she was
surprised to see her father sitting out on
the porch.
Grinning happily, she raced up the stairs
and wrapped her little arms around him.
He laughed and held her back by the arm.
“Yu hamamas long wanem?” he asked
her. For once, his daughter was happy,
which made him happy too.
But his delight died the second his eyes
landed on his daughter’s arms and legs
and bruised cheek. He jolted to his feet,
fuming. “Husait paitim you!?” (Who
fought with you?)
Irai flinched at her father’s tone even if it
weren’t directed at her. “Nogat…. man,
paitim me,” (No… man fought me) she
mumbled, scared to meet his eyes.
“Don’t lie to me Irai. That isn’t how I
raised you. Tell me!”
Her little fists shook and her lips
quivered, her chest rising and falling
rapidly as the frustration got to the best of
her. “Mi no giaman, mi tok tru” (I’m not
lying. I’m telling the truth).
The sight of his daughter in that state
made the man want to smash something,
anything, to bits. But when the first tear
slipped past her cheek the burning rage
within him was extinguished. He held his
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daughter in his arms still itching to
pulverize whoever had hurt his baby girl.
He made a mental note to visit the school
the next day to do so.
Irai spent that evening in her little tree
house, in the mango tree in their
backyard. While it wasn’t that big or
attractive, it was enough for her: a
platform with rails and a tiny table at its
center. She loved her little home, even if
she had no friends to play with on it. She
switched on her battery-operated lamp
and did her homework, waiting for her
father to call her down for dinner. For
some odd reason no one bothered her up
there. It was the only place she could take
refuge, apart from church which was all
right too, but filled with hypocrites.
When her homework was done and
packed in her bag, she propped her bag
against the tree and leaned against it,
staring up at the mango flowers. Again,
she began to blow, attempting to whistle.
She cleared her throat and sat forward,
blowing till she was red-faced. Sighing,
she leaned back and calmed her rapidly
beating heart. All the kids her age had
already begun whistling and Irai didn’t
want to be even more of an outcast. So,
she practised and practised until, finally,
she could whistle. When she first blew a
flat tune, she hopped to her feet squealing
in excitement. She tried a second time
and a third time. Hooray! She knew how
to whistle.
As soon as the last tune left her lips her
lamp began to fade until it went out
completely. Irai wasn’t scared. Rather,
she was confused because she had
changed the batteries just the other day.
Stuffing the lamp in her bag she climbed
down the ladder of her tree house.
Stepping onto the earth she soon noticed
her dark surroundings. The lights to their
house and the houses down the
neighbourhood, as far as she could see,
were out. Gulping, just she turned to peer
into the woods beyond their backyard, the
sound of a snapping twig resounded in
the silence of the moment.
“Daddy?” she called to the tall figure
standing only a few metres away amidst
the darkness.
The figure stepped forward, revealing
blood-red eyes and long dreadlocks that
reached down to his elbows. His skin was
dark and scaly. He smelt like earth and
new leaves. Irai only slightly recognized
his traditional attire. Although she’d seen

men dress like that in magazines and at
festivals, she had never seen anyone like
this. The aura he gave off felt ancient and
enchanting even if it was frightening to
ordinary men.
Then, all at once, the wind blew and with
it came the imitation of Irai’s first
whistles. But this whistle was low pitched
and hypnotizing.
Irai was, nevertheless, indifferent to the
eerie atmosphere. She found it somehow
calming to be in the presence of this
ancient being, nothing like with the
ghouls that haunted her. She offered an
innocent smile to the tall fellow,
receiving no response in return.
He stood so still that you’d think he was
a statue. He said nothing. His gaze would
cause even the toughest human to screech
and run for cover. If he ever spoke, it
would be heard as whistles—whistles
that stole souls.
But no one saw the dread within him for
they were too busy being frightened by
him. The thousand-year-old being had
grown tired of his role. He wished that no
more would he take what wasn’t his. And
his wish might have just come true
because of this little girl.
Because he had failed, he turned to
return. Filled with curiosity, Irai followed
after him. Although it was dark and quiet,
although the chilly wind whistled past,
and the strange other-worldly being
seemed to walk with no destination in
mind, Irai pressed forward, not bothered
in the slightest. The deeper they went into
the wood, the closer oblivion became to
the young girl.
Where was she going? And who was this
man? Was she ever coming back? What
about her father? But the questions she
should’ve asked herself slipped away and
faded.
“Where are you going?” she whispered.
He made no reply. Nor did he
acknowledge her at all. The atmosphere
still and serene, an agreement of silence
passed between the two. The rustle of
leaves and the crackle of twigs
accompanied their steps. And the
occasional murmurs of the wind filled the
air.
Time ceased to exist. Light was no more.
Sound was lost. They were somewhere
that should’ve been nowhere. Life… Had

no place in this space. And yet, here was
little Irai.
Her bizarre rust-coloured eyes widened at
the curious creatures in this new world
she had wandered upon. Here they were.
They go by many names and are
associated with folktales and fearinflicting fables across the globe. But she
knew them – as spirits. This strange place
was their home. And they didn’t like
visitors.
All at once they pounced on her, beating
her black and blue. She cried out for
mercy and help. The pain shot throughout
her body like lightning and the thought of
death lingered in the little girl’s mind.
Children shouldn’t have to worry about
such things. They should care about
sports and homework and other trivial
matters – not death, especially not death.
Then, her unexpected hero saved her
soul. He needed not to lift a fist or even a
finger.
His
powerful
presence
disintegrated the herd of spirits and freed
Irai from her anguish. He lifted her
unconscious body and brought her back
to where she belonged.
When she woke, he was gone and she was
in her tree house with a string tied around
her wrist.
“Irai! Dinner!” her father called.
She was on her feet and down the tree in
seconds, expecting to find her saviour.
But he was nowhere in sight. And he
wouldn’t be for the next few weeks. After
that night, no spirit dared to harm her.
Unfortunately for her, the children of her
village still held on to their mischievous
behaviour. Initially it had just been
pointing and gossip. Then, little by little,
it manifested into mocking, tripping and
then physical attacks. They seemed to
mimic the spirits who had once had
enough courage to hurt her. However,
these children were under no one’s
command and Irai of all people knew
that.
One day it had become too much for her
when the children stole her belongings
and knocked her off her feet.
“Pikinini blo Satan!” (Child of Satan)
they called her, “Demon!”
A crowd had gathered to watch of course.
Standing around, they cringed at every
kick she took and every insult that was
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thrown her way. Irai realized something
in that moment: you didn’t need to be
under the influence of anything to be
inhumane.

Bewildered she definitely was. But it
soon all made sense when the tall dark
figure of a familiar someone passed into
the shadows.

It had felt like forever before they
decided to stop. But when they did, it was
so sudden. Irai pried her eyes open to find
her attackers on their behinds, hanging
their heads as if they were asleep. It was
obvious that they weren’t because their
eyes were wide open.

Sure, others still found her creepy and her
father was still mad at everyone. But
something had changed. She had found a
friend – funky and freaky, maybe, but a
friend nonetheless.
Mathisah is 15 and was born in Victoria,
Australia, of East Sepik and New Ireland
heritage but grew up in Port Moresby

and likes to say she’s from Gerehu.
Mathisah is currently in Grade 9 at
Kopkop College. “I’m that kid in class
who talks about books just as excitedly as
anyone would talk about their favourite
rugby player,” Mathisah says. But she
has never read a PNG-authored book.
Mathisah’s
essay Why
the
PNG
government should buy PNG authored
books won second place in our inaugural
Tingting Bilong Mi Essay awards in
February.

Shortlisted for the Commonwealth Prize

What must have happened to Ma?
BAKA BINA | Keith Jackson & Friends: PNG Attitude
‘Iyeno!’
The afternoon chills followed the
depression up and the sun was slowly
setting to the west. Soon it would sink
behind the mountains to go to sleep. I
was very hungry when I looked down to
see if I could find where mama would be.
I was wondering if she would be near
here or at the far end of the garden. It was
time to find out.
‘Mama, Iyeno!’ I also called out in Tok
Ples.
I stood at the edge of break going down
to the garden and called out softly. I
knew that you just needed to call softly
and the call would float down the gully to
where mama would be and she could
discern my voice.
There were no replies back up to me. My
stomach was now growling.
Where I was, it was the head of the
garden and looked down the length of the
garden in the depression. I tried to think
where will I find little things to eat to hold
up my empty stomach.
I thought about the laulau trees and fruits
across the fence in my cousin’s garden. I
did not want to create any angst against
me and Ma gets angry when we try to go
there to help ourselves to the ripe laulau
fruits. I looked towards where the guava
trees grew. It was guava season but I
knew there would be a few off seasonal
ones out of sight amongst the leaves. I
will check out the tree.

There would be a lots of bananas trees
and a lot of them would bear fruits but
mum harvested and hid them in the
bushes for them to ripen. She kept of
moving the spots she kept because I
would get to them and each a good
proportion of them. I feel sorry for her.
When she wanted to market the bananas,
she would find that she would not have
enough to take them to the markets. But
we had plenty of banana trees and most
times she would never run out of them.
I thought of the orange tree but there were
not many on the tree. I did count about
fifteen fruits last week and I think Papa
brought some home so I don’t think any
would be ready now.
At the bottom of the garden, there were
some more guava trees and I will look
them up with my pineapple plot. I did see
some heads of pineapples but I am not
sure if they will be ripe now.
I moved down the track a bit more and I
called out for mama again. This time I
raised my voice a bit higher.
‘Mama!’
I waited a little and stared down the
garden. At the bottom of the garden, I
noticed a whiff of smoke go up.
Ah, there now, mama must be making a
garden at that bottom side of the garden.
That was the area where dad had
extended the fence for her to make the
apa vegetable garden following the drain
dip.

When the school ended, the three of us
went to the village and Ma was not there,
we knew that she was still at the garden
house where she also kept pigs. It is
nearly a week now and she has not come
to the village house. When she has a lot
of gardens work, she stays at the hauspik
and tries to finish off all these gardening.
If it is not garden work, she will be
stringing a new bilum. She would stay up
all night to make bilums.
My name is Taluo and my two sisters are
Dahne and Lottopesa. I am in grade four
and Dahne in grade two and Lotto in
grade one. We were all hungry as Ma did
not send up our cooked kaukau in the
morning.
Dahne tried cooking out
breakfast on the open fire but they were
all half cooked which we ate for
breakfast.
I did not wait for my two sisters. They
were looking for pitpit canes as firewood
and when they have collected enough,
they will bundle up and leave them by the
side of the track and then follow me
down. That is part of their work to look
for firewood for our house.
My job is to fetch water for the house.
We have two twenty litre containers for
that. I made a quick job of them from the
stream where we collect water from a
spring. I fetched water in both of them
and have brought them to the house.
I came past them and heard them talking
in the bushes that were there on the way
to our garden.
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I ran down to the guava as looked
amongst the few there but they were not
ripe yet.
I cast my eyes towards Dad’s sugar cane
garden but I was scared to go pull out one
cane of sugar. Dad is always adamant
that he will be the only one to cut any of
his sugar canes. That is his garden and he
is always angry with any of us children
wandering around there.
Pity me, I was famished but I must hold
on.
I walked and search amongst the marretta
trunks and spindly legs. I checked the
passion fruit vines to see if someone
would have pulled on them to get at their
fruits.
I searched and collected five fruits that
had ripened and fallen to the ground.
There were a few more still on the vines
and I left them there.
I planted the passion fruit vine and made
a law that we were not to get at the fruits
still on the vine. Every ripe fruit had to
fall to the ground and then we collect
them. In this way the vines remained for
a long time and bore many more fruits.
The fruits tasted better if they had fallen
off the vines. If they were harvested off
the vines, they had a stinging pungent
taste.
I opened up one of the fruits and ate the
contents. I wanted to get another one
more but I thought of the two girls and
left them there. They will be pleased to
see the fruits and won’t feel bad towards
me. Besides they may be tempted to
throw sticks at those ripe fruits still on the
vines.
I looked up my small garden. This was a
small plot where I was practising my
garden making skills. I planted a few
sugar canes, taro kongkongs and ginger.
At the edge of the few drains, I had lined
them with apa vegetables.
Ma did not weed my garden and the grass
was growing plentifully and faster. I am
thinking, come Saturday, I will not play
in the village but come down to weed this
garden. I realised the end of the drains
were also water logged. It meant that I
have to deepen the drains.
It would be much better if I asked Pa to
help me.
I went down to the house. The back of
the house was inside the garden and the

door was set outside. I jumped over the
fence to get out of the garden.
I called out again for Ma.
‘Iyeno!’
The banana leaves used as a secondary
door and curtains and called mehe was
still in place on the door. Ma had not yet
come to the house. I looked up at the sun.
It has gone past the time when Ma is
usually at the hauspik. When she is there,
we know that she will be preparing dinner
in her motona wooden drum oven.
I saw that whiff of smoke at the bottom
of the garden. Ma must be there. I
jumped back into the garden and I also
heard the two girls run down the incline
inside the garden.
I went past the coffee garden when I
heard them call out for Ma and me.
‘Mama!’
‘Taluo!’
‘Oi’, I replied
‘I am standing next to the fence and was
eating tree tomatoes. I had three fruits
only as they went sour on me so I left the
rest on the trees for you two and am
waiting.’
They knew where the tree tomato plants
grew and ran towards it looking for me.
They held their passion fruits in the
hands.
‘Who said you could have a passion fruit
first. When you do that, the tree tomatoes
will go sour and you will not like it. You
see, we are still holding onto our passion
fruits.’
‘I know but I have a very hungry stomach
and I forgot. I have left some fruits still
on the tree for you two girls. You two get
them and then we go looking for Ma.’
The girls picked of the ripe fruits off the
tree and put them in their bilums before
we ran down.
We went over to the cleared spot and
looked around. There were no signs of
Ma.
‘Mama!’
We all called out at the same time.
There were no replies. Ma, a lot of times
would not reply. Instead, if she had a
spade or Amuto digging stick, she would

bang them against stones or whack the
kaukau mounds. We called one more
time and then kept quiet to see if we could
hear her queer replies.
There were no noises and the bigger of
the girls, Dahne left to check the tree
stump where the smoke was coming out
from.
Ma had piled on all the roots of trees and
had burnt them. Dahne dug a stick into
the ashes and tried to see if Ma had put
any kaukau into them.
I went over to my pineapple plot and
found a pineapple head that was half ripe.
I broke this off and held it in my hands.
The little Lottopesa went up onto the
ridge line next to the garden and in a loud
voice call for Ma this side of the garden
and over the ridge. It was the time of the
year when the moson tree sent up new
shoots and she would be there harvesting
these new shoots.
‘Mama! Mama O!’
There were no replies.
She slid down the incline.
I stood with Dahne and watched her pull
out eight kaukau from the ashes. Two of
these were burnt black like the back of
saucepans. There is no way we could eat
those kaukaus. The other six, the other
half of each of them, one side of them
were burnt but the other side was a bit
okay. Dahne gave us two each to
Lottopesa and me and we tried to have
these.
I was worried a bit that Ma was not there
in the garden. It has been nearly a week
now that she was sleeping at the hauspik.
She said she wanted to put in some more
effort in this new garden that we were
standing at. It looked like she must have
pushed the kaukau into the warm hearth
of the ashes. We could not tell if she
shoved the kaukau there yesterday or this
morning.
The kaukau did not settle well in the
stomach. Half of it was burnt and the bit
that remained tasted like fire smoke. I did
not like my burnt kaukau and held it to
give to the pigs.
Ma regularly digs our kaukau and Pa
brings them up for us at the village.
Currently we do not have any more in the
house.
She must have prepared
something for us and then went walking
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to someplace. I sent Dahne over to one
kaukau plot and Lottopesa to the next;
Ma has two kaukau garden plots where
she usually harvests her kaukau from.
Sometimes when she harvests a lot, she
will have some of them covered in the
drains.
We broke up and I left to return to the
hauspik.
Dahne came back first to say there was no
dug up kaukau there in the drains.
Lottopesa came back with the same
result.
I removed aside the banana leaves mehe
and pulled out the planks and entered the
house.
‘Eh, you twos, that is alright. Ma has left
a bilum of kaukau here in the house for
us.’
We were glad but where was she?
Lottopesa said she was still hungry and
Dahne quickly collected some dried
sticks for her to start up a fire.
They threw in some raw kaukau over the
fire.
And I heard the pig call out.
Dahne went out to call for the pig and it
called her back. She found her and called
up to the house.
‘Taluo! The pig’s rope is all twisted and
the pig is in a sorry state. You find a knife
and come cut the bush that has the pig’s
leash embroiled in.’
I looked for a bush knife inside the house
and found one behind the centre post.
Lottopesa knew where Ma kept her knife
and pulled out another knife. I compared
them for their sharpness, selected one and
took that outside.
Ma keeps three sows. One, she tied near
to the marshes but it lacked shade and the
sun had beaten down strongly there. The
pig must have suffered the heat and it was
panting terribly. It lay down with froth
foaming over its mouth and it was really
gasping for air. I did a quick work of the
bushes and Dahne pulled the pig down to
the small creek for a bath. It however
wanted just to drink the water.
I made grunting noises again for the other
two pigs and another sow made some
noises. I went down to it and saw another
twisted leash. This pig was a bit lucky as
it was in the shade of moson tree so it was

a bit okay. But it was frothing heavily at
the mouth too and it was panting terribly.
I cut down all the grass that had tangled
the leash and when it was free, pulled it
down to the creek.
Dahne held onto both of them at the creek
whilst I went to look for the third sow.
I called out for a while and did not hear
any return wail or grunt. I nearly gave up
and listened out. It was then I heard a
meek grunt. I felt sorry for this pig. Ma
had tied it at the edge of the pitpit cane
shrubs way back down there. It was a bit
far into the bushes. I waded through.
It was then I remembered where I had
harvested and stored some bananas.
‘Lotto!’
‘What is it?’ she replied from inside the
house.
‘You go to the stinging nettle salat bush
cluster and you will see a lone one
growing on the side. Underneath it, you
will find some bananas. Bring a brunch
or two for us to eat. I forgot about these
bananas.’
I walked past a spot where there were a
lot of blue flies and there was a strong
smell. I looked and thought that perhaps
they were buzzing around pig’s excreta
and I walked past it.
I found the pig and it too was tangled up
on its leash and was lying there
sorrowfully and panting.
I looked down on its front legs. The knot
looped around the wrists and had eaten
into the skin to the bones. The white of
the bones were very clear. I was scared
but I tried to remember what Pa would do
in such situations. I was thinking that he
would cut the leash around that hand.
I tried to cut the leash right beside the
hand of the pig but it screamed it loudest
and it made me scared.
I tried to calm the pig down. I played
with the mane whilst I talked to it. I
rubbed its cheeks and its stomach. A
little while later, it was calm enough to
breathe slowly.
I tried unravelling the tangled leash but it
was very much tangled in the many
grasses, sticks and small tree branches. It
was also covered over by soil the pig had
dug them over.

I heard Dahne call for me. I looked up
and I watched her come looking for me.
She must have brought the two pigs up to
the house.
‘Dahne,’ I called out to her.
‘Where did you leave the two pigs?’
‘Both of them are at the house. Lotto is
giving them kaukau and is getting them
some kaukau leaves too for them.’
‘Okay, tell her to leave some for this pig
too. The leash has eaten into the hands of
the pig and I have had to cut the leash.’
‘You must know that Pa will be very
angry with you about cutting the leash.’
‘I know but the leash was all tangled up
and I will have a hard time. Besides I felt
sorry for the cut flesh of the pig.’
‘It was my fortune that she did not scream
much when I cut the leash next to that
hand.’
‘The pig is standing on its three wheels
and is trying to come out of this place
where she was in jail.’
I looked up Dahne who was standing at
the spot where the blue flies were
teeming.
‘Dahne, do you not see the flies and you
don’t smell the excreta, do you?’
I called out to her but she does not reply.
She was standing there, leaning against a
piece of stick and was looking with some
fixed stare up into the clouds at the
mountains.
I scrambled up to her.
‘Dahne, Dahne!’
does not move.

I shook her but she

I looked down at the end of the stick and
immediately I jerked my head up.
The stick was resting on Ma’s blouse.
And it was all covered in blood.
I felt nauseas and held my nose at the
terrible smell.
I quickly cut some bushes and tree
branches and leaves and covered up the
blouse.
Dahne was standing transfixed at the
clouds and tears were now rolling down
her cheeks.
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Delicately, I held Dahne and turned her
around and pulling her by her hands, we
returned to the house.
Lotto saw the tears on her sister and
berated me for it.
‘Why did you hit her?’
I did not reply. I too was on the verge of
tears. I went and sat down Dahne on the
bed in the house and called the pigs into
the house. I got each of them into their
pens and blocked off the entrance to
them. I then threw in a few kaukaus each.
I let the three-legged pig in last and put in
a few more extra kaukau into its pen. It
can feast on these extra kaukau and forget
about the nasty cut on its hand.
Lotto tried to distribute her cooked
kaukau to each of us. Dahne did not
speak but indicated with her nose she
would not want them.
I took both our kaukaus and put them into
Dahne’s bilum.
I then distributed the raw kaukau in the
bilum and measured it up to something
that I could easily carry. It was a bit
heavy and I took some out and placed
them in a spot where the pigs could not
get to them. During other times, Dahne
could easily carry a bigger loa but I
assessed that she was in no condition to
carry any big bilum today.
I put outside the kaukau bilum. I then
fixed up the fire with a few more sticks
that were cut to size. The fire flared up to
warm up the house. I found two pieces of
stronger wood that I threw into the fire.
These would burn slowly through the
night.
We were now ready to move.
Lotto readied her bilum with the
pineapple and one brunch of banana. I
took the other brunch and filled it inside
Dahne’s bilum.
I went and sat down with Dahne and held
her tight. Lotto was glad that I was

apologising to Dahne.
Dahne said
nothing. She saw her mother’s blouse
and she must be worried. I too am very
worried. At this time, we had no clue
where Ma would be. Also, I have not told
Lotto what Dahne saw.
The fire had burnt through and I fixed and
threw in the end pieces in case rats moved
the end sticks and start a house fire.
When the fire was fixed, I told the two
girls we were leaving now.
Lotto then asked.
‘How are we trying to leave when Ma has
not come yet. And where is Pa too?’
I did not reply. My throat was going to
break soon. My tears were ready to fall.
I looked out the door and replied in a soft
voice.
‘I do not know where they went but we
must return to the village. Otherwise, the
rains will come or darkness will find us.’
‘Why are you forcing us to go back. You
are not the boss and also darkness will not
rush in on us. Can we wait for a little
while?’
I felt like crying. I pulled at Dahne’s
hand to make her stand. I slowly coaxed
her to go outside. While she was
standing, I took her bilum and placed it
on her back and swung the handles onto
her head.
Lotto got her bilum onto her back and
turned to the road. When she did that, I
saw the tears come streaming down her
cheeks. I am not sure, if she is sorry
about her sister or is she angry about me
forcing them to return to the village or is
she sorry about Ma and Dad. I was
having the same problems; I was finding
it difficult to hold back my tears.

and they fitted into place. I then pulled
over the banana leaves mehe. I then made
criss-crosses with pitpit sticks to keep the
mehe in place.
I was glad with my little handiwork on
the door to the house. I hoisted my bilum
of kaukaus onto my shoulder. I followed
the track up the mountain.
I started up the pathway and I noticed
some red soil on the ground on the path
way. I went a little bit more and noticed
that the red soil moved off the track to one
side of the garden. I followed the traces
on the leaves and garden debris. I knew
the area was Ma’s special for raising her
pumpkins there. She trailed the runners
over this red patch as nothing grew there.
The end of the pumpkin grew at an end of
a tree stump where the soil was black and
she trailed the runners over the dry patch
I went over to the end of the pumpkin
vines and saw somebody had done some
work digging up the red soil. The soil
was broken.
Now the hairs on my skin were all
standing. My thoughts are all in a
jumbled mess.
I tried thinking.
Ma is not here.
Pa came down last night looking for her.
Both of them are not here.
The kaukau in the fire ashes were all
burnt through and through.
The pigs must have slept outside last
night for them to be all knotted up.
There is Ma’s blouse covered with blood
in the bush.
I now see this turned red soil.

The two girls started walking and I turned
back to the house. I checked the fire
again to see if it was burning right. I then
took to the planks for the house door and
fixed them into place just like Ma does

I turned with my head down. My tears
started falling down slowly as I left.

Books by Baka Bina include, The Curse of the Lamisi (a
novelette), Antics of Alonaa Volume One (Short-stories) and
Sweet Garaina Apo (a novel).
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BLOG ARTICLE

The fading voices of our
ancestors: languages under threat
DALE DIGORI | Keith Jackson & Friends: PNG Attitude
“With well over 800 [indigenous types
throughout], Papua New Guinea’s
languages make up about two-fifths of all
those spoken in the world today” (A fact
book on modern Papua New Guinea, J
Rannells, 1990)

So let me consider the issue of ‘cultural
threat’ in Papua New Guinea by looking
at the gradual but alarming decrease in
the use of indigenous languages in
today’s society by making reference to
the people of Oro Province.

PAPUA New Guinea is a Melanesian
country renowned for its vast number
of diverse languages.

Oro Province is a lightly populated area
of mountains and plains on the north
coast of mainland PNG. Undisturbed by
European intrusion for tens of thousands
of years, the indigenous inhabitants built
up their own civilisation and cultures, and
communicated within their own little
communities using various distinct
languages.

Linguists divide them into two broad
categories: the Austronesian, consisting
of approximately 200 languages, and the
non-Austronesian (or Papuan), made up
of the remaining 600.
While these figures indicate a veritable
diversity, there is a grave risk that the
majority of these languages may soon die
out, as has happened in countries such as
South Africa, Ireland, Canada, China, and
parts of India and the Americas.
That is to say, with a growing number of
the country’s younger population
speaking English as their second and or
even first language, there is a chance that
these indigenous languages may soon be
lost.
The 5th Melanesian Festival of Arts and
Culture was held in Port Moresby last
year and has since attracted numerous
positive and challenging comments as
well as countless discussion, debate and
documentation from a cross section of the
Papua New Guinean community as well
as other Melanesian visitors to the event.
An international photographer who was
there suggested was quoted in the PNG
Post-Courier as saying that “cultural
threat [was undeniably] imminent in
Papua New Guinea as well as in other
parts of the Melanesian region”.

Today, the province has around 33
different indigenous languages. Of these,
only two - in the Tufi district - are
Austronesian. Nine related languages
which come under the Binandere family
are the first language of an estimated 53%
of the Oro people.
The remaining 47% of people speak other
minor local languages, Hiri Motu, Tok
Pisin or English.
This alarmingly statistic in Oro Province
alone suggests that as more of the
country’s younger generation are
gradually moving away from the use of
their mother-tongue and that these
indigenous languages are fading away.
The Orokaivalanguage (a well-known
language of the province) once had
around 25,000 speakers. This number has
declined as more Orokaiva-speaking
young people have switched to either Tok
Pisinor English.
This decline is making the language
increasingly vulnerable to extinction. It is
anticipated that by the end of this century
there could be less than 40% of people
who speak Orokaiva. The fact that a

majority of today’s young generation are
letting go of their great ancestors’
languages and embracing adopted
languages offers a sense of sadness and
loss of identity.
According to a report by Payal Sampat, a
research associate at the Worldwatch
Institute, nearly half of the world’s 6,800
living languages are spoken by much
fewer than 2,500 people.
Sampat estimated that, at the current rate
of decline, by the end of this century at
least half of the world’s languages will
have been forgotten and will disappear.
He refers to another expert, Michael
Krauss, a linguist at the Alaskan Native
Language Centre and an authority on
global language loss, who estimates that
just over 600 of the world’s languages are
safe from extinction. That is, they are still
learned by children at an early age.
Therefore, the views of photographer
David Kirkland that our country is facing
an imminent cultural threat seem to be
consonant with expert opinion that we are
indeed under attack by an ever-increasing
global trend.
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The wide diversity of languages in PNG
is something to be proud of as a nation,
however, unless we are able to mitigate
and reduce the risk of extinction, we will
lose a part of our identity. The ultimate
decision is in the hands of the
government.

We need to change our mindsets with
regard to educational policies and
reintroduce the old system by which
children use their indigenous languages
in the first few years of their basic
education.

We also need to establish effective
organisations which work towards
conserving and promoting our languages
and our rich cultural diversity.

*****
Comments
The threat of the world's languages fading
away and dying is an age-old reality. It is
not unique to the 21st century.
This fate will befall hundreds of Papua
New Guinea’s languages. History tells us
of the deliberate methods crafted to
destroy many indigenous languages and
cultures – leading to the domination of
nations. Perhaps the conditions and
attitudes of those times could not prevent
that.
Today, however, we have the assistance
of institutions like the Wycliffe Global
Alliance (founded in 1942 and with a
footprint in 60 countries), whose desire is
to see the Bible translated for every
language group that needs it.
One of its partner organisation, the
Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL) –
has been situated at Ukarumpa near
Kainantu in Eastern Highlands Province
since 1956.
As of November 2012, translations of the
Bible (66 Books), portions of it and the
New Testament existed in more than
2,800 of the 6,877 languages on Earth.
In PNG, research has been conducted into
nearly 400 languages and at this time
there are 316 SIL members working on
projects in 190 different languages. Like
my own Enga tokples Bible, the entire
Bible has already been translated into the
Orokaiva language.
I wonder how many local pastors are
using this work to preach, teach and
instruct the youngsters. The values,
principles and nuances enshrined in the
Bible are universal, irrespective of the
emphasis that each culture and language
group places on them.
Educated Papua New Guineans have a
grandparent, an aunt or a cousin who

speaks their traditional language. We can
use these people as resources to reinforce
important values, principles and history
in traditional languages so we can
preserve them.
I speak my own tokples at home and in
other appropriate settings. Education and
living away from the village did not
diminish it or wipe it away from me. The
same should be reflected in the lives of
many of us who started school in our
villages and towns.
The idea of tokples education in primary
education and pre-schools has been given
a 15-plus year chance. We have seen its
results. Of course, how it has been
prepared, funded and implemented in
PNG is another story.
What is clear today is that, there has been
a double blow to the self-esteem,
confidence and thinking ability of our
youngsters.
The bulk of them who were educated in
the Outcome-Based Education (OBE)
experiment are not able to hold a coherent
conversation or discussion in Pidgin, or
even in English.
So the cultural and language pride we had
hoped to usher in has been correctly
labelled a failure. We cannot and must
not afford to waste another decade in such
misguided experiments.
One has to agree with Pope Benedict that,
“the Internet is a gift from God”.
Information is becoming available to the
masses. We must make it our own
business to educate ourselves - unlearn
dogmas, prejudices and bigotry and begin
to embrace the truly noble ideas and
philosophies of respect. honesty and
truth.
The diffusion of knowledge, ideas and
skill-sets is happening now. We must not

lament past sins and hold ourselves in
bondage.
Some things need to go and must go.
They need to be forgotten and left behind.
Those who continue to peddle them must
be exposed.
We can only do this through widely
understood
and
communicable
languages. The English language happens
to be one of them. Mandarin, Hindu,
Russian, French or Bahasa appear to have
geographical limitations.
Globalization and business agendas will
continue to play a leading role in driving
people to become multi-linguists.
The schemes and tactics that have been
engineered for wealth concentration and
property
ownership
are
now
commonplace. They are taught in
business and political science classes the
world
over.
We must take it upon ourselves to educate
ourselves fully of such history and be
bold and confident in how we exert our
influence in the digital era.
Globalisation is a reality, however the
plots, tactics, schemes, pacts and
protocols crafted today follow the same
paths
as
before.
Therefore, we must learn to take pride in
our own strengths (small population,
pristine environment, terrestrial and
marine resources) to articulate and
express ourselves confidently and
intelligently in the global multicultural
setting.
Let's embrace the English language, teach
our own children our own native
languages (and not in classrooms) and
learn a third language like Mandarin but
quit eulogising dubious ideas like OBE
and its many ills.
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Posted by: Corney Korokan Alone | 11
January 2015 at 05:28 PM
*****
At one level I can understand the
concerns being expressed by Dale Gigori.
To some extent at least, our "native
tongue", whatever it is, defines who we
are and its gradual loss is bound to be a
source of unease.
In France, determined attempts are made
to preserve and protect the "purity" of the
French language, with the vastly
prestigious Academie Francaise being the
supposed final arbiter about what is or is
not "proper" French.
Alas for France, those beastly "roast
beefs" from across the English Channel
or the more distant "Yankees" are
continuing to pollute French with words
like "hamburger" or, worse still, "Le Big
Mac".
In the case of English, which cheerfully
both invents and adopts foreign words
with equal ease, the writers of
dictionaries have long since accepted that
the English language is a constantly
evolving thing.
This has been the case for at least two
millennia now.
Thus, the diverse Celtic dialects of the
Britons gradually became Old English
(via an inclusion of words from ancient
Norse and Roman Latin) which then
became Middle English (which included
many French words courtesy of the
Normans) which, around 1500, became
recognisable if not fully understandable
as Modern English.

For a modern Papua New Guinean, the
ability to speak ples tok is of little
consequence if he or she is serious about
getting on in the world. Better by far to
master Pidgin or Hiri Motu or, better still,
English.
By a quirk of history, many Papua New
Guineans have learned to speak, read and
write English at a time when this
language is rapidly becoming the world's
lingua franca for political, scientific,
technological and other reasons.
No-one planned this. It is just a byproduct
of the British Empire and the fact that
English is relatively easy to learn and
easily assimilates new words to cover any
gaps in the lexicon.
So, by all means respect and honour
PNG's cultural and linguistic diversity,
but educate the country's children to
engage with the world they actually live
in through mastery of one or more
international languages.
Posted by: Chris Overland | 11 January
2015 at 11:13 PM
*****
I agree with you about English, Chris,
except for one aspect that PNG could
teach the English speaking world.
That aspect is to phonetically spell what
you are speaking as in Tok Pisin for
example.
Returning to Australia from living and
working in PNG, this anachronistic
hangover stood out like the proverbial
country dunny as something that needs to
be reviewed, especially for those learning
English for the first time.

Trying to stop this process is quite futile.
The general population take no notice
whatsoever when language "purists" like
me complain that yet another innocent
noun has been converted into a verb
(through a process called, without
apparent irony, "verbing") or some new
"techno-babble" word like "app"
suddenly becomes ubiquitous.
It seems to me to be a mistake to believe
that we can or should preserve literally
every language current spoken on this
planet.

However, try raising that suggestion with
the bastions of the English language and
you'll get much the same reaction as those
purists who want to keep the French
language in a time warp. They can't
imagine Shakespeare for example,
translated into phonetic English, yet it
easily could be.
Posted by: Paul Oates | 12 January 2015
at 07:11 AM

Tok Pisin is an evolving language, just
like English. As the need arises it
incorporates new words, mostly from
English and mostly from "new" English.
It also modifies these new words and
spells them phonetically.
It is also streamlining the old words to the
point where they don't resemble the
originals.
Anyone who learnt Tok Pisin before
independence would be surprised at the
changes. Pre-independence Tok Pisin is
sometimes referred to as "classic" Tok
Pisin with an archaic status similar to
"old" English.
I'm no expert but I suspect that Tok Ples
is also being modified to suit the
changing times.
All languages evolve like this and it is
unstoppable.
The best way to preserve local languages
is to write them down. Our local
Butchulla people on the Fraser Coast in
Queensland are now reviving their lost
language using written records. Some of
them are quite fluent and can sing songs
in their old language.
How much it resembles the original is
hard to tell because they had to use
several disparate sources, including the
languages of their near neighbours, to
revive it.
Posted by: Phil Fitzpatrick | 12 January
2015 at 07:51 AM
*****
Phil - a time traveller from the 16th
century would not understand half the
words they heard today, or the
pronunciation. Even Poms in Sydney
have problems with strine. And Rose's
Auntie who came to Australia 30 years
ago has trouble understanding modern
Pisin.
For a great attempt to predict how English
may evolve in the future I recommend
Riddley Walker by Russell Hoban. It's as
difficult to read as Chaucer, but well
worth it. Here's a quote.

*****
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"What Goodparley calls Eusas head
which it ben a girt box of knowing and
you hook up peopl to it thats what a puter
ben. We ben the Puter Leat we had the
woal worl in our mynd and we had worls
beyont this in our mynd we programmit
pas the sarvering gallack seas."
Clue - "Puter Leat" = computer elite.

Takes a while to get the hang of it but well
worth the effort.
Not a bad film either.
Posted by: Phil Fitzpatrick | 12 January
2015 at 12:30 PM
*****

Some of his predicted language was used
in Mad Max - Beyond Thunderdome.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Riddley_Wa
lker
Posted by: Peter Kranz | 12 January 2015
at 09:55 AM
*****
The classic futuristic language is
contained in Clockwork Orange (the
book not the film) by Anthony Burgess.

Thanks for all the comments and
constructive criticism friends!!
Change is good - I get that. And in this era
of ever-advancing technology and rapid
globalization I guess languages such as
French, Japanese, and English, among
others, are a necessity. Even for the
average villager selling sago, fish and
coconut at Koki Market, or that uncle that
just arrived from Afore at Jacksons,
knowing a little bit of Motu or Tok Pisin
comes in handy.

Anyway, all I'm saying is that it would be
sad if years and years from now these
languages were the only ones being
spoken; and those spoken by our
grandparents and their grandparents were
long forgotten or barely understood by
our
grandchildren
and
their
grandchildren. I'm not saying it’s wrong
to embrace the English language, I'm
saying embrace it but hold on to your
native tongue and teach your children!
Thanks for your valid opinion, Chris
Overland; and no, it would be impossible
to literally save every last one of these
languages, I understand.
Either way it’s just my opinion guys Freedom of Speech - You're entitled to
have yours.
Cheers!
Posted by: Dale Digori | 15 January 2015
at 10:27 AM

SOCIAL CRITIQUE

A nation in denial
ERIC MOLONG | Keith Jackson & Friends: PNG Attitude
UKARUMPA – We are a nation that is
drowning in its own oil. We are a
nation that is being dragged under –
submerged by the weight of our gold.
We suffocate as our natural gases get
sucked out of our lungs by the barrel. Our
large timber exports continue to land us
in cardboard shelters. Every ship that
sails away with our tuna leaves us staring
at an empty plate.
We continue to pride ourselves with
delusions of grandeur. We are not rich.
We are not landowners. We are not
independent. We are not free. We are not
a sovereign nation.
We are a nation in denial. With all of our
natural wealth, we are the poorest black
country in the world.
The rich do not live in kunai huts without
electricity and access to basic services.
Landowners do not scavenge through

dumps for food. An independent nation
does not borrow from its neighbours to
feed her children.

We hold back the tears and smile at them
as they walk off in broad daylight with
our birthright.

The free do not slave away in unbearable
conditions for less than minimum wage.
A sovereign nation is not governed by the
dictates of foreigners.

We are represented by the deaf, mute and
blind because they are a true reflection of
who we are as a nation.

Our anthem is bellowed from the
mountaintops every morning but we have
yet to grasp the true meaning of Freedom
and Independence: words as empty as the
drum that tune us to the chorus.
We are a suppressed nation of voiceless
people. Not a single ounce of patriotism
courses through our veins. We embrace
ignorance for it is bliss.
We offer ourselves to be exploited. We
carry their briefcases with heads high in
the sky and go home in the afternoon with
empty bilums.

They crawl on their knees and beg us for
our fingers. They entice us with their
shiny coins, only to rip our guts out from
under us and throw us into the mumu pit
with their lamb-flaps.
We elect puppets to speak on our behalf
and mutter complaints when their strings
get pulled and they drift away from us,
having sold us out to better themselves.
We watch them transform from skinny
politicians in rags to obese marionettes in
suits, inflated by empty promises and the
lies.
We watch the migration from huts to
hotel suites. We watch because that is all
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we are capable of doing – spectators to
our own demise.
When a coin escapes their clenched grasp
onto our empty platter our lips pour out
praises in gratitude and our feet dance in
jubilation.
The echoes ripple through to the far
corners of our world and deafen us to the
sound of their other hand ransacking our
public coffers.
We write songs about them to accompany
the flapping of our headdresses and grass
skirts on the waipa circle.
We chant tales of their feats in rhythmic
unison to the beating of kundu drums.
They smile and they wave and they bid us
thank you and goodbye.

We are a spoiled generation of takers. We
have grown so accustomed to being
spoon-fed that we think it is a right.

Every individual has to know their worth
and must be an active player in nation
building.

They have created a broken nation and
tricked her into thinking she is
independent. They put words in our
mouth so it can fall easily upon our ears.

It will take a united effort to take back our
beloved land.

They’ve painted their perspective on our
spectacles so it is all we see when we look
through the lens.
They’ve turned a hardworking nation into
a den of beggars. Then they throw us
bones to fight over as they haul away the
feast.

We repeat the madness at the whisper of
a hope in the wind and expect a different
result but always find ourselves barefoot
in the mud – insane on the dancing
ground.

They are incapable of making sacrifices
of that magnitude – they fear it would
mean their strings get cut and that they
would crumble and deflate.

We have woven corruption into our
culture so we don’t have to look at its
ugly face.
We have given up on the fight and made
an unconscious decision to join them.
We frown upon their behaviour but
continue to teach our children that
cheating and lying is acceptable if it is
done with pure intentions.
We get thrown out of their shops for
being 10 toea short and cheat the local
PMV on the way home for 50 toea off the
bus fare.
We hold double standards and always
whine when we get dished a serving of
our own medication.

Disclaimer: The views in this essay
belong solely to the author.

Can it ever end?
Enough is enough. It is on us to decide.
The puppets we have elected will never
make that decision for us because it
would mean actually caring for those they
represent.

We have become complacent and have
accepted chaos and madness as a norm.

Source: https://www.pngattitude.com/2021/09/anation-in-denial.html

Will this vicious cycle ever end?

And we are left yet again with nothing but
the withered headdress on our heads, the
dried paint and cracked clay on our faces
and the broken kundu in our hands.

When the Australian flag was lowered
for the last time, hopes were high for the
new nation that would emerge the next
day (15 September 1975)

Let’s show up on the great dancing
ground with our unique paintings and
dance together to the beat of our own
kundu.

As a nation, we must find our own voice.
We must break out of this colonial spell
and step into the 21st century.
We must no longer choose to be passive.
We must no longer choose to be
voiceless. We must no longer choose to
turn a blind eye to what we know is
wrong. We must no longer choose to be
ignorant.

ERIC MOLONG works in the
program Education for Life -as a
Software Developer at Summer
Institute Of Linguistic, in Aiyura
Eastern Highlands Province.
He is a graduate of the PNG
University of Technology.

We are proud Melanesians. We are proud
Papua New Guineans. We are rich – let’s
take back what is rightfully ours from the
thieves.
We are landowners – let’s take back our
land from the invaders. We are
independent – let’s prove to our
neighbors that we are capable of standing
on our own two feet.
We are free – let’s break free from the
shackles that they have bound us with for
far too long. We are a sovereign nation –
let’s take back the reins and chart our own
course.
For us to truly take back our nation, we
have to stop living in denial.

SUMMER INSTITUTE OF LINGUISTICS
PNG is a branch of SIL International,
“dedicated to vernacular language
development and translation of
community-oriented materials and
Scripture texts in Papua New Guinea”.
For information please email: doadmin_png@sil.org Phone: 537-3544,
x443 or write to: SIL-PNG Branch PO Box
1 (413) Ukarumpa, EHP 444 Papua New
Guinea
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ESSAYS

Asking if Papua New Guineans are
writing is the wrong question
“Askim sapos ol Papua Niuginian’s isave raitim emi rong askim”
[Tok Pisin translations]
MICHAEL DOM | Ples Singsing – A PNG Writer’s Blog
IT WAS MY IMPRESSION that one
of the questions bothering Philip
Fitzpatrick around 2010, on his
ruminations about his once adopted
home was that, if Papua New Guineans
are writing, then where is the
published evidence?
LONG
LUKSAVE-TINGTING
BILONG MI wanpela askim ibin
sikirapim het bilong Philip Fitzpatrick
long 2010, taim em i tingim bipo asples
bilong em ibin olsem, sapos ol Papua
Niuginian’s isave rait, orait we stap mak
tru bilong ol insait long pablikesen?
The question here is raised about the field
of literary endeavour rather than the
academic and workplace necessity of
writing, not that boring stuff which earns
real money but the thrilling stuff that gets
most of us nothing but self-satisfaction
and relief in return.

long graun bilong PNG na Australia,
wantaim ol buk olsem Bamahuta:
Leaving Papua, Dogger na Two Sides to
every Story: A Short Guide to Cross
Cultural Awareness in Papua New
Guinea.
It was Phil’s, and Keith Jackson’s,
overriding sense of confidence in the
creative abilities of PNG people that
encouraged them to go ahead with the
creation of the Crocodile Prize, after
testing the waters through publishing
PNG authored blog articles.
Em ibin Phil, na Keith Jackson tu, husait
igatim gutpela luksave tru long pasin na
save bilong yumi ol PNG na ol igo het
long kamapim Crocodile Prize, bihain
long ol ibin testim wara tasol long
pablisim ol wanwan PNG raita long blog.
Are Papua New Guineans writing?

Dispela askim emi ikam long giraun
bilong ol litireri wokmak na ino long ol
kain skulwok na wokples we igatim nid
long raitim, ino dispela raitim we nogat
hamamas bilong en tasol igat pei moni,
tasol dispela hamamas raitim blo
sampela lain we inogat pei moni tasol ol
iet i kisim wanbel na belisi olsem bekim.

Ol Papua Niugini isave raitim tu o?

Of course, Phil is a literary afficionado
and is himself a writer of no mean talent,
leaving a footprint across the literary
landscape of PNG and Australia, with
books such as Bamahuta: Leaving Papua,
Dogger and Two Sides to every Story: A
Short Guide to Cross Cultural Awareness
in Papua New Guinea.

Beier took on an active, and some say far
too interactive, role as a guardian for the
cause of indigenous writing and a
facilitator for local publication. And call
him what you like, there weren’t and still
aren’t many like him around – none in
fact.

Em nau, Phil em isave laikim tumas ol
kainkain litiritia na em iet i wanpela raita
igat namba, we ol lekmak bilong em istap

That same question was probably posed
before, by no less a character than Ulli
Beier, godfather of PNG literature.
Dispela wankain askim ibin kamap bipo
tu, na ino kam long liklik nem emi Ulli
Beier tasol, godpapa bilong PNG litiritia.

Beier em ibin kirapim wokabaut, we
sampela itok em i putim em iet igo insait,
olsem wasman blong ol wok yumi ol
asples i raitim, na halapim long kamapim

lokol pablikesen. Yumi iken mekim nek
long em ibin wanem kain man, tasol
inogat narapela olsem em istap nau –
nogat tru.
By hook or by crook he took PNG writing
out of absolute obscurity and thrust it
warts and all into the public arena, at a
time when it was about time and in a way
that was his own way.
Emi tromoi huk na mekim hait wok long
kamautim PNG raitim long ples tutak,
sua istap wantaim, igo long pablik ples,
long dispela taim bilong en long kamap
na long wei em iet isave laikim long en.
Today we can look back at the many
different achievements of Beier and
assess his methods and means with the
knowledge and wisdom gained from our
high seats, raised above the dirt and sweat
of those tasks executed during that
historic period.
Mipela istap nau tete iken lukluk long ol
wanwan hanmak Beier ibin putim na
skelim ol pasin em ibin mekim wantaim
sampela kain save yumi igatim antap
long sia king, em yumi sindaun long ples
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we inogatim doti na tuhat bilong dispela
wok long taim bipo.
Such reviews may be useful if they have
meaningful purpose, in much the same
manner as Beier’s efforts were. And we
may even do a much better job than he
did, when gifted with the supreme
intelligence of hindsight.
Ating dispela lukluk igo bek ken igatim
gutpela as na kaikai bilong en, wankain
olsem wokmak bilong Beier iet. Na ating
yumi iken mekim wok ikamap moa beta
long em, bilong wanem yumi igat bikpela
save long ol samting ikamap pinis.
The question for Phil and Keith in 2010
was then, “Are Papua New Guinean’s
still writing?”
Askim bilong Phil na Keith long 2010 emi
olsem, “Ol Papua Niuginian’s raitim iet
o nogat?”
I don’t think those were their only
questions but it might have been or at
least it would appear in hindsight that all
three men were seeking and waiting, then
opening up the avenues for PNG writing
to be (re-)discovered, with the fervent
hope that the answer was affirmative.
Mi noken save sapos dispela askim tasol
em istap long tingting bilong ol o nogat
tasol long lukluk igo bek gen emi olsem ol
tripela man ia ibin painim na weitim, na
bihain opim ol kain rot bilong PNG
raiting iken igatim luksave gen, na ol
igatim bikpela laikim olsem dispela
bekim bai olsem yesa.
And, of course, the evidence in those
days was pretty thin on the ground, so
like the good ol’ kiaps of yesteryear, Phil
and Keith put their backs and their bucks
to the task of unearthing the buried
treasure.
Na, em i kilia olsem long dispela taim
inogat liklik mak long giraun, em nau
Phil na Keith mekim wankain olsem ol
kiap bilong taim bipo, ol i putim bun
baksait na moni igolong dispela wok
bilong kamautim gol long giraun.
(Ah, the proud arrogance of white men
knows no bounds. Huh!)
(Oh, biket kusai bilong ol wait man
inogat pinis. E!)

So, some years have passed since we laid
the Crocodile to rest in deep waters.
That’s
exactly
what
happened
historically during the early 1970’s and
1980’s when a few writers reignited the
flames for writing those stories, poems,
drama and novels of our own, then later
the flames died out.
Orait, sampela yia igo pinis long mipela
ibin lusim Pukpuk igo silip idai long
bikpela wara. Emi wankain olsem bipo
long 1970’s na 1980’s taim ol wanwan
raita man-meri ikirapim paia gen long
raitim ol stori, tok-singsing, pilai-stori na
buk-novel bilong yumi iet, na bihain gen
paia igo daun isisi na idai.
In 2020, before starting our championing
of contemporary PNG literature at Ples
Singsing, my three colleagues and I were
asking similar questions ourselves. We
created Ples Singsing Blog six years after
The Crocodile Prize ended but, were our
colleagues still writing?
Long 2020, bipo long kirapim wok
sambai long PNG litiritia bilong yumi
naunau long Ples Singsing, mi wantaim
ol tripela wanwok bilong mi mas igatim
wankain askim long mipela iet. Mitripela
i kamapim Ples Singsing Blog long
sikspela yia bihain long Crocodile Prize
emi pinis tasol, ol wanwok i raitim iet o?
Our recent experience seems to be in-line
with the historical descriptions made by
Professor Steven Winduo for the phases
of PNG literary movements and it would
be interesting to learn how our period will
be defined.
Wokabaut bilong mipela ikamap wankain
olsem long bipo-taim we Professa Steven
Winduo i makim ol kirap na pundaun
bilong PNG litireri wokabout, na ating
bai yumi laik lainim wanem kain mak
dispela taim bilong yum iet igatim.
So, our literary advances pass in waves,
albeit short amplitude, high frequency
waves, but waves nonetheless, just as it
does with the rest of the world. In
between there’s a trough in continuity.
Em nau, litireri wok bilong yumi iluk
olsem solap bilong solwara, emi sotpela,
ikam klostuklostu, tasol em igatim
maunten bilong em tu, wankain olsem
long olgeta ples giraun. Namel taim wok
igo daun.

There is a signal. Papua New Guineans
do write. And that goes without saying it
right here.
Igatim signol. Yumi Papua Niugini save
raitim. Na inogat as bilong toksave long
hia.
It was obvious, at least to me, that after
all of Phil and Keith’s hard-won battles
for encouraging Papua New Guineans to
take up the cause of our own national
literature, we ourselves have far less
inclination to do so – sure we’re writing,
but we can’t be bothered to do too much
about it.
Emi bin kilia tumas, ating long mi iet,
olsem bihain long olgeta hatwok pait
bilong Phil na Keith, long halavim ol
Papua Niugini long sanap long nem
bilong nesenol litiritia bilong yumi iet,
mipela gen inogatim gutpela bel tingting
long mekim – itru yumi raitim tasol sikin
iles long surukim wok moa iet.
That’s a parallel outcome to what
happened at the end of Ulli’s era, except
now the failing on our part happened
again with less of the controversy, Phil
and Keith being such fine and proper
gentlemen.
Emi wankain olsem ibin kamap long taim
bilong Ulli, em nau dispela pundaun
bilong yumi iet emi kamap gen, tasol
nogat ol kainkain paul stori bilong en,
bilong wanem Phil na Keith ol i gutpela
man igatim naispela pasin tasol.
The one common element appears to be
us Papua New Guineans, so it’s more
than likely that we have no one else to
blame for the parlous state of our national
literature.
Em yumi iet ol Papua Niugini istap namel
long ol dispela asua bilong pundaun,
olsem na ating inogat narapela lain
bilong yumi sutim pinga long ol i
bagarapim kamap bilong nesenol
literatia bilong yumi.
Two branches which have been burning
on strongly are drama and poetry,
because they have more cultural
relevance as oral literature. These two
creative art forms tend to be open to
interpretation by the authors/actors and
require or receive almost no editing.
However, I don’t think that is an entirely
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appropriate approach to advancing their
development, especially for a national
audience to celebrate.
Tupela han diwai tasol i lait istap strong
true em pilai-stori (drama) na toksingsing (poetry), bilong wanem ol
dispela istap insait long kalsa bilong
yumi pinis olsem orol litiritia. Long
dispela tupela hanmak bilong art ol lain
husait i wok long en igat fridom long
tromoi save na laik bilong ol iet igo insait
long mekim ikamap no inogatim wok long
stretim. Tasol, mi iet ting olsem dispela
em ino halavim yumi tumas long putim
wok igo het we bai soim mak tru, na tu
long yumi hamamas olsem emi nesenol
samting.
I have been doing my fair bit to promote
more PNG poems to be written with
translations
into
our
vernacular
languages. It is hoped that a colleague at
University of Goroka will soon share her
thoughts on the state of local theatre and
drama production.
Mi iet mekim liklik wokmak bilong mi
long putim tok-singsing igo pas we istap
long ol tokpisin na tokples bilong yumi
iet. Ating bai yumi kisim belgut taim
wanpela wanwok long Yunivesiti bilong
Goroka emi raitim ol tingting bilong em
long wanem mak bilong lokol tieta na
drama prodaksen.
Nevertheless, at this time Papua New
Guineans have many more books which
contribute to an increasing quantity and
quality of national literature. Their
availability to readers is a separate issue.
Tasol naunau, long dispela taim, yumi
Papua Niugini igat planti moa buk we i
kamapim nesenol litiritia bilong yumi
igomoa moa iet. Asua istap iet olsem emi
hat long ol buk long kam long han bilong
ol rida.
Many of these PNG authored books arose
as a direct result of the Crocodile Prize
and others were indirectly inspired and
challenged to publish manuscripts, some
of which were gathering dust on long
forgotten bookshelves.
Planti bilong ol dispela buk ibin kamaut
olsem wokmak bilong Crocodile Prize na
ol arapela long ol lain husait i lukluk
tingting na bihainim wok blong pablisim,
ol kain pepa we sindaun longpela taim na

das i karamapim antap long bukself ol i
lus tingting long en.

as a writer. Editing is not easy for either
the author or the editor. Nuff sed.

No one has done the numbers yet but it
seems to me that the output inspired by
the 2010’s Crocodile Prize era may
almost rival that from the early 1970’s. In
those days, despite the institutional
support and assistance for writing
organisations, Ulli’s disciples and latterday followers were unable to maintain the
fervour and flame of writing and
publishing.

Mi iet isave long hatwok, bikpela hevi na
ol kain traim iken kamap long taim bilong
pruf-ridim wok, editim na revuim
wokmak bilong ol narapela raita long
olgeta dei bilong wanem emi wokmoni
blong mi iet na tu emi wok we mi iet isave
sikirap long mekim long en olsem
wanpela raita. Editim wok bilong
narapela em ino isipela samting long
edita na raita wantaim.

Inogat wanpela man i kauntim namba
tasol mi ting olsem wokmak bilong
Crocodile Prize emi klostu wankain
olsem wokmak bilong 1970’s. Long bipo
taim ol institute ibin putim halavim igo
long ol raita ogenisesen, tasol ol disaipel
bilong Ulli na ol husait i bihainim ino bin
holim pasim dispela bel sikirap na paia
lait bilong raitim na pablisim.

So, another commonality with the era of
PNG’s literary growth spurts is the
challenges associated with preparing
manuscripts
for
publication
and
subsequent distribution. That was the
least of Ulli’s troubles since he used his
considerable profile and personality to
PNG writer’s benefit. (That sounds like a
certain former PR specialist whom I
know.)

These days there is no institutional
support whatsoever. And yet local efforts
and enterprises have evolved for
publishing PNG writing. Core elements
of publishing which need better trained
capacity and experience are proof
reading, editing and review. These are
still severely lacking in PNG.
Nau tete inogat wanpela institute i
sapotim, nogat tru. Tasol igat lokol wok
ikamap na liklik bisinis ikirap long
pablisim wok mipela PNG i raitim.
Sampela bun-baksait bilong wok
pablisim em long kisim skul na save long
wok bilong ridim gut ol wok (pruf-ridim),
mak-makim (o editim) na luksave long ol
kainkain wokmak (em revuim). Ol dispela
yumi inogatim long PNG.
Our literary godfather Ulli Beier was a
great editor of PNG work and that seems
to have gotten him into a lot of trouble
with his peers, past and present
(strewth!).
Em litereri godpapa bilong yumi, Ulli
Beier, igat bikpela save long editim ol
PNG wok na dispela pasin emi putim em
insait long trabol wantaim ol wanlain
bilong em, long bipo taim na long nau
tete (olomania!).
I can relate to the trials, tribulations and
temptations of proof reading, editing and
review, since I do this on a daily basis at
work, and then in my obsessive pastime

Em nau, narapela samting istap wankain
long taim bipo na long nau insait long
wokabaut bilong PNG litiritia em ol kain
hevi bilong stretim na stretim ol buk-pepa
long pablisim na salim igo aut. Dispela
emi liklik hevi tasol long Ulli husait isave
putim biknem na pasin bilong em iet long
kamapim ol PNG raita. (Ating dispela i
wankain pasin bilong wanpela forma PR
saveman mi save long em.)
Today it would be entirely appropriate to
respond to Prime Minister James
Marape’s statement that he will “help
PNG writers to write” by saying that what
PNG writers’ really need is the
facilitation of better editing, proof
reading and publication processes and the
fostering of a small print on-demand
industry to supply the local market,
which is yet to be explored. The terms
public private partnership and small-tomedium enterprise come to mind.
Tete em bai strepela pasin long bekim
toktok Prime Minister James Marape ibin
mekim olsem em bai “helpim ol PNG
raita long raitim”, wantaim toksave
olsem mipela ol PNG raita nidim tru
halavim long dispela editim na prufridim wok na pablisim, na igo moa, long
kirapim liklik bisinis bilong printim-longoda bilong saplaim lokol maket, we
inogatim luksave long en ikamap. Ol kain
nek olsem pablik praivet patnasip na
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small-to-medium entaprais ikam long
tingting bilong mi.
The embers are still burning in the
fireplace of PNG literature. Ples Singsing
is one such place where such a fire is
nurtured. There are other places too, such
as Hibiscus Three, Poetry PNG and the
stalwart writer’s societies in Simbu as
well as in Enga, the cultural elder brother
of Hela, Hon. Marape’s homeland.
Ol sid bilong paia istap iet long paiaples
bilong PNG litiritia. Ples Singsing emi
wanpela hap bilong lukautim dispela
paia. Igat ol narapela hap ples tu istap,
olsem Hibiscus Three, Poetry PNG na ol

strongpela lain bilong raita sosaiti long
Simbu na tu long Enga, em ol bikpela
brata insait long stori tumbuna bilong
Hela, as ples bilong Hon. James Marape.
At this juncture of our nation’s history
asking if Papua New Guineans write or
still write is the wrong question. Rather
we should ask ourselves how are we
going to embrace, value and improve
what we are writing, and how are we
going to make our stories available to
future Papua New Guineans.

iet askim olsem, inap bai yumi holim
pasim, litimapim na strongim ol dispela
wokmak yumi raitim, na putim dispela ol
stori bilong yumi istap bilong ol Papua
Niuginians bai ikam bihain bihain.
The right answer will be the legacy of a
creative entity, the diverse peoples of a
truly independent state.
Gutpela bekim blong dispela askim em
bai kamap bikpela mak bilong soim yumi
husait, yumi ol kainkain man-meri blong
trupela independen state.

Long dispela mak long nesenol histori
dispela askim sapos Papua Niuginian’s
isave rait emi rong askim. Moa beta yumi

The paradox of the alienation &
preservation of culture
JOHN KAUPA KAMASUA | Keith Jackson & Friends: PNG Attitude
CHANGE is an inevitable threat to art
and culture in Melanesia. And change
is constant in the universe.
Art and culture is formed from belief
systems, ways of viewing the world,
making things (material culture) that are
either inherited or part of contemporary
life.
And it is the active participation of the
custodians of these things that are most
likely to guarantee their preservation.
The last Melanesian Arts and Cultural
Festival was held in Port Moresby from
28 June to 11 July last year.
It presented a great opportunity for
Melanesians to demonstrate their arts and
crafts and traditional practices while
learning and appreciating from each
other.
While the event was important for this
and for building friendships and
solidarity, some noteworthy issues also
surfaced. One was the potential for
certain cultural objects – what we can call
material culture – to be abused and
alienated from their original contexts.

To me, removing certain arts, crafts,
traditional practices and cultural symbols
from their natural cultural milieu without
consideration of their sacredness or
preservation amounts to abuse.
An art or craft removed from its
creativity, ingenuity and traditional
context can lose its significance. This can
also be so if the person who crafted the
object remains distant or hidden. This
then gives rise to the object becoming a
mere product or commodity.
Loss of cultural significance has dire
consequences for the people concerned.
Among other things, it may include
cultural, moral and natural meanings and
values. Important among these is the loss
of identity of the people directly
connected with it.
The knowledge, art and skill of saltmaking were displayed at the Melanesian
Festival
of
Arts
and
Culture.
Traditionally the skills needed to extract
salt were a closely guarded secret and the
process had strict practices and protocols.
Those who had the knowledge and skills
were a select group of people who had to
observe strict taboos.
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The practice of salt making remained
sacred as long as it was conducted in its
natural context. But taken out of that, it
became a process and lost its cultural
significance.

There are also certain cultural practices,
objects and crafts that will best retain
their value and significance if they
remain in the possession of select groups
of people.

With the introduction of modern salt,
traditional salt making has become
merely an art with little or no cultural
significance.

The framework for this can be provided
through policy and relevant legislation
which will demarcate what can be
displayed and made available for public
consumption, what can be traded or sold
as a commodity and what should be
guarded against abuse, maintaining
sacredness and exclusivity.

Yet paradoxically, given what we
observed at the Festival, the preservation
of culture will entail that a commercial
element be inserted into its management.
That commercial element can be
introduced through a business model perhaps developed by the National
Cultural Commission (NCC) with the
assistance of the Office of Tourism, Arts
and Culture and the National Museum
after a comprehensive audit and analysis
of traditional and cultural arts, crafts, and
practices including totems and beliefs.
I am thinking of this being tied to a
sleeping giant such as the tourism
industry.
Look at the provincial flags. They are the
unique symbols of each province. Only
provincial governments should have the
legal rights to manufacture and sell their
respective flags.
Arts and crafts such as bilum
manufacture, carving, song and dance,
drama and story-telling seem to depend
on how well we market them.

Of course, the very act of publicly
displaying certain dances or artifacts can
open the door to the diminishing their
value and significance. It is open to its
abuse and prostitution. Don’t we lose our
culture and identity in this way? Or is it
that promotion can lead to preservation?
Such questions can make us re-examine
our practices and attitudes.
Consider a mask usually worn at the
conclusion of an initiation ceremony for
young men. Given the exclusive nature of
the ceremony, the mask could only be
worn by the newly initiated. There were
certain practices and protocols associated
with it.
But given that this initiation ceremony
died quite a while back, the mask has
merely become a commodity for display
to tourists and to be placed in museums. I
have seen some worn at festivals and sing
sings in Simbu and Jiwaka, but without
the significance tied to the initiation
ceremony.

The mask I am referring to is called
Gerua in my dialect. With colourful
decorations, it is usually worn as a
headdress and can extend up to two
metres above the head. I am told that the
Gerua is not as common as it used to be.
I would encourage the younger
generation to participate in initiations in
their own cultures and in their own
communities in which the meaning and
significance is pure. These ceremonies
inculcate among initiates harmony with
nature and harmony with people, and
provide the tools of how one can
negotiate and live with both man and
nature for a purposeful and successful
life.
I have heard from friends from other parts
of the country that they have felt stronger,
confident
and
enlightened
after
undergoing an initiation ceremony. All of
us are responsible for preserving and
promoting aspects of our cultures that can
help in uniting and building our
communities, and ultimately nation
building.
After all culture is who we are and has a
lot to do with how we advance
This article was originally posted on 16 June 2015
An entry in the Crocodile Prize PNG Chamber of
Mines & Petroleum Award for Essays &
Journalism. The complete article with comments
from
readers
may
be
read
here
https://www.pngattitude.com/2015/06/theparadox-of-the-alienation-preservation-ofculture.html.

8 Million Possibilities
PORT MORESBY - PNG Career Development Inc is spearheading
a national book project entitled 8 Million Possibilities with the
aim of getting Papua New Guineans with good stories to
consider writing and submitting them for publication in book
form.
JOHN K. KAMASUA is a Senior
Lecturer in Social Work, at the
University of Papua New
Guinea and Founder/Director of
PNG Career Development Inc.

If you want to motivate many other Papua New Guineans with your story and achievements,
including the challenges and hurdles you overcame, here’s an opportunity.
And if you feel your story can inspire young people in the education system, and those starting
their careers, then it’s for you too.
Contact Mr. Kamasua on pngcareerdev@gmail.com and on (675) 73682178, to indicate your
interest and willingness to participate.
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Graduating to illiteracy? Just not on
JUSTIN KUNDALIN | Keith Jackson & Friends: PNG Attitude
KANDEP, ENGA – Papua New
Guinea is a developing country doing
everything it can to catch up with the
Western world.
In my view, easily the greatest Western
influence in shaping PNG has been
education;
although
other
transformational forces, such as building
a minerals-based economy, have been
crucial.
Something that really concerns me,
however, is whether our people can cope
effectively in what is a complex,
competitive and challenging world.
I make this remark because it seems to me
that many young professionals are
graduating from universities and colleges
only to begin moving backwards to a
form of illiteracy – the place from which
you began.
This could be a tragedy for our nation, so
how does it happen and what does it
mean?
Many people who have studied at the
better educational institutions in PNG fail
to grow and improve their knowledge and
performance after graduating.
True education is not just attending
lectures, reading textbooks, completing
assignments and passing examinations in
the academic environment.
True education is about continuing to
learn by whatever means to refine the
intellect and build knowledge so as to
become an effective person whatever
your field or wherever life takes you.
To not keep learning is to risk
backtracking to a state which degrades
the value of the education you have
received and the credentials you have
earned.
Too many people leave the academic
world and lose touch with the learning
that can assist them to serve better.
It’s as if their knowledge dies in them.
They become graveyards of wisdom.
Squandered is the knowledge that should
drive them to excel in their field and have
brilliant careers.

Let me offer two practical examples.
People graduating to become accountants
should read books necessary to their
profession to keep in touch with current
practice, new skills and changing laws
and rules.
Graduate in a medical field must read
books, journals and articles, keep
building their skills through further study
and professional interaction, and keep in
touch with new developments.
They must not rely just on attending to the
needs of patients – critical though this
will always be. If they do not keep
learning, they will not be well placed to
best attend to those needs.
This thinking applies to every profession
and I believe represents a power we all
possess to help ourselves not to become
virtual ‘illiterates’ in our field.
So, here’s a summary of things you can
do to keep pace with the world:
read consistently in your field of study;
read something every day
write consistently in your field; think
about your profession and share your
knowledge

Dr Yalinu Poya at the University of Glasgow

She then managed to enter her
professional field and worked for 18
months as a process technician for
Barrick Gold before winning a
scholarship for further study in China,
graduating with a master’s degree in
inorganic chemistry.
From there, Yalina was unstoppable.
Offered the opportunity to study for a
PhD at the University of Glasgow in
Scotland, she graduated in 2020 and now
lectures in six subjects at the Glasgow
International College.
She is also editorial advisor for the
Journal of the PNG Institute of Chemists
in and PNG country representative on the
International
Younger
Chemists
Network.

don’t serve long terms in your field
without refreshing your knowledge
through further study, engaging with your
professional peers, joining relevant
associations and, as you build your skills,
training others
spend less time on social media absorbing
unnecessary garbage; social media offers
too many really good learning
opportunities that should not be wasted
learn how to manage time better so you
can do more with the hours you have
believe that a tendency to read and write
less after graduation only helps us to slip
backwards into a form of professional
illiteracy.
In 2010, Yalina Poya graduated from the
University of Papua New Guinea with a
Bachelor of Science in Chemistry and her
first job, which lasted for two years, was
as an executive assistant.

Justin Olam in full flight against the Brisbane
Broncos (Wikipedia)

The rise of my namesake, Chimbu-born
rugby league champion Justin Olam, has
been equally spectacular but in a very
different field.
While he was at school, his parents
wanted him to prioritise education and he
didn’t play rugby league until university.
He graduated from the PNG University of
Technology with a Bachelor’s degree in
applied physics.
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He played his first international game for
PNG in 2016 and since 2019 has been a
top performer for the Melbourne Storm
Club in Australia, appearing in three
premiership finals and in 2021 being
voted as centre of the year.

We do know how to keep educating
ourselves after leaving the classrooms
and lecture halls.

There are many Yalinas and Justins in
PNG and the world. Our country has
produced marvellous champions in every
field from aviation to zoology.

My plea to you is to read and write and
do, to keep abreast of the modern
progressive world and take advantage of
what is open to us – which is everything.

Papua New Guineans are not just good at
wishing and dreaming.

Let’s not graduate backwards to
illiteracy. Let’s never allow the
knowledge to die.

But once we have wished and dreamed,
we need to do.

Manila and Justin Kundalin with Justin Jr

Long wanem as tru na yumi itambuim
tokples long skul?
MICHAEL DOM | Ples Singsing – A PNG Writer’s Blog

Tok ples na bai yu pilim sem
Long leit 1980's na 1990's taim mi stap
primeri igo inap sekondri skul ol tisa
isave krosim ol sumatin na putim bikpela
lo i tambuim tokpisin, tokmotu na
tokples long taim bilong skul.
Sampela ol tisa save mekim dispela lo i
tambuim tok ples kamap strong tru tasol
ol narapela inosave strongim tumas na tu
ibin igat wanwan tisa husait ino save
wari long strongim dispela lo bilong
skul.
Long dispela taim mi bin stap liklik
mangi long as ples bilong Tok Inglis,
Inglan, na bihain ikam bek na skul long
Papua Niugini olsem na mi nogat save
sapos trutru dispela lo i tambuim ol
arapela tokples long skul em ibin kam
long edukesen dipatmen o nogat. Mipela
ol liklik pikinini tasol na bihainim toktok
bilong ol tisa taim mipela istap long ai
bilong ol.
Long taim mipela sumatin iet istap em
nau ol mangi save mekim tokpisin long
laik.
Mi tingim gen olsem planti taim insait
long klasrum ol meri wanskul isave
krosim na putim ripot long ol mangi
sapos ol i toktok igo ikam long Tok
Pisin.
Em hap wok bilong ol meri long mekim
ol mangi pilim sem bilong wanem

dispela pasin istap insait long olgeta meri
long graun na ino niupela samting.
Givim sem em i rot bilong ol meri long
pait wantaim arapela. Givim sikin pen
em i rot bilong ol man long pait wantaim
arapela.
Na tu mi bin luksave olsem ol skul meri
isave gut tru long tokinglis, na rid na rait
bilong ol i kamap moa beta long ol skul
mangi.
Tasol ol meri wanskul tu igat taim bilong
ol iet long hait na tokpisin tasol mipela ol
mangi ino save wari tumas long ripot.
Em ino hap wok bilong ol mangi long
ripot nogat. Sapos wanpela ripot mipela
save tok olsem ‘em mekim olsem ol
liklik meri na karai igo long ol tisa’.
Ating lo itambuim tokpisin na tokples
ibin putim sampela powa long han bilong
ol meri.
Tasol wanwan taim ol mangi kisim iau
pen na sem long ai bilong ol wanskul na
laik bekim pait long ol meri husait ripot
em gen bai putim ol iet igo insait long
narapela ripot nogut na kisim narapela
pen igo antap.
Eh, sori tumas ol mangi save kisim sem
long ai bilong olgeta meri wanskul na
tisa. Ating dispela ol pasin imas mekim
mi poret long lainim tokpisin.

Em stori bilong mipela liklik skul mangi
long abrusim lo i tambuim Tok Pisin. Na
Tok Motu tu ol skul itambuim.
Tasol long skul bilong mi Waigani
Kumuniti (nau em Primeri) dispela
tokples i bin stap hait olgeta na wanwan
taim tasol mipela save harim sapos planti
ol wantok Papua sumatin i raun wantaim.
Mi iet i save long toktok long Inglis tasol
olsem na mi harim tasol na bihainim ol
mangi long taim bilong pilai na stori, we
nau ol tu isave laik long traim tokinglis
bilong ol long mi.
Ating em i gutpela pasin bilong ol
pikinini long lainim tokples igo ikam
long taim ol i stap skul na pilai, tasol mi
sori long mi iet olsem tokpisin ibin
tambu long skul na ol poroman bilong mi
ino laik salim mipela long pilim sem na
kisim iau pen long han bilong ol tisa.
Bihain long skul i pinis ol poro save
hamamas long tokpisin igo ikam na long
dispela taim mi igat sans long lainim
haphap tokpisin. Tasol mi iet inogat
pasin bilong stori tumas na taim mi raun
pilai wantaim ol poro mi save mekim
liklik tokpisin long wanwan taim.
Igo moa, ol poro iet isave tokim mi long
'noken wari long tokpisin, yu save gut tru
long tokinglis' na dispela emi soim olsem
igat strongpela tingting olsem tokinglis i
moa beta long skul gut na bihain taim
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long painim opis wok igat bikpela
makmak.

luksave long tokinglis bilong mi na susa
na brata bilong mi.

Em wankain tingting bilong olgeta
mama papa na tisa long taim bipo na long
nau tu dispela tingting istap strong tru.

Em nau dispela gutpela save long
tokinglis em i kamap olsem wanpela
powa bilong mi we nogat planti arapela
mangi long komuniti igatim wankain
strong. Ating faivpela o sikspela tasol ol
poro bilong mi igatim wankaim save
long tokinglis bilong wanem ol famili
bilong ol tu i bin stap long arapela kantri.

Na tu, insait long planti famili ol mama
papa save tok strong long ol pikinini
imas traim tokinglis tasol na ino wari
tumas long skulim ol long tokples na ol
skul tisa save tokim mama papa long
mekim.
Em bin kamap wankain long mi iet.
Tasol em bai hat long mi daunim dispela
tingting bilong ol tisa na ol mama papa
bilong wanem mi iet i wanpela PhD
holder husait i bin raitim skul pepa
bilong em long Tok Inglis. Em ating mi
inapim dispela mak ol ibin tingim long
en.
Nogut mi kamapim giaman tingting long
wokabaut bilong mi iet. Tasol long
lukluk bilong mi, igatim planti ol
narapela PhD na wankain saveman meri
ol iken toktok long tupela na tripela na
fopela tokples na igo moa antap long
tokinglis.
Tingting bilong mi nau igo olsem, i tru
olsem save bilong mi long tokinglis ibin
helpim mi long rid na lainim na raitim ol
wok bilong mi long skul. Tasol dispela
save bilong mi long Tok Inglis em ino
makim olgeta save mi igat long em,
nogat, em i kamautim wanpela hap mak
tasol bilong ol kainkain save istap namel
long kastam na pasin bilong Western
edukesen.
Mi ting olsem igat arapela hap save
bilong yumi iet istap long Tok Pisin, Tok
Motu na Tok Ples we mi abrusim sans
bilong mi long lainim na kamapim save
bilong mi long narapela rot we ino istap
long skul wok tasol.
Ating het bilong mi emi kilia liklik long
tingting insait long Tok Pisin taim mi
stap long haiskul long en. Em long taim
mi yangpela na pasin bilong pilim swit
long tok stori na tok gris na raun nating i
save kamap strong tru.
Long tok tru mi ino bin igatim strongpela
sikirap long raunraun olsem ol poro
blong mi na mi save laik istap wanpis na
ridim buk.
Igo moa long dispela taim mi yangpela
mi lukim olsem ol mama papa na ol tisa
na tu olgeta sumatin isave givim bikpela

Ating het bilong mipela mas ibin solap
liklik long dispela kain luksave ol
arapela lain i givim long mipela long ol
kain tokinglis mipela igatim. Em mi
noken save.
Tasol tokpisin em i pulap long olgeta
komuniti na mipela ol dispela tokinglis
mangi isave laik toktok na poroman gut
wantaim arapela mangi olsem na mipela
lainim tokpisin igo antap. Wanwan tu
ibin lainim liklik tokmotu na em ol laki
mangi.

Liklik hap tokpisin mi save long en em
tasol mi tromoi sapos mi stap raun
wantaim ol arapela sumatin. Na tokmotu
sori tumas lau be diba lasi.
Mipela yunivesiti sumatin i stap long
bikpela skul na i mas ridim na harim na
tingting na toktok long Tok Inglis tasol
long kisim olgeta save we stap long
lainim.
Ating ibin asua gen olsem ol yunivesiti
meri isave aigris long ol mangi husait
iken tromoi tokinglis moa iet long ol
mangi husait inosave tromoi tokinglis
tumas. Em nau 'peer pressure' na resis
long meri na skulwok i rausim tingting
blong kisim save long ol arapela tokples
bilong mipela iet.
Long nau iet mi lukim olsem mi asua
liklik bilong wanem ol poro na famili na
arapela lain komuniti bilong mi isave
toktok na stori long ol dispela tokples we
mi lusim igo nating.

Wanem toktok mi harim na lainim long
taim mi liklik mangi em ikamap gen long
tang bilong mi na ino hevi tumas. Em
long mangi taim tasol long haiskul
sampela liklik senis i kamap.

Em nau mi nogat gutpela rot long toktok
wantaim ol arapela man meri (especially
ol meri basta!) long ol kain nek we istap
insait long tingting, pasin na kastam
bilong mipela Papua Niugini.

Long haiskul tu mi tingim ol wanskul
bilong mi save sem long mekim tokples
bilong ol iet long skul, na les long mama
papa bai toktok long ol long tokples na
bai pulim ai bilong ol arapela lain igo
long ol.

Dispela nau em olsem mi brukim
wanpela bun bilong mi pikinini man
bilong Papua Niugini. Mi inap long
sanap na wokabaut tasol bun inogat
strong olgeta long mak we mi inap long
kisim.

Na mi ting olsem dispela pasin bilong ol
long sem long harim tokples i pinisim
mak stret bilong lo itambuim tokples
long skul.

Na sapos wanpela bun i bruk?

Tasol narapela tingting em bin olsem
tokples igatim strong na nek bilong ol
tumbuna olsem na ol lain bai ino inap
laik long toktok nating nating long ai na
iau bilong arapela man meri nogat, em
tokples bilong ol tasol.
Em tupela tingting istap na mi save sore
tasol na stap wanpis bilong wanem mi tu
wanpela turangu inogat save long
tokples.
Ating sapos mi bin prenim wanpela meri
Papua bai mi inap long lainim tokmotu
tasol asua.
Bihain taim mi skul long yunivesiti mi
lukim olsem inogat wanpela namba bai
mi kisim long Tok Pisin, Tok Motu na
Tok Ples na mi tu lusim tingting olgeta
long traim long lainim gut ol dispela
tokples.

Longpela taim igo nau long mi pinisim
skul long yunivesiti, bihain mi painim
wok saientis na kamap wanpela yangpela
generesen bilong Papua Niugini igat
tingting na laik long strongim kantri
bilong mi.
Long 2012 tingting bilong mi i kirap
long traim lainim sampela pasin bilong
raitim ol essay na opinion pepa, em long
Crocodile Prize, na mi putim wanwan
wokmak igo insait long kompetisen.
Na tu mi traim tanim tokpisin long
wanwan tok-singsing (poems) mi raitim
pinis na nek bilong ol i kamap swit moa
long maus bilong mi iet.
Mi ting olsem wanem long mi ino bin
traim han long raitim dispela tokpisin
long taim iet. Na tu, mi ting olsem
wanem na save bilong mi long raitim
tokpisin em i liklik tumas tasol long
toktok mi save maus maus nating igo.
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Mi luksave long asua bilong mi iet na ol
arapela lain mi stap wantaim na traim
long skelim sapos ol tu istap wankain
longlong olsem mi long raitim na ridim
na skelim save long tokpisin.
Ating yumi igatim wankain longlong
long ol tokples tu laka.
Na long raitim tokinglis tu yumi igatim
klostu wankain longlong long ridim na
raitim long olgeta primeri igo inap
yunivesiti sumatin.
Mi tingting igo bek na skelim ken dispela
lo itambuim tokples long skul.
Ating em lo nating inogat gutpela as
bilong en olsem na ino inap karim kaikai
gut.
Long nau tete mi wok long mekim
sampela liklik wok painim aut long
dispela pekato bilong mipela long i
tambuim tokples long skul.
Em nau mi lainim olsem dipatmen bilong
edukesen ibin strongim lo na polisi
bilong koloniel gavaman bilong bipo
long mekim Tok Inglis i kamap wanpela
tokples tasol long olgeta skul.
Gavaman long bipo i rausim olgeta Tok
Ples skul na daunim mak bilong Tok
Pisin na Tok Motu olsem em ino toktok
stret bilong ol man meri long lainim long
skul na kisim save.
Dispela painim aut i mekim mi pilim bel
hevi na kaikai tit wantaim.
Em olsem mipela ol Papua Niugini
bihainim dispela koloniel pasin na
daunim yumi iet long noken luksave long
lainim na mekim ol arapela tokples
bilong yumi.
Narapela painim aut mi mekim em long
ol sampela saveman husait i luksave long
kamap bilong tokinglis na tokpisin long
ol komuniti.
Ol ibin luksave olsem "tokinglis em i
bilong ol bikpela manmeri na tokpisin
em i bilong ol grasruts manmeri" na i
mekim kamap ol narapela narapela
‘class’ long komuniti.
Dispela i karim kaikai long tingting
bilong yumi iet olsem tokinglis bilong ol
waitman em istap antap moa long tokples
bilong yumi iet.
Ating mipela laik kisim skul save na
bikpela koble na yumi apim ol waitman
igat Tok Inglis na ol tokinglis lain (olsem
mi iet) igo antap na mekim olsem ol i

gutpela moa long yumi ol blakskin igat
Tok Pisin na ol lain isave paitim tokpisin
na tokmotu na tokples tasol.
Dispela kain mathematics em i kavakava
momo kane.

Na bai ol tumbuna ting olsem
wanem?
Ating em bai orait long ol tumbuna
bilong wanem ol i laikim bai yumi stap
gut na kisim wankain gutpela sindaun na
bikpela kago olsem ol waitman meri.
Dispela em i gutpela tingting long ol
sampela man meri husait i laikim
divelopmen ikamap na ekonomi iken
stap strong na Papua Niugini bai kamap
sitisen bilong bikpela ples Giraun.
Ating tingting bilong yumi istap kagoboi
iet.

pasin tumbuna long kisim save long
toktok tasol, olsem 'oral tradition'.
Em nau ol planti yut isave sem long traim
long rid na rait na ol yut i lusim dispela
gutpela wokmak bilong skul long taim ol
i stap nating.
Igo moa, ol yut bilong tete i save laik
harim olgeta singsing tasol bilong ol
musik lain na i luk olsem ol dispela ol
man meri i kamap olsem ol tisa bilong ol
wankain olsem ol tumbuna save givim
skul long oral tradition.
Ating em gutpela o nogat bai yumi lukim
long pasin bilong ol yut long wok na
sindaun long komuniti. Mi iet ting olsem
planti yut inogat wok, sindaun i baragrap
na nogat gutpela save long het bilong ol
long kirapim sans na laip bilong ol iet.
Eh, yumi stapstap.

Husait i tok olsem Western edukesen,
kalsa, kastam na pasin istap insait long
Tok Inglis em i moa beta long dispela
driman bilong yumi long kamap "helti,
hepi, welti na wise long 2050"?

Dispela imas niupela kalsa bilong
blakman husait igat pasin bilong maus
maus tasol na inogatim gutpela save long
rid na raitim, pasim na surukim save
bilong ol long kirapim pasin na kastam
iken kamap moabeta.

Ating PNG bai kamap olsem wanpela
"kantri bilong ol blakman igat bikpela
moni" long dispela polisi blong
tokinglis.

Ating edukesen dipatmen na ol skul na
tisa bilong yumi ibin i sotim sampela
save bilong mipela we inap long kamap
taim mipela istap liklik pikinini iet.

Tasol insait long skul igo inap long
wokples planti bilong yumi Papua
Niugini istap longlong long tokples na
arapela lain istap longlong long tokpisin
na yumi pilim hevi long ridim na raitim.

Em i luk olsem mipela grasruts nau
kamapim wanpela lo i tambuim rid na
rait long komuniti laip laka.

Igo moa, long pasin bilong ol grasruts
igat wanpela asua olsem inogat kalsa
bilong rid na rait long Tok Pisin, ol man
meri laik maus maus tasol na hamamas
nating long harim singsing long tokpisin
na mekim tok pilai na tok bokis tasol.
Ating wankain longlong istap long ol
lain ino save rid na rait long Tok Motu
na Tok Ples. Em long mi tu.
Na gen, i luk olsem pasin bilong yumi
long les long rid na rait long Tok Pisin na
Tok Motu na Tok Ples i stap wankain
tasol long Tok Inglis. Bilong wane mol
sumatin bilong nau ino save gut long
toktok, na rait long Tok Inglis, na sapos
yu skelim wok bilong ol, em soim olsem
tingting i paul turu.
Save bilong rid na rait na stretim tingting
em wokmak bilong skul.
Tasol pasin bilong yumi iet soim piksa
olsem yumi laik igo bek ken na bihainim

Nogut mi tingting krangi nating na
igatim planti yangpela pikinini husait ol
mama papa i skulim ol gut tru long
tokples bilong ol iet.
Nogut mi toktok tasol long luksave
bilong mi long sait bilong ol 'urban' o siti
skul sumatin tasol ol 'rural' o asples skul
sumatin ol i stap orait tasol.
Nogut mi popaia long skelim bilong mi
olsem taim tokples i lus em i makim
olsem bun bilong pasin, kastam na kalsa
em bai bruk wankain tasol.
Sapos mi asua long dispela tingting orait
long wanem as na planti lain isave tokaut
olsem ol yangpela bilong nau inosave igo
moa long hausman na hausmeri long
kisim skul long kastam bilong ol iet.
Sapos mi asua long dispela toktok orait
bai wanpela inap stretim tok long dispela
ripot olsem ol planti tokples bilong yumi
bai lus olgeta.
Sapos mi asua long skelim bilong mi
ating em i gutpela olsem ol kalsa bilong
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yumi bai senis igo kamap wankain mak
olsem ol Western kantri wankain olsem
yumi kisim Tok Inglis.

kastam na kalsa bilong ol iet na kamap
olsem as bilong wanpela diwai iken
karim kaikai.

Sampela saveman itok olsem 'tokples i
lus na bai yumi inap long kisim bek, tasol
taim kalsa i lus em igo olgeta'. Ating
dispela em ino wanpela hevi long wari
long wanem yumi stap long 'modern
age'.

Mi nogat bikpela save tumas long dispela
ol tingting i kamap taim mi mekim liklik
wok painim aut.

Ol arapela saveman itok ol yangpela
imas igat strongpela graun aninit long lek
bilong sanap strong. Dispela strongpela
graun em i stap insait long pasin na

Tasol long tingting bilong mi, sapos
yumi laik istap iet wantaim dispela lo i
tambuim tokples long ol skul, ating
nogat wanpela gutpela senis bai kamap
long strongim bel na tingting bilong ol
yangpela man meri bilong Papua
Niugini. Em i liklik samting tumas long

itambuim ol sumatin long toktok long
tokpisin, tokmotu na tokples long skul.
Ating as bilong dispela lo itambuim
tokples em i kamapim diwai inogat
kaikai bilong en, olsem na ol planti moa
sumatin i lusim skul pinis isi tru long
lusim dispela wokmak bilong skul long
rid na rait na kirapim tingting bilong ol
iet.
Edukesen lo itambu long tokples long
skul na mekim mipela olgeta kamap
olsem longlong nating.

A commentary

On ‘Long wanem as tru na yumi itambuim
tokples long skul’
ED BRUMBY| Ples Singsing – A PNG Writer’s Blog
In my linguistic and cultural ignorance
way back in the mid-1960s when I was a
head teacher in the East Sepik I, like all
of my peers, enforced the ’no Tok Ples,
no Tok Pisin’ rule in the classroom and
the playground - in the widely-held and
mistaken belief that, by insisting on the
‘English everywhere’ rule, our pupils’
English language competence would be
enhanced.
In hindsight, I guess we simply (and
thoughtlessly) figured that the more our
pupils spoke and practised English, the
more adept they’d become in its use.
(And I say ’thoughtlessly’ because, in
truth, it wasn’t something we really
thought about very much, if at all.) And
none of us actually ‘measured’ the
effectiveness of the TP bans.
Some years later when I studied
linguistics at UPNG, the scales were
ripped from my eyes (and brain) and I
learnt that language isn’t just about
communication: it is a fundamental
marker of identity.
Moreover, I came to understand that
language use - whether it be
variations/dialects of a single language
and/or the use of different languages is
dependent, and very much so, on

situation and context. In our everyday
lives, our choice of words and phrases
and the tone and stress with which we
express them depend very much on to
whom we are speaking and the situation
we are in.
The way we speak to our boss at work is
notably different to the way we speak to
our friends at the pub – even though we
are using the same language in both
situations. Thus, it was only natural that
my pupils wanted to speak TP in the
playground
Even back in my Sepik days I recognised
that Tok Pisin (and certainly Tok Ples)
were valid languages, worthy of their
own literature and place in the spoken
world. And I certainly never shared the
(somewhat racist) view of many of my
colleagues that Tok Pisin was some kind
of mongrel doggerel.
Thus, I concur - albeit with some
reservations, with the arguments that
Michael has posited so eloquently in his
essay. Those reservations are all based
on matters of practicality.
Re Tok Ples in the classroom: there have
been, and are, many instances/schemes
worldwide of using Tok Ples as a

medium of instruction in the early years
of schooling - even in Australia where
many Northern Territory schools
implemented such an approach, with
varying degrees of success. All of them
have had to deal with the practical
matters of sourcing and training teachers
and producing (and distributing) relevant
learning materials - not to mention
designing a locally/culturally-relevant
curriculum - which raises all kinds of
politico-cultural questions in the PNG
context.
And of particular import in the PNG
context is just where Tok Pisin and/or
Motu should/could be used as a medium
of instruction. The (governmental)
policy and related issues are more than a
little complicated.
This doesn’t mean, of course, that there
can’t or shouldn’t be ‘localised’ or
regionalised efforts at incorporating Tok
Ples and/or Tok Pisin within the
classroom. And let’s remember, too, that
Tok Pisin is now the mother tongue/Tok
Ples of so many Papua New Guineans
……
Ed Brumby is a retired educationalist. He
was co-creator of the (in)famous PNG
characters Yokomo & Omokoy .
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Nenge – small publisher
with big prospects
KEITH JACKSON | PNG Attitude
NOOSA – Nenge Books is a small Australian business
based in Coramba near Coffs Harbour, NSW, which
publishes independent authors and is the brainchild of a
man with strong roots in Papua New Guinea.
The company was established by author Mike Jelliffe to
publish his own writing and has expanded to include other
works and provide advice to authors seeking low-cost
publishing.
“I am always willing to consider publishing any Papua New
Guinean authors who are looking for a publishing
opportunity,” Mike told me. Authors can email Michael here.
Mike arrived in PNG from Australia in 1971 and spent most of
his working life there, mainly in aviation as a pilot, manager
and trainer. You can read more about him at the end of this
article.

Mike Jelliffe on the Aramia River near Balimo, 2018

Mike says he’s “been grinding away at a sequel to The People
of the Bird” and is also midway through editing Pombereol,
written by a nurse in Mendi who narrates stories told by her
grandfather of life around Mendi before first contact with the
outside world.
The People of the Bird is available as a free PDF for Papua New
Guineans, who can request it by emailing Mike here.
RECENT PNG-RELATED BOOKS FROM NENGE

Flying pastors with MAF in the highlands, 2015

He and his wife Kathy raised their three children in PNG and
lived and worked in many regional areas – Oro, Western,
Sandaun, East Sepik, Southern and Western Highlands, Simbu
and Morobe – as well as Port Moresby

The Treasury of Teapu:
Discovering the real gold in
Bougainville by Ray Grindley,
ISBN 978-0-6488206-1-1, Nenge
Books, November 2020, 366
pages, paperback, includes many
photos and pictures. Discounted at
AU$30 + postage for PNG orders.
Available early in the new year
from
the
publisher
at
nengebooks1@gmail.com

Handing over books to church representatives in Port Moresby

1969 was a turning point in
Australian
Accountant
Ray
Grindley’s life. As a Christian volunteer working with the
United Church in Bougainville, he meticulously recorded details
about the life and culture of the people of Teapu in northern
Bougainville.

A number of Nenge publications are PNG-related and include
autobiographies, general interest books and literacy primers.
Two new PNG books are summarised below.

Now 50 years later, he has combined the stories, along with his
own experiences, into one work. There’s a lot in this book:
traditional stories, conversations, events in travelling, history,
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1961 and his training and pastoral ministry in remote areas east
of Erave.
THE MIKE JELLIFFE STORY
From 1971, Mike had a
continuing involvement in PNG
aviation for 42 years as a pilot
and flight instructor and later as
a manager in Talair, Macair and
general
manager
of
the
Missionary Aviation Fellowship
(MAF).

kinship systems, initiation ceremonies, archaeology, spiritual
beliefs, mission work and more.
The book is supported by many photographs, making it a
valuable record of Bougainville village life at that time. What
makes it more valuable is that much of information was lost to
the people during the 10-year civil war of the 1990s, when an
estimated 20,000 people died.
Each chapter takes the reader on a personal journey with Ray,
who arrived in a state of despondency following the death of his
girlfriend and left a year later transformed having discovered
what he calls the real gold of Bougainville – the love and
acceptance of a people previously unknown to him.
It’s an inspirational read.
Dekeleba – the Lake Bird by
Sarah
Kende,
ISBN
9780648428480, Nenge Books,
2020, 34 pages, paperback with
photos. AU$12.00 + postage for
PNG
orders.
Available
immediately from the publisher at
nengebooks1@gmail.com
This is a short story of the life of
Pastor Kitapateke, who was one of
the first converts to Christianity in
the Erave-Samberigi-Polupa area
of the Southern Highlands. It
focuses on his early life and
parental influences, his participation in Dobu trading patrols as
a messenger and translator, his marriage before conversion in

In addition to his aviation
qualifications, Mike has an MA
in Intercultural Studies and spent
1987-1991 as a missionary and
trainer in the Evangelical
Mike Jellife
Church of PNG and he continues
to conduct training for rural
pastors in particularly in Western and Southern Highlands
provinces and Port Moresby.
“Many of these people have known me since my early days
flying there. Training and facilitating others to achieve their
potential is at the core of who I am and hence the focus on
training.”
Mike understands that Nenge Books has a role that extends
beyond book publishing.
“I believe the most effective role in training and empowering
others is through the written word.
“I hope I can be of assistance including training for PNG friends
wanting to publish.”

Training pastors at Dewara in Western Province, 2018

“We published our first print book, a novel titled "The People of the Bird", in late 2014. Following the success of this book,
NENGE BOOKS has expanded its scope to offer PoD (Print-on-Demand) publishing for other independent projects and authors. To
date over 35 books have been published.
With a particular interest in multi-cultural and indigenous contexts, particularly Papua New Guinea and Australia, we are now
publishing materials which include local language literacy primers, and teaching and Bible study resources for the Christian
church, as well as independent writings. More recently we have assisted several authors to publish their autobiography as well
as several books of historical and cultural interest from PNG. See our book listings under the Published Books tab above.
We encourage any writers/authors seeking a cost effective publishing option for their work to contact us. We also encourage
PNG authors to consider publishing with us.”
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BOOK REVIEWS

A record explained, or rationalised?
MICHAEL KABUNI | Academia Nomad
Chan, J. (2016). ‘Playing the Game: Life and Politics on Papua New Guinea’. University of Queensland Press, Queensland.
Australia. It is sold for K45 at the UPNG Bookshop. Also available here from Amazon for $39 (shipped)
PORT MORESBY – As MP for
Namatanai, Julius Chan was one of the
founding fathers of Papua New
Guinea, twice serving as prime
minister (1980– 82 and 1994-97) and
currently governor of New Ireland
Province.
Unlike Michael Somare in ‘Sana’, who
focused much on the principles and
traditions
that
underpinned
his
statesmanship, ‘Playing the Game’
admits from the outset that it is a book
about politics.

In 1970, he formed and led his successful
political vehicle - the People’s Progress
Party.
As you might expect in a political
autobiography, Chan is critical of others
and lenient on himself. This is
understandable and, as this is a personal
account, he can be forgiven for that.
In this book, in explaining and
contextualising the key decisions he
made, we finally get some answers on
why.

True to this, it tells of the rise and fall of
Chan’s controversial periods as prime
minister.

Chan’s name is synonymous with the
Sandline Crisis and the devaluation of
PNG’s currency, the kina.

It tells of the alliances and betrayals of
PNG politics; and it tries to explain why
Chan made the decisions and took the
actions he did.

Whilst there are some economists and
businessmen who defend the devaluation
of the kina, almost no-one defends his
decision to bring the Sandline
mercenaries to PNG.

The only non-political aspects of the
book are initial chapters on Chan’s early
upbringing.

So, when I got the book, my main interest
was to understand his explanation for the
latter.

Born the fifth of seven children on the
Tanga Islands in what is now New
Ireland, he is the son of Chin Pak, a trader
from Taisan Province in China, and
Miriam Tinkoris, a native New Irelander.

It’s best at this juncture that I state the
assumptions I had before reading
‘Playing the Game’.

Educated at a Marist College in Brisbane,
Australia, he started his career in the
family business in New Ireland.

First, my view that ‘Sandline was brought
in to kill Bougainvilleans’, a prevailing
PNG narrative I subscribed to before
reading the book.

Chan’s interest in politics began in the
1960s and he was elected to the preindependence House of Assembly in
1968, re-elected multiple times and
deputy prime minister four times in
addition to his two prime ministerships.

According to Chan, however, Sandline
was brought in to infiltrate rebel leader
Francis Ona’s hideout to take him dead or
alive.

no end to it. He thought that eliminating
the ring leader would begin reasonable
negotiations.
Even if you’re critical of this logic, it
makes sense to some degree. Sandline
was a small group of mercenaries, which
means they could not have taken on
Bougainville. They didn’t have the
manpower and resources to fight the
Bougainville Revolutionary Army.
It made sense if Sandline was brought in
for a specific and limited purpose: in
Chan’s words, to take out Francis Ona.
Secondly, because of Sandline affair, I
had the view that Chan was responsible
for the Bougainville Crisis.
Whilst he served in several cabinets, he
writes that disagreements between
Francis Ona, Rio Tinto and the PNG
government started during Rabbie

Chan argues that the Bougainville crisis
had gone on too long, and there seemed
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Namaliu’s prime ministership. These
included demands for fair compensation
and expressions of environmental
concern.
Instead of renegotiating the Panguna
deal, Namaliu sent in the Police Riot
Squad and then the PNG Defence Force.
Paias Wingti, who replaced Namaliu
sustained this intensity and eventually
escalated it into a full-blooded war.
Chan insists that this inherited conflict
predated him. And the conflict continued.
Several peace talks collapsed and people
continued to die.
Chan reveals the negotiations and deals
that occurred, sometimes behind his
back, to bring in the mercenaries. They
included army commander Jerry
Singirok, who some international media
reports said favoured a group competing
with Sandline.
But Chan opted for Sandline and lost the
support of Singirok, who went on to lead
the fight to deport Sandline. I hope
Singirok writes a book one day so we get
his side of the story.
On to another subject. One thing that I
still don’t understand about Chan is why
he has been, and still is, against the
establishment of the Ombudsman
Commission.
When the idea was first discussed by the
Constitutional Planning Committee,

Julius Chan brought in the mercenaries, devalued the kina and hated the Ombudsman Commission

Chan was against it and he has been
consistently critical of it. In the book he
says the idea of the Ombudsman
Commission shows we do not trust our
leaders. And he argues it hinders leaders
from freely performing their mandated
roles.
After the massive scale of corruption
experienced in this country, I would have
thought that Chan would eventually come
around and argue for increased funding
and staffing for the Commission so it
could hold corrupt leaders to account.

I’m glad Chan wrote this book. It gives
answers to some of decisions he made,
although one might not be convinced of
all his explanations at least we get to hear
from him.
I would have loved to read Sir Mekere
Morauta’s story in his own words. I hope
Paias Wingti, Namaliu and other senior
leaders will similarly write about their
time. Autobiographies give first-hand
insights into the authors’ journeys, and
‘Playing the Game’ does that for Cha

Chan has, however, never wavered in his
criticism despite the systemic corruption
experienced in PNG.

Mutiny that saved PNG:
Singirok’s new book
RAE KATAHA SMART | Keith Jackson & Friends: PNG Attitude
A Matter of Conscience: Operation Rausim Kwik by Major-General Jerry Singirok, Partridge Publishing, Singapore, February
2022, 636 pages. Available from Amazon: hardcover $100, paperback $72.95 or email Rae Smart raesmart@me.com for more
information
TEWANTIN QLD – At last the book
by Major-General Jerry Singirok on
the Bougainville conflict and the
Sandline Affair, ‘Operation Rausim
Kwik’, has just been released.

Written from the unique perspective of
former Army commander Singirok, the
book is a no holds barred account of a
mutiny.

It tells the story of Singirok’s bold
response when Sandline mercenaries,
engaged by the government of then prime
minister Sir Julius Chan who was intent
on winning the civil war in Bougainville,
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were stopped in their tracks, potentially
saving thousands of lives.
Singirok had just been sacked and
everyone was jumpy when his
bodyguard, Corporal Allen, pulled a
pistol on a soldier who arrived
unexpectedly at Murray Barracks. He
said he just wanted food (Andrew
Meares)
Singirok tells the story leading up to this
event and relates what happened when, as
defence force commander in 1997, he
defied Chan’s orders, and successfully
acted to stop the Sandline mercenaries.
Singirok was dismissed and faced a
number of inquiries, one of which
reinstated him in 1998.
But, dissatisfied, the government called
another inquiry and he was dismissed
again in 2000 facing a number of charges
including sedition.
In March 2004, he was cleared of all
charges except sedition, and his military
career was over.

More recently, Singirok has been
outspoken
against
Australian
intervention in the Pacific, particularly
the deployment of forces to the Solomon
Islands.

He has arranged to have a limited number
of the first editions in Australia. If you are
interested in obtaining a copy, you can
also email me at the address above.

He has accused Australia of imperialism
and also suggested that Papua New
Guinea risks becoming a failed state.
As you might expect, his book is well
written, revelatory and a real page-turner.
The book also covers other aspects of
Singirok’s life, including what influenced
as a youth and a young man.
As PNG topples on the edge of a disaster,
Singirok briefs his troops
It describes his career as a professional
soldier in the Papua New Guinea Defence
Force, and what happened when, after the
drama of the Sandline Affair, he had to
reconstruct his life.
I’m assisting Major-General Singirok pro
bono as what he’s written is more than a
book to have on your shelf, it’s a real
lesson in life.

Powerful debut from an accomplished poet
PHILIP FITZPATRICK | Keith Jackson & Friends: PNG Attitude
‘Listen’ by Thyatira Kaupa, Hibiscus Three, 2020, 82 pages. ISBN B08KBGMG77, e-book, AU$5 from Amazon Australia
TUMBY BAY – One of the
disconcerting elements of Papua New
Guinea literature is that there is
generally no fanfare when a new book
appears.
Interested readers have no source to
check out what’s on offer. At best,
publicity and reviews of new works are
confined to social media and require
some diligence to locate.
Readers often simply stumble over these
books when they are web surfing or
searching unrelated subjects.
Thus, it was that I found Thyatira
Kaupa’s debut book of poetry.
The e-book was published this year
following what will be an annual
competition conducted by the publisher,
Hibiscus Three.

Thyatira Kaupa – a first rate debut collection of
poetry

It is a powerful debut from an
accomplished and talented poet and
deserves to be read widely.
The subjects covered are wide ranging
and explore themes like friendship,
relationship breakdown, the impact of
colonialism and sorcery related violence.

As the author says, “The poems aren’t a
breezy walk in the park on a calm casual
Friday.
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“I wrote them with the intention of
stirring and evoking dormant or passive
thoughts about our nation’s state and the
aftermath of colonial influence.”
What you hold in your hand
Is my very own tragic wonderland
Every whispering sentence tells a
story of life,
ruin, heartbreak and society in all its
gore and glory
Tread with caution
Because this literary art is a truthful
contortion
Heed my warning
For these poems are bluntly
discerning
Do enjoy these sentences I have
strung together
I do hope it brings your eyes a
bittersweet pleasure
And to your heart a graceful
sympathy
For the poem’s vigorous
susceptibility.
In her stated objectives, the poet says her
poems are “my weapons, each stanza

sharpens their edges. I fight for justice
and I advocate with these poems”.
In this sense, she is not unlike many other
Papua New Guinean poets who use
contemporary issues as their subject
matter.
But there is also an eloquence that
transcends the more unfortunate aspects
of reality and can be enjoyed simply for
their deft and skilful language.
This is particularly so in poems like ‘The
Quintessence of Lily Walker’ which are
story-like in their composition.
In this poem the author is observing her
subject as she appears as a “lifeless cold
body inside a coffin box”. Here is an
extract:
Lily Walker is dressed in a beautiful
long blue dress
it does no justice to her tireless
beauty
Her waterfall of inky black hair
fanned around her delicate heart
shaped face
in smooth rippling waves,
cascading off her slender shoulders.

Her thick feather-like eyelashes
gently dust her pale cheeks
cheeks that would turn strawberry
shortcake red
when she laughed too much.
She was more beautiful alive than
dead
that much I am certain
It was suicide.
I suspect this sort of imagery would have
a thrilling appeal for any reader no matter
the message.
There was an infamous Lily Walker who
was a diminutive 4 feet 10½ inch
pickpocket and prostitute who was first
tried at the Melbourne Supreme Court in
1885 aged just 17 years, but I’m not sure
there’s a connection in the poem beyond
the name.
In any event, that Lily Walker might have
enjoyed this poem as much as I did.
Thyatira
Kaupa
has
a Facebook
page where you can read more of her
poetry.

Porugl: Son of the Underworld
PHILIP FITZPATRICK | Keith Jackson & Friends: PNG Attitude
Porugl: Son of the Underworld by Kamnguru Nem, Independently published, 183 pages, ISBN: 9798520442332. Available from
Amazon Australia, ebook $25.94, paperback $42.83.
TUMBY BAY – A gigl ambu is a
female spirit who lives in the
underworld and travels into the outer
world, where humans live, to secretly
forage for food at night.
The underworld is ruled over by an
ancient serpent called Kerwanba. Among
her subjects are spirits, dwarfs and the
mysterious smoking makan nem who act
as landlords.
Above ground Kekemba, the mythical
eagle soars and a gifted shaman invokes
chants to heal wounds and illness and
conducts rituals like the mengagle
sungwa to bring back the souls of humans
stolen by underworld spirits.

John W Kuri, author

Such is the Tolkien-like world inhabited
by the hero of Kamnguru Nem’s
novel Porugl Son of the Underworld.

Porugl, the grandson and heir of the
powerful leader of the Akenku tribe,
Kande Kumugl, who is thrown into a
deep pit to die by a rival intent upon
undermining his family lineage.

Set in Simbu just before contact with
Europeans the novel tells the story of

Why Porugl was treated in this manner
and how he somehow survives and comes

to live in the mystical realms of the
underworld before eventually escaping
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makes up the intriguing narrative of the
novel.
While the novel is reminiscent of the
world created by JRR Tolkien in his
fantasy novels The Hobbit and The Lord
of the Rings it also invokes Greek and
Roman mythology.
In this sense it is a reminder that the
western world was not the only place that
developed foundational myths of
complexity and durability.

used to living and dealing with their
ghosts and spirits, were not overly
surprised by the arrival of the strange,
light skinned men with their strange
habits and attire who appeared among
them.
One of the characters briefly featured in
the novel is Mangruai, a fair skinned and
long-haired man who arrived before the
first missionaries came to Simbu
Province.

In Simbu and other places in Papua New
Guinea complicated systems of thought
and belief that explained both the natural
and supernatural world were widely
extant before Europeans arrived.

Some readers may remember the
discussion on PNG Attitude about this
man and who he might have been. As the
late Francis Nii suggested, some thought
he was a Christ-like figure and this is how
he appears in the novel.

These systems were also decidedly more
potent than the simple superstitions that
were ascribed to them by proselytising
missionaries and others.

Mangruai, as it were, was a logical and
preparatory lynchpin between the
traditional world and the new world.

I first became aware of the depth of these
beliefs while editing Kela Kapkora Sil
Bolkin’s seminal blending of myth and
history in his 2013 book The Flight of
Galkope. In that book he describes the
effortless transition from legend to
history that occurred among his own
Galkope people.
This easy transition is one of the main
reasons why Papua New Guinean people,

Whereas Sil Bolkin presented his
narrative as history, the author of this
book has taken a different path and used
a fictional story to explore many of the
same or similar issues.
This has given him leeway to be creative
and imbue his narrative with the elements
of fantasy mentioned earlier. While the
reader is never sure how true to type the
characters in the novel are it is still
possible to construe what might be

factual and what is invention. This makes
for an intriguing narrative.Whether true
or fiction, what comes across strongly in
the book are the complexities of tribal
organisation and leadership.
As the reader follows the fate of the
central character and that of his father and
mother the nature of traditional Simbu
society in all its nuances becomes
abundantly clear.
Not only does the reader get to learn
about these fascinating people they also
get to feel what it might have been like to
be them.
And, on top of that, and for those with not
so much an esoteric impulse, the book is
a rattling good yarn.
Kamnguru Nem is the pen name of John
W Kuri. John is a program/operations
manager with over 15 years’ experience
orking with international development
organizations.
He is an enthusiast of tribal history, the
origins of people and their traditions. He
also composes music in his free time.
Porugl: Son of the Underworld is the first
book in a planned trilogy.

A story of hardship addressed and challenge met
GORDON SHIRLEY | Keith Jackson & Friends: PNG Attitude
Night Dreams of Passing Memories, by John Kadiba, July 2011, ISBN: 9781462849123, available from Amazon.com for $29.99
AS THE DUST JACKET of this
autobiography points out, this is a unique
life’s history of a Papua New Guinean
man, John Kadiba; born on the Sogeri
Plateau of the Central Province just after
World War II and now a resident of
Darwin in northern Australia.
The book tells of John’s village
childhood, his schooling, his western
education and his subsequent life
experiences, including family tragedies
and serious issues with employers in his
former church.
It is an extremely well written
autobiography with a simple elegance

that is captivating. Certain passages of
the book are allegorical and the author
has used a number of literary devices
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which one doesn’t normally associate
with autobiographies.

confronted him over a number of
decades.

In moving from the autobiographical
“fact” into the magical realm of the
imagination, he uses soliloquy, flashback
and juxtaposition very effectively. The
imagery of the narrative is enhanced
because of these techniques.

Some of these, particularly in the
author’s former church, were very
confronting. But John Kadiba prevailed.
He is a “self-made man”, clearly not the
“half-baked bean” as some colonial
skeptics labelled him in 1970.

This is very much a bicultural story. The
writer’s use of vernacular language
clearly illustrates his connection with his
own PNG people. He discusses in detail
the challenges he faced trying to adapt to
the intrusive western influences that

As one of the first graduates of the
University of Papua New Guinea, he and
others were viewed with great suspicion
by many white people residing in PNG in
the colonial era.

I recommend John Kadiba’s book to
anyone who appreciates a story that
depicts triumph over adversity.
John KadibaIt is a story told with quiet
pride and which places great emphasis on
the value of family. It is a story that could
have been told with rancour – but there is
no evidence of this.
Hopefully many young people in PNG
will gain access to this fine
autobiography.
They could learn a lot from it, as could
their young Australian counterparts.

Ples Singsing Writers & Associates welcomes Papua Niuginian writers to submit short stories, essays, poems
and reviews for publication on the Ples Singsing blog and Sumatin Magazine. Clearly identify the authorship.
Plagiarism is not tolerated. Send your work by email to plessingsing@gmail.com or post to Caroline Evari,
National Capital District. PO Box 1877, Port Moresby NCD 121, Papua New Guinea

The printed issue of Sumatin Magazine is funded by a creative grant
from the Commonwealth Foundation

The Commonwealth Foundation is an intergovernmental organisation established by Heads of Government
in support of the belief that the Commonwealth is as much an association of peoples as it is of governments.
It is the Commonwealth agency for civil society; a unique, stand-alone organisation established by, funded
by, and reporting to governments.
The Foundation is dedicated to strengthening people’s participation in all aspects of public dialogue, to act
together and learn from each other to build democratic societies.
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